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Virtual auditory display (VAD) systems rely uponbinaural technology to render sound sources
at controlled direcƟons in virtual acousƟc spaces. The accuracy and precision with which hu-
man listeners can localise those sound sources, parƟcularly in terms of perceived source ele-
vaƟon, depends upon spectral variaƟon in the incident sound that is due to its interacƟon with
head related transfer funcƟons (HRTFs). Very few of these VAD systems are based uponmeth-
ods that can adapƟvely improve their performance during typical use. Furthermore, many
systems for which laboratory–based evaluaƟon has been used to improve performance have
not been tested using ecologically valid sound sources, or even sources that matched those to
be used in intended applicaƟons. A primary feature that is lacking in many available systems is
the means to acƟvely vary direcƟonal processing in a manner that adapts to the spectrum of
input sound sources at runƟme. Listener uncertainty regarding spectral variaƟon in the sound
source to be processed can result in mismatches between the direcƟons at which HRTFs were
measured and the perceived direcƟons at which those sounds appear for the listener. The
spectral processing developed in the current thesis has been opƟmised to reduce listener un-
certainty parƟcularly regarding the perceived elevaƟon of virtual sound sources, and to im-
prove the overall spaƟal percepƟon.
A number of components of the current project have enabled this achievement. First, an eﬃ-
cient method for capturing an individual’s HRTFs was developed so that an enƟre dataset for
196 source direcƟons could be measured in less than three minutes. The method uƟlised a
head–mounted inerƟal measurement unit (IMU) that is capable of tracking a listener’s head
moƟon in six degrees of freedom. The IMU provides conﬁdence in the measurement an-
gles and avoids the need for immobilising the listener’s head using ‘bite bars’ or ‘chin rests’.
Secondly, a subset of individually measured HRTFs that supported the highest localisaƟon ac-
curacy was idenƟﬁed via preliminary listening sessions. Then, the idenƟﬁed ‘high–accuracy’
HRTFs were used in the formaƟon of a single ‘CollecƟve’ HRTFs dataset that could be deployed
for the enƟre group of listeners in a customised fashion. The customisaƟon employed indi-
vidually determined frequency scaling that was applied to the selected HRTFs datasets be-
fore synthesising the CollecƟve HRTFs dataset, could then be reversed (i.e., re–adjusted to the
individual) through a calibraƟon procedure that was based upon the individual’s localisaƟon
judgments. One achievement of this research project was the conﬁrmaƟon of the improved
localisaƟon performance supported by the CollecƟve HRTFs dataset, in comparison with both
the accuracy and precision of results obtained using individually measured HRTFs.
Another achievement in this thesis project was the evaluaƟon of this specially developed
HRTFs dataset in a VAD of ecologically valid sound sources rather than the more commonly
used noise–burst sƟmuli typical of laboratory studies. The results revealed the way in which
listeners respond to the spectral variaƟons in a set of input sound sources and informed the
development of an adapƟve processing of the proximal sound sources at runƟme that showed
good potenƟal for improving localisaƟon performance in a manner that adapts to listener re-
sponses. Based upon a runƟme analysis of input sound source spectral variaƟon (e.g., typi-
cal of speech and music signals), the adapƟve processing was designed to improve accuracy
and reduce uncertainty in apparent source elevaƟon angle for the listener, and thus improve
overall localisaƟon performance. The adapƟve processing was implemented within a pracƟcal
working prototype system that was opƟmised in its performance through the results of the
empirical studies reported in this thesis.
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G½ÊÝÝÙù*
ConvoluƟon | A digital signal processingmethod, in which a one–channel audio signal is mod-
iﬁed with an HRIR to produce a binaural version of the original audio signal. Con-
voluƟon is uƟlised to reproduce an audio signal as if it originates from a posiƟon in
three–dimensional space.
Distal Sound Source | The input source before direcƟonal transformaƟon.
Ecological PsychoacousƟcs | A holisƟc approach to psychoacousƟcs research based on cogni-
Ɵve and ecological psychology. The methodology shares many aspects of real–life
scenarios.
Ecologically Valid Sound Sources | Sounds thatmaybe encountered in real–life scenarios, such
as speech and music.
HRIR | Head Related Impulse Response is a physical measurement that characterises a
sound signal in the Ɵme domain as it is received at an individual’s ears.
HRTF | HeadRelated Transfer FuncƟon is a physicalmeasurement that characterises a sound
signal in the frequency domain as it is received at an individual’s ears.
ILD | Interaural Level Diﬀerence between the ipsilateral and contralateral signals, which
is dependent on the frequency and angular posiƟon of the sound source relaƟve to
the head.
IMU | InerƟalMeasurement Unit is capable of tracking headmoƟon in six degrees of free-
dom.
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GLOSSARY*
Interaural Cues | LocalisaƟon cues (mainly on the horizontal plane) associated with the Du-
plex Theory [1] and rely on the physiological posiƟon of the two ears at each side
of a relaƟvely large and dense head, which produces ILD and ITD.
ITD | Interaural Time Diﬀerence between the ipsilateral and contralateral signals, which
is dependent on the head radius, speed of sound and angular posiƟon of the sound
source relaƟve to the head.
Proximal Sound Source | The virtual sound source due to the direcƟonal transformaƟon
SpaƟal InterpolaƟon | Adigital signal processing technique that esƟmates unknowndata points
in space using a number of known data points. Applied to increase the spaƟal res-
oluƟon of HRTF measurements.
Spectral Moments | A staƟsƟcal method for analysing the power spectrum of a signal and its
overall spectral shape to derive the central moments, including centroid (mean of
the spectral distribuƟon), bandwidth (dispersion centred at the centroid), skewness
(measure of spectral asymmetry) and kurtosis (measure of the peakedness).
Spectral Shape Cues | LocalisaƟon cues (mainly on the median plane) associated with the
spectral shape of a sound signal and aﬀected by the direcƟonally dependent ﬁl-
tering of the pinna.
* The glossary contains deﬁniƟons of the main terms and concepts explored in this dissertaƟon.
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The currently available virtual auditory display (VAD) technology intended for headphone re-
producƟon does not work very well even though a great deal of Ɵme and eﬀort has been
spent to develop the technology. There are a number of reasons for the commonly observed
mismatches between the intended direcƟon of binaurally processed sound sources and the
perceived locaƟons reported by listeners. The prominent reasons include the system design,
its evaluaƟon methods and the interpretaƟon of perceptual responses given by listeners. The
human auditory system is capable of localising sound sources in a three–dimensional space,
where binaural technology aƩempts to create a virtual auditory display intended for head-
phone reproducƟon, in which sound sources are perceived in a manner that matches free–
ﬁeld reproducƟon. This has been achieved to some extent using head related transfer func-
Ɵons (HRTFs) that characterise the way in which a sound source at a given locaƟon is received
in a listener’s pinnae. The contribuƟon of individually measured HRTFs are found to play an
important role in localisaƟon performance, however most people will not get the opportunity
ofmeasuring their HRTFs. Therefore, amore economical soluƟon has been proposed and eval-
uated in this research study, in which non–individualised HRTFs have been adjusted according
to the listener’s perceptual response.
A primary feature that is lacking in the available VAD systems is the means to adapƟvely im-
prove their performance in runƟme according to listeners’ behaviour. This type of adaptaƟon
should be disƟnguished from adaptaƟon due to training [2, 3, 4], which is not integrated in
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current VAD systems, nor is within the scope of this research study. The adapƟve process-
ing that has been proposed and evaluated in this study is based on predicƟon models that
resulted from subjecƟve experiments tesƟng for the level of constant error that is observed
between the intended direcƟon of a virtual sound source and the associated perceptual re-
sponse given by a listener. The purpose of integraƟng adapƟve processing into VAD systems
is to minimise those commonly observed mismatches. In addiƟon, the laboratory–based sub-
jecƟve evaluaƟons for those VAD systems are typically conducted using input sound sources
that do not match the intended applicaƟon. Instead, variaƟons of noise are commonly used
as sƟmuli, including broadband, narrowband, and amplitude modulated. In an ideal situaƟon,
the spaƟal informaƟon of a staƟc virtual sound source should be described adequately by the
individually–measured HRTFs. However, there is a large body of evidence suggesƟng that the
spectral characterisƟcs of the source signal aﬀect its perceived locaƟon, especially in the case
of pure tones [5, 6, 7] and narrowband noise signals [2, 8, 9]. There are other plausible reasons
for the observed localisaƟon mismatches, including the lack of visual cues, the deployment of
non–individualised HRTFs, and unfamiliarity with the source signal, which requires the listener
to employ other means to disƟnguish between aspects of the spectrum that are due to the
source signal with those that are due to the direcƟonal cues. The issue of unfamiliarity with
the source signal would have pivotal implicaƟon in the context of VAD systems, since those
rely on complex source signal (termed ecologically valid sound sources), such as speech, mu-
sic and other naturally occurring sounds. Nonetheless, very few studies deployed ecologically
valid sound sources, whether they were recorded or synthesised. Therefore, this research
addressed the commonly observed mismatches between those types of virtual sound source
locaƟon and the associated report given by the listener. In parƟcular, the localisaƟon errors
in terms of reported elevaƟon were invesƟgated, promoƟng the development of a predicƟon
model for perceived elevaƟon, where its performance were evaluated in the context of a VAD.
Furthermore,many studiesmake no use of dynamic head tracking, which substanƟally reduces
the commonly observed ’front–back’ and ’above–below’ confusions. The contribuƟon of dy-
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namic head tracking was examined in this study in the context of localisaƟon performance,
parƟcularly for eliminaƟng the ’front–back’ confusions and to lesser extent to improve the
percepƟon of elevaƟon angle.
The dissertaƟon consists of a background chapter that surveys related literature, a methodol-
ogy chapter that speciﬁes the hypotheses and the methods used to test them, four chapters
describing thework and ﬁndings, and a summary chapter discussing the ﬁndings and their con-
tribuƟon, as well as suggesƟng direcƟon for future work. The Background chapter (Chapter 2)
describes the main concepts related to this research, such as binaural technology and its re-
laƟonship with spaƟal hearing with a focus on the head related transfer funcƟon. In addiƟon,
methods for spectral analysis are reviewed and the role of the spectral shape in the percepƟon
of binaurally processed sound sources is discussed. Moreover, experimental methods used to
collect perceptual localisaƟon reports in the context of a VAD are presented with focus on
those applied in this research. Further, the concept of ecological psychoacousƟcs is surveyed,
where the diﬀerences between the modes of experimental validity, such as internal, external
and ecological are explained. The hypotheses in this research are speciﬁed in the Method-
ology chapter (Chapter 3), as well as the experimental design and methods implemented to
examining them. An overview is given for each experiment brieﬂy describing the parƟcipants,
the sƟmuli and processing applied and the procedure of the experiment session.
Four chapters describe the work and ﬁndings of this research. The HRTF measurement and
evaluaƟon chapter (Chapter 4) provides a detailed report about themeasurementmethod and
procedure, as well as about the system implemented for binaural processing of sound sources.
In addiƟon, the results of the localisaƟon performance using individually–measured HRTFs are
presented. These ﬁndings promoted the invesƟgaƟon detailed in Chapter 5 that focused on
the contribuƟon of individually–measured HRTFs to localisaƟon performance comparing with
a CollecƟve dataset of HRTFs adjusted according to the perceptual response of the listener.
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The technique of frequency scaling to adjust HRTFs is explained and its eﬀecƟveness is tested.
Chapter 6 explores the role of spectral shape in virtual sound source localisaƟon with a focus
on localisaƟon in terms of perceived elevaƟon. The localisaƟon reports provided by listeners
promoted the development of a predicƟon model for perceived elevaƟon, which is detailed in
this chapter. The evaluaƟon of the predicƟonmodel in the context of a VADwith dynamic head
tracking is reported in Chapter 7. The ﬁndings indicated a complete eliminaƟon of ’front–back’
confusions (due to the dynamic head tracking) and a signiﬁcant improvement in perceived el-
evaƟon for the tested set of ecologically valid sound sources. AddiƟonally, the results revealed
the type of sƟmuli listeners found easier to localise, where a post–experiment quesƟonnaire
provided a clue as to a plausible reason for some of the observed localisaƟon errors in terms of
elevaƟon. The ﬁnal chapter in this dissertaƟon (Chapter 8) consists of an overview of themain
conclusion arising from each experiment’s results, and an elaborate discussion of the ﬁndings.
The contribuƟon of the ﬁndings is addressed and some future study direcƟons are proposed.
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This chapter discusses the fundamental concepts that guided this research and describes the
methods and the techniques that were implemented in this work. Where appropriate, math-
emaƟcal expressions are provided and explained to facilitate understanding of complex con-
cepts. This study deploys a clockwise spherical coordinate system, as illustrated in Figure 2.1,
in which each point in a three-dimensional space may be deﬁned as r, θ, φ, where r is the
source distance, θ is the azimuth angle, and φ is the elevaƟon angle relaƟve to an origin. The
azimuth angle relates to the horizontal plane ranging between -180◦ 6θ6+180◦, whereas the
elevaƟon is the angle on the median plane in the range -90◦ 6φ6+90◦.
2.1 Binaural Hearing
Binaural hearing simply described the ”relaƟon between two ears” [10]. Binaural recording,
processing and reproducƟon have been studied theoreƟcally and pracƟcally for over 80 years.
Early models of binaural recording and reproducƟon conveyed a stereo soundstage using bin-
aural recording and processing techniques. Alan Blumlein’swell knownmodels from1931 [11],
for instance, made it possible to reproduce stereophonic signals over loudspeakers using coin-
cident microphone recording techniques. However, the focus in this research was on binaural
processing and reproducƟon of sound sources over headphones. Although, these techniques
have been proven to produce immersive results, mismatches are sƟll observed between the
percepƟon of the binaurally processed sound sources and their intended locaƟon [12].
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Figure 2.1: IllustraƟon of the spherical coordinate system deployed in this study. A point in three–
dimensional space is deﬁned with distance r, azimuth angle θ and elevaƟon angle φ relaƟve to
an origin.
Headphones are required for reproducƟon of binaurally processed audio in a simple and ac-
curate manner, which is a great beneﬁt from the consumer’s perspecƟve, since it creates a
personal experience, as well as providing a convenient and economical soluƟon in comparison
with loudspeaker arrays. Moreover, headphones are parƟcularly suitable as an experimental
design component, providing a high degree of sƟmulus control [3]. Due to recent advances
in digital signal processing and with new suitable hardware, binaural models are now being
exclusively studied and developed extensively. For example, the Aural Assessment by Means
of Binaural Algorithms (AABBA), a group that was iniƟated in 2009, includes 15 laboratories
from Europe and the United States collaboraƟng on binaural technology research [13].
Binaural technology has its basis in the characterisƟcs of spaƟal hearing. Although hearing
with one ear is possible (i.e., monaural hearing) and might be suﬃcient in some cases, binau-
ral hearing has advantages that can be easily tested by blocking one ear and comparing the
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experience to having both ears unblocked [14]. Humans are able to interpret the spaƟal loca-
Ɵon of sound sources to provide three–dimensional display of the environment, because they
have two ears, one on each side of the head, which creates a kind of ’antenna holder‘ [13]. In
addiƟon, the head is capable ofmovingwith six degrees of freedom (6DOF), including three di-
recƟons (up-down, leŌ-right, and forwards-backwards) and three angles (yaw, pitch, and roll),
while the body can move in three-dimensions of space (expressed in egocentric polar form as
azimuth, elevaƟon, and distance). The head and body movements provide means for solving
ambiguous sound source locaƟons, mainly in the forms of intensity and temporal diﬀerences.
Each ear receives a sound signal at parƟcular Ɵmes and frequency–dependent intensiƟes, de-
pending on the source locaƟon and orientaƟon relaƟve to the listener. Some binaural tech-
nology synthesises virtual sources by mimicking the natural listening experience of humans in
real spaces. The common approach to pracƟcal implementaƟon of this idea is to achieve a
high level of accuracy in the modelling of the way in which the two ears physically receive the
signal in the environment [12]. This approach, which is adopted repeatedly by researchers in
the ﬁeld, has, however, failed to produce results that have been found to be robust in pracƟcal
applicaƟons intended for commercial use.
One of the main reasons for the inability of the available binaural technology to work well
is that not all of the psychoacousƟcal factors that contribute to sound localisaƟon by humans
have been idenƟﬁed. Nonetheless, over recent years, some very exciƟng research has col-
lected data on the perceptual responses of listeners using binaural technology [15], and pre-
dicƟonmodels thatmathemaƟcally describe the ﬁndings have been developed, and eventually
implemented as real–Ɵme processing in a virtual auditory display (VAD) during program run-
Ɵme. Another important reason why binaural technology produces variaƟons in localisaƟon
performance is the lack of standardisƟon of the requirement for incorporaƟng a head tracker
device with binaural reproducƟon [3, 15]. This is parƟcularly perplexing, since it has been
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demonstrated that humans use their head for dynamic binaural cues to resolve certain local-
isaƟon ambiguiƟes, such as discriminaƟng between signals originaƟng above or below and
frontward or rearward relaƟve to their ear level [3, 16, 17].
2.1.1 Primary LocalisaƟon Cues for a Point Source
’SpaƟal hearing’ refers to processes in the human auditory system that are used to localise
the direcƟon and distance of sound sources without the need for visual cues. In fact, humans
are able to localise broadband sound sources with a high level of accuracy due to sensiƟvity
to certain localisaƟon cues. The primary localisaƟon cues can be categorised into two main
groups: interaural cues and spectral shape cues. The former consist of the diﬀerences in level
(i.e., intensity) and the Ɵme of arrival of a sound source, whereas the laƩer come from the ef-
fect of sound wave interacƟon with the external auditory periphery (e.g., pinna, head, torso).
Treatment of localisaƟon cues related to source distance are beyond the scope of the present
study, and are not addressed here; although distance cues are important to consider in VAD
applicaƟons, they are treated as a ’nuisance variable’ in the research reported in this thesis. In
addiƟon, the neurological mechanisms underlying spaƟal hearing also are not addressed here,
since the focus in this study is on the perceptual responses of listeners, rather than on neuro-
logical factors. Interaural cues are fundamentally described by the Duplex Theory [3], which
refers to resolving of lateral locaƟon (i.e., between leŌ and right) of a sound source using the
interaural Ɵme diﬀerence (ITD) and interaural level diﬀerence (ILD, someƟmes referred to as
interaural intensity diﬀerence, IID). Spectral shape cues, on the other hand, are associated
with ﬁltering that occurs mainly by the pinnae, providing means for disƟnguishing between
sound source locaƟons ahead or behind the listener, and above or below their ear level.
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2.1.1.1 Interaural cues
The Duplex Theory, which is based on the work of Lord Rayleigh in 1907 [1], relies on the phys-
iological posiƟon of the two ears at each side of a relaƟvely large and dense head, producing
ILD and ITD between the two ears. Both ILD and ITD are dependent on the angular posiƟon of
the sound source relaƟve to the head; the former, however, is frequency dependent, whereas
the head radius and the speed of soundmainly aﬀect the laƩer. The deployment of ITD and ILD
by the auditory system is frequency dependent, whereby ITD contributes to the localisaƟon
of a lower frequency sound source, while a higher frequency sound source is localised mainly
using ILD [3]. This phenomenon occurs, because the auditory nervous system ismore sensiƟve
to phase diﬀerences at low frequencies (i.e., up to roughly 0.6 Hz) [14], where the wave period
is much longer than at high frequencies. As the frequency increases, however, ITD results are
less stable, since the wavelength becomes shorter than the head. At higher frequencies (i.e.,
above around 1.5 kHz), the diﬀerence between the signal’s interaural envelope delay provides
ITD cues [18]. Since source posiƟon dictates the incident plane wave that is relaƟve to the
head, for median plane sources the interaural diﬀerences are minimal (ideally zero), including
ITD. As the angular lateral posiƟon between the sound source and the listener increases, so
does the ITD, because of the diﬀerent path length from the source to each of the ears, whereas
the maximum ITD is experienced for a sound source posiƟoned at 90◦ to the right or leŌ (i.e.,
-90◦) of the listener. ITD for a given source posiƟon can be esƟmated using the Woodworth
equaƟon [19]:
ITD(θ) =
a
c
(sinθ +θ) (2.1)
where θ is the azimuth angle in radians of the sound source relaƟve to the head, a is the
head radius, and c is the speed of sound. This formula is based on an approximaƟon of a
sphere (i.e., the head) with a radius a and two points on opposite sides (i.e., ears) [18] of the
horizontal plane. The common head radius used in the literature equals 0.0875 m, where ITD
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at θ = 0◦ is esƟmated as zero and ranges to a maximum ITD of 650 µs for θ = 90◦ (i.e., given a
speed of sound of 344m/s).
In natural spaƟal hearing, although the auditory system uses ILD at low frequencies with di-
choƟc presentaƟon, it mainly employs ILD cues for the localisaƟon of high frequencies (i.e.,
above around 1.5 kHz) due to the head shadowing that aﬀects waveforms of the same or
smaller size relaƟve to the head [20]. The ILD threshold for frequencies below 1 kHz equals
one decibel (dB) and decreases to 0.5 dB in the range between 2 kHz and 10 kHz [3]. Similarly
to ITD, ILD equals zero for a sound source posiƟoned on the median plane. As the angular
posiƟon of the sound source is increased, however, the sound pressure experienced by the
ipsilateral ear (i.e., the ear nearer the source) usually increases. Conversely, the contralateral
ear (i.e., the ear further away from the source) experiences reduced sound pressure. ILD is a
funcƟon of direcƟon and frequency and can be calculated for a given source posiƟon using the
equaƟon [18]:
ILD(r,θ ,φ , f ) = 20log10
∣∣∣∣PR(r,θ ,φ , f )PL(r,θ ,φ , f )
∣∣∣∣ (2.2)
where PR(r,θ ,φ , f ) and PL(r,θ ,φ , f ) are the sound pressures exhibited by the right and
leŌ ears, respecƟvely, for a sound source posiƟoned at r,θ ,φ . The ILD is calculated for a given
frequency f in dB. In the far–ﬁeld, the sound pressure components in equaƟon 2.2 can be cal-
culated ”as the scaƩering soluƟons of a rigid spherical head to the incident plane wave” [18].
The dependency of ILD cues upon frequency in the far–ﬁeld shows a substanƟal variaƟon at
a range between 2.5 kHz and 5 kHz (i.e., given a head radius of 0.0875 m). InteresƟngly, in
contrast to ITD, a sinusoidal source posiƟoned at 90◦ relaƟve to the listener does not produce
themaximum ILD. This is presumably because of the in–phase creeping wave around the head
at the contralateral ear, and also perhaps, because of pinna–related direcƟvity at higher fre-
quencies. However, ILD varies smoothly with azimuth angle for more complex sound sources,
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such as octave or broadband noise.
Although ITD and ILD are dominant localisaƟon cues, they are insuﬃcient for determining the
locaƟon of a sound source in the regions known as the ’cones of confusion‘, a term coined by
Woodworth [19]. The ’cones of confusion’ refer to locaƟons in space around a listener, inwhich
the phase delays and transient dispariƟes are equal across the points on the cone, therefore
making the interaural cues impracƟcal for localisaƟon. The ’cones of confusion’ are most ap-
parent for sources on the median plane (i.e., where ITD and ILD equal zero). Less extreme,
but yet present ’cones of confusion‘ are exhibited as ’front–back‘ ambiguity for sound sources
posiƟons ranging between 45◦ and 135◦ azimuth angles, in which ITD and ILD are matching.
Notwithstanding, Wallach [21] hypothesised that ’front–back‘ ambiguity may be resolved sim-
ply by a head rotaƟon in the yaw dimension.
For example, as illustrated in panel (a) of Figure 2.2, for a source posiƟoned at 0◦ azimuth,
a head rotaƟon to the right would make the source to arrive earlier and higher in magnitude
level at the leŌ ear. If the same head rotaƟon is applied to detect a source posiƟoned at 180◦
azimuth, then the source would arrive earlier and higher in level at the right ear. Another
phenomenon associated with the ’cones of confusion‘ is the diﬃculty listeners experience in
discriminaƟng ’above–below‘ source posiƟons using ITD and ILD. In this case, the level dif-
ferences experienced between head posiƟons would assist in determining the sound source
locaƟon; a head rotaƟon in the pitch direcƟon would resolve ’above–below‘ ambiguity for
sources on the median plane (see panel (b) of Figure 2.2 for an illustraƟon), and for sources
posiƟoned in the range between 45◦ and 135◦ azimuth angles, a head rotaƟon in the roll di-
recƟon would assist in localisaƟon of elevaƟon. The hypothesis proposed by Wallach [21] has
been veriﬁed empirically [22, 23, 24], thereby providing evidence of a phenomenon that had
previously been ignored by researchers [20] due to the diﬃculty of excluding spectral shape
cues as a contributor.
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Figure 2.2: IllustraƟon of head rotaƟon examples and its implicaƟon for localising sound sources.
Head rotaƟons in the yaw, pitch and roll direcƟons are shown in panels a, b and c, respecƟvely.
The black–dashed lines represent a shorter path (only in the case shown in panel a) and higher
magnitude level (in all three cases) of a sound source arriving at the ipsilateral pinna. The grey–
dashed lines indicate of a longer path (in panel a only) and lower magnitude level (in all three
cases).
2.1.1.2 Spectral shape cues
It has been demonstrated extensively (for example [2, 3, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]) that spec-
tral shape cues provide useful informaƟon about a sound source posiƟoned on the median
plane, and the means for discriminaƟon of source elevaƟon. Some studies have shown that
spectral shapemanipulaƟon of the input sound source aﬀects its apparent locaƟon [8, 16, 17].
Wightman and Kistler [31] proposed that spectral shape cues can be considered as a type of
a monaural cue (i.e., independent of listening with the two ears). Spectral shape cues are at-
tributed to the reﬂecƟons and diﬀracƟons that resulted from the presence of the pinna, head
and torso (i.e., external auditory periphery). BaƩeau [32] proposed a Ɵme-domain analysis
to the complex spectrum of the input signal resulƟng from the signal’s interacƟon with the
pinna; it is argued, however, that the auditory system is in fact using a frequency–domain ﬁl-
tering [3]. The direcƟon–dependent relaƟve delay between the direct signal and its reﬂecƟons
due to pinna ﬁltering [3] provides the spectral informaƟon to support direcƟonal localisaƟon
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of sound sources. Pinna ﬁltering, however, is only funcƟonal for frequencies above 2 kHz (i.e.,
wavelengths comparablewith pinna size), and becomes dominant for frequencies above 5 kHz.
Since pinnae diﬀer between individuals, so does the eﬀect of the sound source spectral shape
on the complex combinaƟon of reﬂecƟons and diﬀracƟons.
An invesƟgaƟon by Shaw and Teranishi [33] idenƟﬁed a series of resonance modes at the mid-
dle and high frequencies (i.e., 3 kHz – 13 kHz), and also demonstrated that the direcƟon of the
sound source aﬀects the magnitude of the high–order resonance modes. A study by Blauert
[14] explained that the perceived locaƟon of a sound source diﬀers from its real posiƟon in
space because of the direcƟonal dependent frequency that aﬀects the pressures occurring at
the entrance of the ear canal and in diﬀerent posiƟons inside the ear canal. Other psychoa-
cousƟcs studies [8, 34] provided addiƟonal support for the importance of the spectral peaks
in the ear canal pressures for direcƟonal locaƟon decoding. In contrast, some researchers ar-
gue that the spectral notches caused by the pinna are more important for the percepƟon of
sound source direcƟon. Nonetheless, it appears that both spectral peaks and spectral notches
are important in the localisaƟon of a sound source, as demonstrated by some studies [2, 17].
Moreover, for a sound source outside of the median plane, it has been proposed [25] that the
locaƟon in terms of elevaƟon angle is resolved by the scaƩering and reﬂecƟon of the torso at
lower frequencies (i.e., below 3 kHz).
Although it has been shown that interaural cues (i.e., ITD and ILD) are important contributors to
sound localisaƟon, some studies about spectral shape localisaƟon cues have demonstrated the
addiƟonal requirement for auditory periphery ﬁltering to improve localisaƟon performance on
the median plane. Blauert [8] explained that for narrowband signals ”The psychophysiologi-
cal funcƟon between the signal frequency and the direcƟon of the sound sensaƟon can be
described by direcƟonal bands”. Moreover, it has been hypothesised that a similar eﬀect will
occur due to direcƟonal bands with most of the power density in broadband signals. Blauert
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[8] demonstrated that for broadband signals (e.g., white or pink noise) the head and pinnae
act as a comb ﬁlter, which increases the power density of frequency bands that contribute to
front–back discriminaƟon. This is not the case for more ’unusual‘ type of signals (e.g., low or
high pass, combﬁltered) however, forwhich the intendeddirecƟon andperceived direcƟon are
essenƟally inverted. Therefore, binaural reproducƟon of sound sources should be based upon
direcƟonal ﬁlters for simulaƟng the auditory periphery ﬁltering, especially ﬁltering caused by
the pinnae.
2.1.2 Head Related Transfer FuncƟons
Head Related Transfer FuncƟons (HRTFs) are the frequency domain representaƟon of the Ɵme
domain impulse responses, also known as Head Related Impulse Responses (HRIRs). HRIRs
are oŌen measured by recording an impulse response using two small microphones that are
posiƟoned at the entrance of blocked ear canals [18]. These impulse response recordings are
then processed using the Fourier Transform [35] to be represented in the frequency-domain
as transfer funcƟons. The transfer funcƟons are relaƟve to the pressure recorded with a mi-
crophone at the centre of the head posiƟon (i.e., head absent). Hence, they are best derived
in the frequency domain by cross–spectrum/autospectrum, because the Ɵme domain signals
require the performance of deconvoluƟon, which may be less eﬃcient computaƟonally wise.
These transfer funcƟons may be processed to produce direcƟonal ﬁlters for a VAD in their raw
form or, more eﬃciently by a representaƟon that results from various linear decomposiƟon
methods on the basis of either spectral or spaƟal funcƟons [18]. The measurement of HRTFs
can realisƟcally only be taken for a ﬁnite number of points in space, therefore techniques of
spaƟal interpolaƟon are implemented in the signal processing of VADs to increase the spaƟal
resoluƟon to an inﬁnite number of points in the virtual space. There is consensus among re-
searchers in the ﬁeld [2, 3, 18, 27, 36, 37] about the need to include spaƟal interpolaƟon in
VADs for a smooth rendering of virtual sound. It remains unclear, however, which of the var-
ious interpolaƟon techniques that are available would produce best performance in terms of
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perceptual localisaƟon of virtual sound.
2.1.2.1 HRTFs measurement
Generic HRTFs are measured using a manikin head or a head and torso simulator (HATS),
whereas individuallymeasuredHRTFs are conducted exclusively for the individual listener [38].
To measure HRTFs systemaƟcally and eﬀecƟvely, a listener or HATS is posiƟoned in the cen-
tre of a loudspeaker array that is used to reproduce an impulse test signal or other more
robust test signals (e.g., sinusoidal sweep). Small microphones are placed at the entrance
of preferably blocked–entrance ear canals [39, 40] to capture the signal characterisƟcs as it
reaches a listener. The test signal is reproducedmethodically from various posiƟons in a three–
dimensional space. There are many loudspeaker conﬁguraƟons for taking HRTFs measure-
ment, including circular arrays (with rotaƟon), single loudspeaker (roboƟc–arm), and spheri-
cal/hemispherical ﬁxed arrays. It is common for the loudspeakers array to correspond to dif-
ferent azimuth and elevaƟon angles, but at a constant distance (i.e., with some discrepancies
due to the physical structure).
It is crucial that, during the measurement procedure the head remains steady, while the yaw,
pitch and roll at are kept at 0◦, so that the ears are aligned to the coordinate systemof themea-
surement environment. In best pracƟce, common methods for immobilising a listener’s head
deploy a chin rest or a forehead band; in other cases a bite-bar is used, whichmight cause some
listeners to feel very uncomfortable during the measurement procedure. A study [41] inves-
ƟgaƟng head movement during long HRTFs measurement sessions (i.e., 95 minutes each) has
found that, while the diﬀerence in roll between the start and end of the measurement proce-
dure is smaller than 1◦, pitch and yawexhibit diﬀerences of around 10◦ ormore. Another study
[42], which examined diﬀerent types of head pose movements in measured HRTFs, describes
the observed diﬀerences inmore generalised terms as 1 dB per 1◦ oﬀset angle, where high fre-
quency (above 6 kHz) are aﬀected to a greater extent. Thus, it is clear that head movement or
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misplaced head pose aﬀects the measurement of HRTFs in a way that would compromise the
spectral and spaƟal informaƟon encoded in the HRTFs recordings. Nonetheless, the duraƟon
of the measurement procedure must have some eﬀect on the diﬀerences between the head
posiƟon at the start and end of the session. This assumpƟon has been invesƟgated in a recent
study [43] evaluaƟng head movement in short–term HRTFs measurements. The results show
that for short duraƟon (i.e., three minutes) measurement sessions, the diﬀerences observed
in yaw, pitch and roll exhibit error of 2◦. Consequently, using a head tracker and visual cue
that informs the listener about their head posiƟon, might be suﬃcient to acheive an accurate
short-duraƟon HRTFs measurement, without the need to immobilise the listener.
HRTF measured for a given direcƟon consists of magnitude and phase informaƟon and is de-
noted H(θ ,φ , f ). The mathemaƟcal representaƟon of the linear–Ɵme–invariant HRTF can be
described as the product of a number of funcƟons, including minimum–phase, all–pass and
linear–phase, and expressed as [18]:
(2.3)H(θ ,φ , f ) = Hmin(θ ,φ , f )exp[ jψall(θ ,φ , f )]exp[− j2pi f T (θ ,φ)]
= Hmin(θ ,φ , f )exp[ jψcess(θ ,φ , f )] ,
where T (θ ,φ) corresponds to the signal’s pure Ɵme delay of arrival; a combinaƟon of the
all–pass and theminimum–phase is called ’excess phase’ [18] and denotedψall(θ ,φ , f )where
the minimum–phase funcƟon is denoted Hmin(θ ,φ , f ).
The minimum–phase approximaƟon of HRTFs is useful for providing a negligible contribuƟon
of the all–pass phase component, and expressed as [18]:
H(θ ,φ , f ) = Hmin(θ ,φ , f )exp[− j2pi f T (θ ,φ)] (2.4)
The ITD informaƟon that is excluded from the minimum–phase HRTF may be esƟmated
using cross–correlaƟon between the two channels, and then introduced back to the HRTFs
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during binaural rendering. The accuracy of this technique is dependent on the sampling fre-
quency of the signal, and may be accounted for by oversampling the the signal before the
cross–correlaƟon processing. ITD may also be approximated using a simple spherical head
model. In this work, ITDs were ﬁrst esƟmated for each two-channel HRTF, since minimum–
phase HRTFs were employed for the binaural rendering. The Ɵme-domain representaƟon
of the frequency–domain expression in equaƟon 2.4 can be reconstructed using an inverse
Fourier transform and denoted h(θ ,φ , t).
Many datasets of generic and individually measured HRTFs/HRIRs can be freely obtained from
online sources, such as the well–known database constructed by the Centre for Image Pro-
cessing and Integrated CompuƟng (CIPIC) [38]. The CIPIC database includes HRIRs datasets
for 45 listeners and for the KEMAR manikin head (for small and large pinnae) along with their
anthropometric measurements. This database contains HRIRs measurements taken for 1250
direcƟons (25 interaural–polar azimuth angles and 50 interaural–polar elevaƟon angles).
An even more extensive database has been constructed by The AcousƟcs Research InsƟtute
(ARI). It consists of the HRTFs measurements for 150 subjects (anthropometric data for 60
subjects) using mostly in–ear microphone placement technique; for somemeasurements, the
microphone was posiƟoned in hearing–aids behind the ear. The spaƟal resoluƟon of these
measurements includes 1550 direcƟons for each subject covering the full azimuthal space and
elevaƟon angles ranging between -30◦ and +80◦. The measurements were conducted in a
semi-anechoic chamber using a loudspeaker array consisƟng of 22 loudspeakers mounted on
an arc, so that several elevaƟons are recorded at once, and the subjects were rotated by 2.5◦
for each azimuth angle. Subjects wore a head tracker, which informed the system of any head
movements outside of an acceptable range (i.e., 2.5 cm for posiƟon, 2.5◦ for azimuth and 5◦
for elevaƟon), which resulted in a repeated measurement. The measurement procedure took
around 20 minutes per subject (i.e., using the mulƟple exponenƟal sweep method); subjects,
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however, did not parƟcipate in a subsequent task to perceptually evaluate their measured
HRTFs dataset.
The University of Sydney currently has two laboratories set up to measure HRTFs. The Au-
ditory Neuroscience Laboratory (ANL) of the Medical School includes a facility to acquire data
for and test virtual auditory space in an anechoic chamber. A roboƟc arm that is constructed of
a single loudspeaker is capable of a fast tele–reposiƟoning around the listener. The studies that
have been conducted at ANL are of great value to our understanding about the auditory per-
cepƟon, and some have been implemented in pracƟcal applicaƟons. Another relaƟvely new
facility for HRTFmeasurement and spaƟal hearing research is the ’Dome’, located in the Acous-
Ɵcs Research Laboratory of the School of Architecture, Design, and Planning. This provided the
author of this thesis with the means to eﬀecƟvely execute the ﬁrst part of this research. The
’Dome’ [44] is a semi–anechoic laboratory that consists of a hemispherical structure contain-
ing 196 independent loudspeakers and a raised plaƞorm posiƟoned in the centre to support
a single listener or equipment. The hemisphere’s radius is 2.1 m, and the loudspeakers are
arranged in a mean interval of 11.5◦. The procedure of HRTF measurement in the ”Dome” is
described in detail in 4.2.1 (Chapter 4).
2.1.2.2 Binaural processing using HRTFs
A one–channel sound signal is convolved with selected HRTFs to simulate its posiƟon in three–
dimensional space and the resulƟng virtual sound source is reproduced over headphones.
Discrete convoluƟon is a fundamental ﬁltering method in signal processing that can be im-
plemented in both the Ɵme and frequency domains. Time–domain discrete convoluƟon is
applied given a known impulse response h(t). This is equivalent to the frequency response
representaƟon H( f ) of a linear–Ɵme–invariant system (e.g., room, HRIR) and an input signal
x(t), as expressed in the following equaƟon (i.e., simpliﬁed version):
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y(t) = x(t)∗h(t) (2.5)
where * is the symbol used to indicate linear convoluƟon and y(t) is the resulƟng Ɵme–
domain signal. The equivalent frequency domain direct convoluƟon mulƟplies the Fourier
transforms of the input signal and the impulse response, as shown in the following equaƟon:
Y ( f ) = X( f )H( f ) (2.6)
The length of Fourier transform should be equal to the sumof a signal and theHRTFs length
minus one, to avoid applying a circular convoluƟon. In pracƟce however, the direct method
of convoluƟon is rarely applied because it is Ɵme consuming and less eﬃcient in terms of
computaƟon power. Instead, a method of fast convoluƟon is commonly deployed (i.e., oŌen
using circular convoluƟon), in which two complex spectra that resulted from a fast Fourier
Transform procedure are mulƟplied. Subsequently, the inverse Fourier transform is applied to
the spectrum product to reconstruct the Ɵme–domain signal.
y(t) = Y ( f )−1 = (X( f )−1H( f )−1)−1 (2.7)
EssenƟally, mulƟplicaƟon in the frequency–domain is equivalent to convoluƟon in the
Ɵme–domain, therefore binaural processing can be applied in either domains; the selecƟon
should be based on computaƟonal eﬃciency.
2.1.2.3 SpaƟal interpolaƟon of HRTFs
HRTFs or HRIRs are usually measured for a ﬁnite number of locaƟons in a spherical space,
which limits their use in VADs that essenƟally require an inﬁnite number of HRTFs at unmea-
sured locaƟons in the virtual space. Fortunately, there are techniques that allow the spaƟal
interpolaƟon of a measured dataset of HRTFs; these include the common method of adjacent
linear interpolaƟon and its extension, bilinear interpolaƟon, as well as themethod of spherical
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triangulaƟon interpolaƟon. The three methods resemble each other in their underlying func-
Ɵon, which is to ﬁnd unknown points in space using their proximity to the known measured
points. Each of the methods, however, takes into consideraƟon a diﬀerent number of dimen-
sions in space. It should be clariﬁed that the methods and their related equaƟons described
below, may be implemented in the frequency domain to the complex spectrum of the HRTF,
but would also be suitable for processing the HRTFmagnitude, HRIR, and theminimum–phase
HRTF/HRIR.
Adjacent linear interpolaƟon is the simplest method; only considers the azimuthal dimension,
and is mathemaƟcally described using the following equaƟon [18]:
Hˆ(θ , f )≈ Ai+1H(θi+1, f )+AiH(θi, f ) (2.8)
where A is the frequency–independent weight, θ is the azimuth angle, and f is the fre-
quency. Thismethod of interpolaƟon requires a high resoluƟon ofmeasured HRTFs for a highly
smooth approximaƟon. Moreover, the implicaƟon of only interpolaƟng over azimuth angle
is that no elevaƟon informaƟon will be conveyed in the binaural rendering. The frequency-
dependent weights Ai+1 and Amay be calculated as follows [18]:
Ai+1 =
θ −θi
θi+1−θi Ai = 1−
θ −θi
θi+1−θi (2.9)
The bilinear interpolaƟon extends the adjacent linear interpolaƟon to include elevaƟon
angle, in addiƟon to azimuth angle, and requires the transfer funcƟon of four direcƟons to
approximate an unknown point on a spherical surface. The approximated point is the product
of the weighted sum of the four transfer funcƟons, in which the weights are calculated as
follows [18]:
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A1 = (1−Aθ )(1−Aφ )
A2 = Aθ (1−Aφ )
A3 = AθAφ
A4 = (1−Aθ)Aφ
where:
Aθ =
∆θ
∆θgrid
Aφ =
∆φ
∆φgrid
(2.10)
The equally distributed points on the grid, which result from a constant source distance,
correspond to θgrid and φgrid.
The spherical triangulaƟon interpolaƟon is quite similar to the bilinear interpolaƟon, but it
is the product of the weighted sum of only three of the nearest transfer funcƟons. The three
weights are calculated as follows [18]:
A1 = 1−Aθ −Aφ A2 = Aθ A3 = Aφ
where:
Aθ =
θ −θ1
θgrid
Aφ =
φ −φ1
φgrid
(2.11)
The three linear interpolaƟon techniques described above take advantage of HRTF mea-
surements that were taken for a large number of points in a spherical space. The HRTFs mea-
surements implemented in this work, however, were taken for a relaƟvely small number of
points in a hemispherical space (i.e., 196 direcƟons). Moreover, the above methods do not
take into consideraƟon the irregulariƟes that are inherited within the structure of the hemi-
spherical space used to take the measurements in this work (’The Dome’). Therefore, it was
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decided to implement another method of spaƟal interpolaƟon. This has a linear basis, but be-
havesmore eﬀecƟvely for small datasets of HRTFsmeasured in an irregular grid, while demon-
straƟng a high computaƟonal eﬃciency. The selected spaƟal interpolaƟonmethod is based on
a tetrahedral grid and barycentric weights.
The method is adopted from a work by Gamper [45], who reported of ”good accordance be-
tweenmeasured and interpolated nearﬁeld HRTFs” [45]. Tthemodel successfully accounts for
irregulariƟes that can be found in a spherical measurement grid (such as the one used in this
research for takingHRTFmeasurement). Themodel uses theDelaunay triangulaƟon technique
for producing a grid (i.e., a mesh) given a set of direcƟons and distances. This technique can
be used to create both two–dimensional triangle meshes and three–dimensional tetrahedral
meshes. Due to the irregular, though small, variaƟons in the distances between the centre po-
siƟon and the loudspeakers in the ’Dome’, it was decided to use the Delaunay triangulaƟon to
preduce sets of tetrahedrons for points on the plane (resulƟng in 630 combinaƟons of tetrahe-
drons). Thus, a single unknown direcƟon was approximated using four HRTFs that correspond
to four measured direcƟons, which were found to be the best ﬁt. The Delaunay triangulaƟon
algorithm obtained from MATLAB [46] receives two–dimensional or three–dimensional coor-
dinates (i.e., direcƟons) and returns a ConnecƟvity List of sizeM x N consisƟng ofM sets of N
verƟces associated with the measured direcƟons (i.e., loudspeaker numbers). The size of M
is dependent on the number of measured direcƟons, where the number of dimensions of the
coordinates corresponds to the size of N.
The simulated direcƟon is the weighted sum of the four HRTFs (i.e., using three–dimensions)
corresponding to the nearest direcƟons mulƟplied by their associated weights, and can be
expressed as follows [45]:
X = g1A+g2B+g3C+g4D (2.12)
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whereA, B, C andD are theHRTFs at the tetrahedron verƟces and gi are four scalarweights,
in which the sum of the four should be equal to one. The weights are essenƟally the barycen-
tric coordinates corresponding to the approximated direcƟon, which is the product of the
weighted sum of the HRTFs.
EquaƟon 2.8 can be rearranged by subtracƟng D from both sides [45]:
X−D= [g1 g2 g3]T, T =

A−D
B−D
C−D
 (2.13)
The four barycentric weights can be esƟmated for an approximated direcƟon [45]:
[g1 g2 g3] = (X−D)T−1 (2.14)
The barycentric weight of the fourth vertex may be calculated as follows [45]:
g4 = 1−g1−g2−g3 (2.15)
The advantage of using the interpolaƟon technique described above is that T is dependent
on the measured verƟces, and so T –1 can be pre–calculated for a set of points for increasing
computaƟonal eﬃciency during the interpolaƟon process. It has been reported by Gamper
[45] reported that the triangulaƟon technique is well suited for spaƟal interpolaƟon, because
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it allows a smooth transiƟon between diﬀerent approximated direcƟons, as well as between
the measured direcƟons (i.e., the crossing points).
2.1.2.4 Spectral decomposiƟon of HRTFs
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is based on a staƟsƟcal procedure in which data are re-
duced via orthogonal transformaƟon and reconstructed using basis funcƟons and associated
weights. Other techniques for accomplishing data compression include the Karhunen-Loeve
Theorem (KLT) and the Singular Value DecomposiƟon (SVD), the former is being based on sig-
nal processing and the laƩer was developed primarily to be used for image processing. PCA is
commonly used to reduce the number of components (samples) that are required to describe
the a raw HRTF.
It has been proposed by Martens [47] and conﬁrmed by Kistler and Wightman [48] that re-
ducing the size of HRTF produces results that are similar to results obtained using the original
HRTFs. The technique of reducing the size of HRTFs employs a staƟsƟcal procedure known as
PCA, which detects the spectral components that are linearly uncorrelated. The applicaƟon of
PCA for the representaƟon of HRTFs as spaƟally–varying spectral components has been pro-
posed by Martens [47] and is based on a method for encoding of Ɵme–varying components
[49]. PCA captures the overall spectral shape across a number of spectral bands and reduces
the informaƟon, so that the spectral variaƟon observed between diﬀerent direcƟons of arrival
is characterised using only a few principal components. The n spectral bands submiƩed to PCA
correspond to n correlated variates that are encoded into n uncorrelated hypotheƟcal variates
using an orthogonal matrix. Thus, the overall spectral shape that describes the direcƟonal
transfer funcƟon (DTF) is captured; this can then be reconstructed using the principal com-
ponents basis funcƟons (the captured spectral-shapes). Using PCA, the HRTF dataset can be
reduced from a few thousand–magnitude funcƟons to only several spectral shapes (i.e., basis
funcƟons). For example, Kistler [48] reported that 5300 HRTF magnitude funcƟons (i.e., 256
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posiƟons for ten listeners for the leŌ and right ears) resulted in only ﬁve basis funcƟons, which
accounted for 90% of the observed variance in the original HRTFs.
The advantage of PCA is that it reduces the dimensional size of the HRTF dataset, so that
only the variaƟons in spectrum are captured, creaƟng a set of direcƟonal transfer funcƟons
(DTFs). This decomposiƟon technique, however, needs to be coupled with a dedicated spaƟal
interpolaƟon method, and has therefore, not been implemented in the present study.
2.2 EvaluaƟon of LocalisaƟon Performance in a VAD
PsychoacousƟcs is the study of sound percepƟon that observes the integraƟon of sensaƟons
relaƟng to sound percepƟon [50]. It addresses both the physiological and the psychological
dimensions of sound percepƟon [3]. Perceptual reports by listeners are compared with the
physicallymeasured locaƟon of the sound signal to contribute to our understanding of the per-
plexing mismatches between the perceived and measured locaƟon. The perceptual reports,
along with spectral analysis of the input sound source, may lead to the development of predic-
Ɵonmodels [29, 30, 51, 52, 53], such as the one developed in the context of this work. Percep-
Ɵon in general can be observed as a boƩom–up process because it relies on sensory data, such
as sight, hearing, smell, touch and taste [54]. Listeners’ perceptual reports usually do not cor-
relate well with the spaƟal coordinates of the virtual sound sources using non–individualised
HRTFs [38, 55, 56, 57] and/or for certain types of input sound sources (e.g., pure tones, nar-
rowband, complex, unknown to the listener) [5, 6, 7, 8, 32]. Therefore, the development of
a predicƟon model for the variaƟon between perceptual reports and physical measurements
would provide insight into the relaƟonship between the two. Some studies show that listen-
ers are able to adapt to HRTF datasets that have been measured using another listener’s ears
[58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63]. Consequently, an adjusted dataset of HRTFs might be suﬃcient for
most listeners, which highlights the important role of the psychological dimension in the per-
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cepƟon of sound.
2.2.1 Perceptual EvaluaƟon Methods
The perceptual evaluaƟon of HRTFs in the context of VADs has been consistently employed
overmany years by researchers, whowere concernedwith the subjecƟve veriﬁcaƟon of HRTFs
and, thus, took account of the complexity of the auditory percepƟon [3, 26, 27, 37, 61, 64].
SubjecƟve evaluaƟon is vital for our understanding of the phenomena of auditory percepƟon.
In addiƟon, perceptual evaluaƟons are an important means of improving the implementaƟon
of binaural technology in VADs. Nonetheless, it is crucial to ensure that the experimental de-
sign of perceptual evaluaƟon does not contain biases or other confounding elements [3]. For
example, a subjecƟve localisaƟon experiment that aƩempts to examine localisaƟon perfor-
mance in many virtual direcƟons will not beneﬁt from being conducted in a facility where only
a few physical loudspeakers are posiƟoned. This potenƟal bias may be a result of the fact that
vision is the dominant sensor used by humans (unlike some other species that rely on the
auditory system). For this reason, apart from assessing the individually measured HRTFs, the
perceptual evaluaƟon experiments conducted in this work were delivered in spaces that con-
tain very few distracƟng visual cues – especially those relaƟng to sound (e.g., loudspeakers).
The methods that were applied throughout the perceptual localisaƟon experiments involved
having a single listener parƟcipant either standing or siƟng in a centre posiƟon, wearing a head
tracker that also contains a laser pointer and a hand–held buƩon to control the progression of
the trials. The head tracker and laser pointer were assembled together and were posiƟoned
on top and at the centre of the listener’s head (i.e., just above the forehead). Some studies
have shown that the method of nose–poinƟng reacƟon by listeners to the apparent sound
source locaƟon provides more consistent (i.e., which is disƟnct from accurate) localisaƟon re-
ports [3, 34, 65], perhaps because humans’ naturally seek to idenƟfy the spaƟal locaƟon of
a sound source by simply looking at it. In addiƟon, having a laser light poinƟng to the same
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locaƟon as the listener’s nose poinƟng reassures the listener about their reported locaƟon. In
contrast, there is no consensus about the deployment of a head tracker in auditory percep-
Ɵon evaluaƟons, either as an interacƟve component that couples head movements with the
binaural processing or as a monitoring device that only tracks the head posiƟon.
Researchers jusƟfy the absence of a head tracker by using immobilising techniques (e.g., bit–
bars, chin–rests) that exclude head movement as a confounding variable in the localisaƟon
task. Although this approach is appropriate in some studies, an adequate examinaƟon of au-
ditory percepƟon and localisaƟon performance in the context of VADsmust incorporate a head
tracker and allow the listener parƟcipants to move their head freely, as they would in a natural
situaƟon. It has been shown that localisaƟon accuracy for free–ﬁeld broadband sound sources
or low–pass noise does increase with head movements [66, 67, 68, 69]. Some evidence, how-
ever, shows that head movements make a substanƟal contribuƟon to monaural localisaƟon
accuracy for narrowband and high–frequency pure tones [3, 70], as well as for externalisaƟon
of the sound source and increased localisaƟon accuracy of sources as a funcƟon of elevaƟon
[71].
Another important aspect to consider in perceptual evaluaƟon of virtual sound sources is con-
textualising the results in relaƟon to the purpose of the invesƟgaƟon. Constant errors refer
to the observed diﬀerence between the listener’s reported direcƟon and the measured co-
ordinates of the sound sources and hence relate to accuracy. Precision, on the other hand,
quanƟﬁes the variance between a cluster of reports given for a parƟcular sound source loca-
Ɵon. If the purpose is to account for the constant error between the measured and reported
direcƟon, then using an accuracy type of experimental design would be the correct approach
to be taken. We know from the results of most localisaƟon studies, however, that constant
errors are very common in individually measured, customised and generic datasets of HRTF
[4]. Therefore, some perceptual evaluaƟon tasks would be more appropriately conducted us-
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ing precision type of experimental design. For example, a listener might show large constant
errors in terms of accuracy, but a high precision in her or his reports. Thus, a simple procedure
of adjustment, such as using a look–up table may decrease the constant errors.
The diﬀerence in pracƟce between accuracy and precision is the number of trials required
for the subsequent staƟsƟcal analyses: only a few trails (e.g., three to calculate the mean) are
required for accuracy and many trials (e.g., nine to calculate the median and distribuƟon) are
needed for precision. In this work, both accuracy and precision types of experimental designs
were employed, depending on the purpose of the experiment. For example, the selecƟon of
HRTF datasets to construct a single collecƟve HRTF dataset was based on the constant errors
exhibited by listeners (i.e., tesƟng for accuracy) using their individually measured HRTFs. Here,
the assumpƟon was that listeners, who show a low rate of constant error are either beƩer in
localisaƟon tasks, or have some inherited properƟes within their individually measured HRTFs
that contribute to both interaural and spectral shape cues. A subsequent experiment, which
tested for precision excluded the possibility of listeners’ being beƩer or worse in the locali-
saƟon task itself, by comparing the results obtained using their individually measured HRTFs
and an adjusted dataset of non–individualised HRTFs. A ﬁnal consideraƟon in the percep-
tual evaluaƟon of virtual sound source localisaƟon is the staƟsƟcal techniques used to analyse
and interpret the results. These include some tradiƟonal staƟsƟcal tests for signiﬁcance and
variance in the reports, as well as their relaƟon to the physical measure. Spherical staƟsƟ-
cal methods are equally important for interpreƟng the results of experiments conducted in a
three–dimensional space, in which the sound sources and response data are posiƟoned on a
spherical structure.
Fisher and Lewis [72] provided staƟsƟcal analysis methods for spherical data that are useful
for this work. The methods include calculaƟon of the centroid of reports for a given direc-
Ɵon, which can be implemented in addiƟon to the simple central tendency staƟsƟcal test of
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the mean and the median, as well as the goodness of ﬁt tests, distribuƟon techniques for
modelling spherical data and spherical correlaƟon coeﬃcient. The reports given for direc-
Ɵons lying within the ’cone of confusion’ have demonstrated the diﬃculty of listeners have
in resolving the ’front–back’ ambiguity using only interaural and spectral shape cues. Thus,
two approaches are commonly taken to interpret such data [73]. One approach is to simply
eliminate these reports from the dataset and analyse them separately, which might produce
cleaner results, but not a true representaƟon of the localisaƟon task. Another, more prag-
maƟc approach is to analyse the enƟre dataset for both azimuth angles and lateral angles.
The former reﬂects the results including the ’front–back’ confusions, and the laƩer treats the
horizontal plane as symmetric ranging between +90◦ (i.e., right ear) and –90◦ (i.e., leŌ ear)
[74].
2.3 Spectral Analysis
Digital signal processing (DSP) of audio consists of techniques for the analysis and manipula-
Ɵon of audio signals in the digital domain [35]. Nowadays, computaƟonal power is available
at low cost, so DSP is used extensively to enhance the spaƟal characterisƟcs of audio signals
[12]. Consequently, the complex analysis and processing of input sound sources is achievable
in runƟme rendering. Over the years, many studies [8, 25, 58, 75, 76, 77, 78] invesƟgated the
diﬀerences between distal and proximal sound sources. The former is the input source before
direcƟonal transformaƟon made using HRTFs, and the laƩer is the virtual sound source aŌer
the direcƟonal transformaƟon. Using DSP, the distal sound source can be adapƟvely manip-
ulated to inﬂuence the listener’s percepƟon. The analysis and processing of the input sound
source (which is described as distal) are based on the signal’s type (broadband, narrowband,
etc.) and characterisƟcs (spectral variaƟon, spaƟal aƩributes, loudness, etc.). The spectral
variaƟon of a sound source has been shown to aﬀect its perceived locaƟon, parƟcularly in
terms of elevaƟon [7, 29]. Some studies [64, 79, 80, 81] have evaluated the perceived locaƟon
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of virtual sound sources while applying spectral shape processing (i.e., to manipulate spectral
cues). The majority of studies on the eﬀect of spectral shape upon spectral cues, however,
employ sound sƟmuli that, although consisƟng of characterisƟcs of real sounds, are not con-
sidered ecologically valid. There are studies showing how spectral variaƟon of certain types of
sound can be modelled, such as for speech recogniƟon [82, 83, 84]. The aim of this invesƟga-
Ɵon, however, was to evaluate the role of spectral shape in the localisaƟon of diﬀerent types
of ecologically valid sound sources (discussed in detail in a subsequent secƟon). Therefore,
other more generalised methods of spectral analysis have been used, thus deﬁning a single
soluƟon to a variety of sound sources.
2.3.1 Spectral Features
Spectral moments analysis [85] is a staƟsƟcal method used to analyse the power spectrum
of a signal and its overall spectrum shape. In digital signal processing the central moments
are derived from the spectral moments, providing staƟsƟcal interpretaƟon for the diﬀerent
moments. Spectral moments consist of four moments: centroid, bandwidth, skewness and
kurtosis. Centroid is derived by means of the spectral distribuƟon, also known as the spectral
centroid, which is oŌen associated with the ’brightness’ of the spectrum [86]. The secondmo-
ment is derived by dispersion centred at the spectral centroid, providing informaƟon on how
wide or narrow the bandwidth of the spectrum (i.e., variance) is. The thirdmoment, skewness,
is the measure of asymmetry of the bandwidth’s distribuƟon. The fourth moment, kurtosis,
quanƟﬁes the sharpness of the peaks associated with the bandwidth’s distribuƟon. The spec-
tral centroid and bandwidth are considered by the majority of similar studies to provide the
most important magnitude spectral characterisaƟon of speech type signals [4, 7, 85, 87]. A
preliminary study for this research [30] found that, in fact, bandwidth is a stronger predictor
than spectral centroid for speech vowel sounds. Nonetheless, all four spectral moments were
analysed in the development of a predicƟon model that aƩempts to improve the perceived
elevaƟon of virtual sounds sources. Thus, the model would predict the reported direcƟon of
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a sound source based on the characterisƟcs of one or more spectral features.
Spectral centroid is derived using the following equaƟon:
Centroid =
∑N−1n=0 f (n)|X(n)|
∑N−1n=0 |X(n)|
(2.16)
where N is the length of the signal, n is a bin number, in which f(n) represents its centre
frequency and X(n) corresponds to the magnitude response of the signal in that bin. The sec-
ondmoment, bandwidth is derived from the spectral centroid, in which the square root of the
variance (i.e., standard deviaƟon) is calculated as follows:
Bandwidth=
√
∑N−1n=0 f (n−Centroid)2x(n)
∑N−1n=0 x(n)
(2.17)
The third moment, skewness is calculated on the basis of a cubed spectral centroid and
bandwidth:
Skewness=
[
∑N−1n=0 f (n−Centroid)3x(n)
∑N−1n=0 x(n)
]
/Bandwidth3 (2.18)
Finally, the fourth moment, kurtosis is calculated similar to skewness, but based on a bi–
quadraƟc spectral centroid:
Kurtosis=
[
∑N−1n=0 f (n−Centroid)4x(n)
∑N−1n=0 x(n)
]
/Bandwidth4 (2.19)
Other psychophysical characterisƟcs, such as sharpness and ﬂuctuaƟon strength, were
considered in the invesƟgaƟon. The former is closely related to spectral centroid and is de-
rived from loudness (it is the weighted centroid of the speciﬁc loudness paƩern), whereas the
laƩer is associated with the sensaƟon of modulated signals (up to a modulaƟon frequency of
20 Hz). Both sharpness and ﬂuctuaƟon strengthmay provide useful informaƟon about ecolog-
ically valid sound sources, such as speech and music. Sharpness and ﬂuctuaƟon strength are
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discussed in detail and predicƟon models are provided in the classic publicaƟon by Fastl and
Zwicker [88].
The model for sharpness has been used as one of the plausible predictors for virtual sound
source elevaƟon since ”the overall spectral envelope is the main factor inﬂuencing sharp-
ness” [88]. The reference for sharpness is 1 acum (i.e., the unit measure), which is yielded
for narrow–band noise centred at 1 kHz with a level of 60 dB. The model employs a criƟcal
band rate (denoted z) analysis that is closely related to the hearing system, rather than to fre-
quency. The width of each criƟcal band corresponds to a single ”Bark” unit. The following
equaƟon can be used to derive the model [88]:
S= 0.11
∫ 24Bark
0 N
′g(z)zdz∫ 24Bark
0 N′dz
acum (2.20)
where S is the esƟmated sharpness, the numerator consists of the integral taken as the
ﬁrst moment of speciﬁc loudness (i.e., annotated N’) over criƟcal band rate with an addiƟonal
weighƟng factor g(z), and the denominator includes the total loudness.
The ﬂuctuaƟon strength model proposed by Fastl and Zwicker [88] provides a single value for
a given signal. The model has been extended by Zhou et al., [89] on the basis of equivalent
rectangular bandwidth (ERB), which replaces the use of criƟcal band rate (Bark) and is con-
sistent with the current ANSI standard for calculaƟng loudness [90]. The model employs 75
ERB ﬁlter channels to calculate their associated generalised modulaƟon depth (GMD) values,
which are weighted, ﬁltered and summed to produce speciﬁc ﬂuctuaƟon strength for each
channel. This model provides a beƩer resoluƟon of the ﬂuctuaƟon strength and is suitable for
amplitude and frequency modulated tones, broadband and narrowband noise, as well as for
unmodulated signals.
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2.4 Ecological PsychoacousƟcs
The majority of studies concerned with psychoacousƟcs looked into the relaƟonship between
the physical (i.e., measurement) and physiological aspects with the sensaƟonal (i.e., percep-
Ɵon) experience. Over the years, this approach has produced some very important ﬁndings
about peripheral auditory system funcƟonality and, more speciﬁcally, spaƟal localisaƟon of
real and virtual sound sources. It is not argued here that there is no merit in conƟnuing to
adopt this approach in future studies. There is also, however, a need for a new–and perhaps
more holisƟc–approach to the invesƟgaƟon of spaƟal localisaƟon that combines between tra-
diƟonal and ecological methodologies. The excellent book by Neuhoﬀ [15] describes in detail
the advantages of taking an ecological approach in the study of auditory percepƟon; some of
the methods have been adopted in this study.
Ecological psychoacousƟcs has its roots in cogniƟve and ecological psychology and is more
widely accepted nowadays by researchers. The purpose of using this approach is ”to under-
stand the complex higher order processes that occur when a listener hears a sound or intricate
acousƟc paƩern” [15]. Thus, the methodology shares many features with what one may en-
counter in real–life scenarios. TradiƟonal studies of auditory percepƟon avoided using an eco-
logical approach in their invesƟgaƟons, which created a gap of knowledge in the ﬁeld of spaƟal
localisaƟon. In a sense, the tradiƟonal approach is boƩom-up, because it makes assumpƟons
based on responses given to simpliﬁed versions of diﬀerent types of sound sources (e.g., using
broadband/narrowband noise signals) and in a highly controlled situaƟon (e.g., anechoic en-
vironment, immobilising the listener’s head). Contrary, ecologically valid experimental design
can be seen as a top-down method, in which sƟmuli are selected for their pracƟcality in VADs
and characterised using mulƟple spectral analysis techniques.
There is a ﬁne line, however, between a properly executed experiment employing ecological
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methods, and an experiment that is so complex in its aƩempt to resemble a real–life scenario
that it is impossible to interpret the experiment’s results, and certainly to extractmeaning from
the ﬁndings. Consequently, it is hypothesised that a carefully designed invesƟgaƟon that con-
sists of some ecological methods that can bewell controlled by the researcher will reveal some
of the unknowns about spaƟal localisaƟon of ecologically valid sound sources. Furthermore,
using both tradiƟonal methods and ecological methods of psychoacousƟcs research provides
internal, external and ecological validity for the study’s ﬁndings.
2.4.1 Internal, External and Ecological Validity
Oneof the criƟcal steps in any research study is validaƟonof the ﬁndings, which is important for
interpreƟng the results and extracƟng meaning. Some of the most important psychoacousƟcs
studies place great emphasis on the importance of internal validity and are at pains to ensure
a high level of control over the experimental design. On the other hand, external validity refers
to the extent to which the ﬁndings are transferable to another environment using a diﬀerent
sample of subjects. For example, how can ﬁndings from an experiment about the perceived
locaƟon of a virtual sound source conducted in a laboratory seƫng using only ’noise’ type of
sounds (broadband or narrowband) be applicable to VAD that makes use of speech or music
signals? It has been proposed [91] that using both internal and external validity is mandatory
in experimental research. Internal and external validiƟes are extended to include ecological
validity, which refers to the degree to which the components deployed in the experiment,
including the environment, sƟmuli and task,might be found in real–life scenarios [91]. Interest-
ingly, before the advances in digital signal processing, which is used to generate test signals
(e.g., pure tone, noise), many psychoacousƟcal studies deployed what we consider today as
ecologically valid sound sources [15, 21, 92]. Since the goal of this study is to contribute to
the applicable use of binaural technology intended for VADs, the logical approach would be to
consider the triangulaƟon of internal, external and ecological validiƟes, while carefully select-
ing ecological experimental methods that would maximise all aspects of results validaƟon.
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2.4.2 Ecologically Valid Sound Sources
Many studies about localisaƟon performance using binaural rendering focus on the perceived
locaƟon of virtual sound sources on the horizontal plane. The results show a high localisaƟon
accuracy amongst listeners [4, 16, 66, 93]. VAD applicaƟons, however, also require considera-
Ɵon of auditory percepƟon on themedian plane, yet fewer studies have evaluated localisaƟon
performance of elevaƟon using ecologically valid sound sources as the test sƟmuli [15]. The
tradiƟonal approach, using carefully synthesised sƟmuli, is useful for generalisaƟon of the re-
sults to some extent (i.e., external validity), but it does not provide ecological validity. There-
fore, in this work, ecologically valid sound sources were deployed in some of the experiments
to invesƟgate the percepƟon of virtual sound sources, such as speech and music. It might be
argued that sound sources presented in real or virtual free ﬁeld (i.e., consisƟng of no room re-
verberaƟon or background noise) are not considered ecologically valid. Notwithstanding, this
study assumes the ’ecological’ ranges on a scale between non–ecological and highly ecological,
in which speech and music types of sound sources are undoubtedly considered more ecologi-
cal than the tradiƟonally employed noise signals. The selecƟon of these types of sound arises
from previously reported ﬁndings [2, 14, 17, 21, 25, 30, 33, 34] suggesƟng that the spectral
shape of the input sound source, which varies between diﬀerent signals makes a substanƟal
eﬀect to localisaƟon performance of elevaƟon.
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Thework described in this dissertaƟon invesƟgated the relaƟonship between the spectral char-
acterisƟcs of ecologically valid sound sources and the accuracy of their perceived locaƟon in
the context of virtual auditory displays (VADs). The underlying assumpƟon was that the per-
ceived elevaƟon of binaurally processed ecologically valid sound sources is aﬀected system-
aƟcally by variaƟons in their spectral shape, unlike localisaƟon on the horizontal plane and
localisaƟon of broadband noise signals. The hypotheses tested in this research are listed be-
low:
Non–individualised HRTFs adjusted according to the perceptual response of the listener
mayprovide comparable localisaƟonperformancewith the those achievedusing individually–
measured HRTFs.
Spectral shape variaƟons of ecologically valid sound sources systemaƟcally aﬀect the
perceived elevaƟon of the proximal sound sources.
The incorporaƟon of dynamic head trackingmay reduce the commonly observed ’front–
back’ confusions and improve the percepƟon of elevaƟon.
Research through design was employed to enable this invesƟgaƟon, in which the ﬁndings
of each step were induced into the following step by modifying the prototype reproducƟon
system or by applying diﬀerent experimental methods. QuanƟtaƟve research methods were
uƟlised to collect and analyse subjecƟve localisaƟon judgments given by listeners for sound
sources presented in a VAD. The sound sources that were presented in the subjecƟve localisa-
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Ɵon experimentswere analysed usingwell–establishedmethods of spectral analysis, known as
spectral moments (centroid, bandwidth, skewness and kurtosis) and psychoacousƟcal models
(sharpness and ﬂuctuaƟon strength). The characterisƟcs of the listeners parƟcipaƟng in the
four experiments consisted of adults (18 - 60 years of age), males and females, who did not ex-
press any known hearing problems, and who were able to move in the environment (the phys-
ical test room) while interacƟng with a portable device. These characterisƟcs ensured that the
in between sex variaƟon could be examined, supplementary devices (i.e., hearing aids) did not
inﬂuence sound percepƟon, and that the interacƟon with the system could be observed. The
experiments were conducted in semi–anechoic spaces that did not compromise the listener’s
concentraƟonon the task by distracƟng factors, such as visual cues or unrelated sound sources.
The ﬁrst step (described in Chapter 4) was to establish a single dataset of direcƟonal ﬁlters
(i.e., HRTFs, adjusted perceptually to the individual listener) to be employed for all listeners
and thus, eliminated the direcƟonal ﬁlters as a confounding variable in the subsequent inves-
ƟgaƟons. This step promoted the development of an eﬃcient method for measuring HRTFs,
which were then perceptually evaluated by the listeners. The listeners were ﬁƩed with an
inerƟal measurement unit (IMU) capable of tracking head moƟon in six degrees of freedom
(6DOF). The use of an IMU, rather than the more convenƟonal ’bite–bars’ or ’chin–rests’ pro-
vided the conﬁdence in the measurement, while avoiding the need to immobilise the listener,
which might be an inconvenience to some. It is important to note that the IMU was deployed
only as a tracking system for head movement during the HRTFs measurement and evaluaƟon
experiments (Exp.1 4.2 and Exp.2 5.2), while it was coupled with the binaural reproducƟon in
the other two experiments (Exp.3 and Exp.4). The IMU also included a laser pointer, which
allowed the listeners to point their nose to indicate the perceived direcƟon of sound sources.
A total of 18 listeners parƟcipated in the HRTFs measurement procedure, as well as in a subse-
quent perceptual evaluaƟon procedure. Listeners reported the perceived locaƟon of 22 out of
196 measured direcƟons over three repeƟƟons (i.e., resulted in 1,188 reports). The collected
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data were analysed by taking the mean of three responses given for each presented direcƟon,
as well as the centroid of the cluster of three reports. Seperate analyses were made to the
’front–back’ confusions; for cases that include the ’front–back’ confusions and cases in which
these confusions were handled by converƟng the reports in terms of azimuth angle to lateral
angle. The sƟmuli employed in the evaluaƟon procedure (Exp.1) and in a subsequent experi-
ment (Exp.2) can be described as 250 ms amplitude–modulated bursts of white noise.
StaƟsƟcal tests, such as staƟsƟcal signiﬁcance and eﬀect size were conducted to account for
the eﬀect of variance observed in the mean reported results, whereas the variance about
the centroid was quanƟﬁed and the type of distribuƟon was esƟmated. Spherical staƟsƟcal
analysis was conducted using the MATLABTM toolbox ’SPAK’ created by Leong and Carlile [94].
The rouƟnes include calculaƟon of the centroids, a test for staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant (kstat) dif-
ferences and esƟmaƟon of the distribuƟons of reports, by indicaƟng the type of distribuƟon
(Fisher or Kent) and whether the data are unimodal or bimodal. “The Fisher distribuƟon as-
sumes that the data is rotaƟonally symmetric whereas the Kent distribuƟon can be used to
model asymmetric data” [94]. Unimodal data usually resulted from a distribuƟon with a single
peak, where a distribuƟon with two disƟnguished peaks is oŌen esƟmated as bimodal. Cor-
relaƟon coeﬃcient and spherical correlaƟon coeﬃcient were employed for quanƟfying the
overall constant error between the reported and measured direcƟon for each parƟcipant and
for all parƟcipants. This step enabled the selecƟon of HRTF datasets that provided localisa-
Ɵon performance above certain predetermined thresholds. A single HRTF dataset (termed in
this dissertaƟon ‘CollecƟve HRTFs’) was synthesised by applying individually determined fre-
quency scaling to each individually measured HRTFs, based on a technique by Middlebrooks
[59]. During sound reproducƟon, this procedure was inverted through a user–based calibra-
Ɵon procedure according to the listener’s perceptual response.
The second step (described in Chapter 5) was to compare the localisaƟon performance of vir-
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tual sound sources reported by listeners (Exp.2), who were making their judgments in a lis-
tening test using both their individually–measured HRTFs and the CollecƟve dataset of HRTFs
adjusted according to their perceptual response. Five listeners reported their localisaƟon judg-
ment by a nose–poinƟng technique for 22 measured direcƟons using two HRTFs datasets
(individually–measured and adjusted CollecƟve) over nine repeƟƟons (i.e., 1,980 reports).
Similar staƟsƟcal tests, such as those conducted for the data collected in Exp.1, were em-
ployed for the data collected in this experiment, apart from using the median, rather than
the mean as the central tendency descriptor. In addiƟon, correlaƟon coeﬃcient and spherical
correlaƟon coeﬃcient were calculated, which provided a direct comparison of the localisaƟon
performance between the performance of the individually–measured HRTFs and CollecƟve
HRTF dataset adjusted to the listener. CorrelaƟon coeﬃcient analyses established the level of
precision observed in the localisaƟon reports, where the variaƟon in perceptual median re-
ports between the two HRTF datasets was quanƟﬁed with staƟsƟcal signiﬁcance and an eﬀect
size tests.
The third step in this invesƟgaƟon (described in Chapter 6) was to explore the localisaƟon per-
formance in terms of elevaƟon for binaurally processed sound sources and in that to demon-
strate the consequences of using ecologically valid sound sources in a VAD. In Exp.3 listeners
were presented with ecologically valid sound sources consisƟng of short duraƟon (350 msec)
synthesised speech and long duraƟon (1500 msec) anechoic recordings of string instruments.
The purposewas to examine the relaƟonship between the spectral characterisƟcs of the sound
sources and the localisaƟon performance reported by listeners, parƟcularly in terms of per-
ceived elevaƟon. A total of ﬁve listeners parƟcipated in the experiment providing their locali-
saƟon judgments for 20 spaƟally interpolated direcƟons using the adjusted CollecƟve HRTFs. A
total of 4 speech vowel sounds (female voice) and 4 string instrument sounds (violin and cello
with a vibrato at diﬀerent pitch) were presented to the listeners over three repeƟƟons (i.e.,
2,400 reports). A mulƟ–way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the measured
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direcƟon and the sƟmuli to test their eﬀect on the reported direcƟons. The reports provided
by listeners and the measured spectral features of the proximal sound sƟmuli were submiƩed
to a mulƟ–regression analysis (using a stepwise rouƟne) that resulted in a predicƟon model
for perceived elevaƟon. The stepwise regression technique was parƟcularly useful here, since
it allowed to test the size of the eﬀect of each predicƟve factor on the reported direcƟons, by
esƟmaƟng staƟsƟcal signiﬁcance and esƟmaƟng the root mean square error (RMSE). In addi-
Ɵon, the analysis provided the β coeﬃcients and the y–intercept required for predicƟng the
perceived elevaƟon angle (ŷ).
The predicƟon model was evaluated in a ﬁnal experiment (Exp.4, described in Chapter 7) that
employed a complete VAD experience, including dynamic head tracking to test two condiƟons.
CondiƟon 1 consisted of collecƟng localisaƟon reports given by parƟcipants and the predicƟon
model results for each presented proximal sound source. CondiƟon 2 implemented manipu-
laƟon of the virtual source elevaƟon angle according to the predicƟon model. Five listeners
parƟcipaƟng in the experiment were asked to rotate their heads towards the perceived virtual
sound source, so that it was heard as if it was originaƟng from a centre posiƟon relaƟve to
their heads (i.e., θ = 0◦ , φ = 0◦). Six long–duraƟon sƟmuli (up to 10 secs) were presented
to listeners, including speech sounds (male and female voices), opera singing sounds (tenor in
two diﬀerent pitches), and music sounds (two piano pieces). Listeners provided their localisa-
Ɵon judgments in a listening test for 20 spaƟally interpolated direcƟons over three repeƟƟons
with and without the elevaƟon angle manipulaƟon (i.e., 3,600 reports). The staƟsƟcal anal-
yses applied for the reports collected in Exp.3 were also applied to the reports collected in
this experiment, including ANOVA, variance about the centroid, correlaƟon coeﬃcients and
spherical correlaƟon coeﬃcients. The results (with and without the adapƟve manipulaƟon)
were compared in terms of localisaƟon performance, separately for azimuth and elevaƟon
angles.
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4.1 IntroducƟon
One of the main objecƟves in this research was to simplify the requirements for binaural ren-
dering in VADs by tesƟng and to discover whether the use of individually measured–HRTFs has
advantages over the use of modiﬁed nonindividualised HRTFs in terms of localisaƟon perfor-
mance. This is a controversial issue amongst researchers in the ﬁeld. Some [38, 55, 56, 57]
are ﬁrmly of the view that individually–measured (individualised) HRTF datasets are neces-
sary to produce the best localisaƟon performance. In contrast, numerous studies [58, 60, 62,
63, 95, 96] based on perceptual evaluaƟon experiments demonstrated that nonindividualised
HRTF datasets (i.e., selected or adjusted for the individual) can provided similar localisaƟon
performance. Nonetheless, the majority of researchers agree that localisaƟon performance
becomes unpredictable and degraded using generic HRTFs obtained for a manikin head or
for a head and torso simulator (HATS) [27, 56]. There are three basic types of HRTF dataset:
generic HRTFs [97], individualised HRTFs, and nonindividualised HRTFs [58], which are also re-
ferred to as approximated [98], customised or personalised [99].
Generic HRTFs are obtained for a manikin head, or preferably, for HATS. The best known HATS
used for acousƟcal research was introduced in 1972. Burkhard and colleagues [76] developed
the Knowles ElectronicsManikin for AcousƟc Research (KEMAR) to provide a tool for acousƟcal
measurements, but mainly for tesƟng hearing aids. KEMAR is based on the average anthro-
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pometric measures of 5000 males and females from the US Air Force (hence the term generic
HRTFs). KEMAR consists of a torso and two sizes (large and small) of the pinnae that are made
of ear–mould rubber, where the raƟo between ear and shoulder can be adjusted. Over the
years, KEMAR became a standard measurement and test tool, ﬁrst in [100] and then in [101]
for various applicaƟons, such as headphones and communicaƟon. A number of HRTF datasets
obtained for KEMAR, such as the one included in the CIPIC database [38] are sƟll used by re-
searchers today [37, 61, 102, 103]. In the present study, numerous HRTF measurements were
taken for a Brüel & Kjær HATS (type 4128C) as pracƟce in the measurement procedure and
post–processing of results.
Individualised HRTFs aremeasured speciﬁcally for an individual, and thus contain some unique
characterisƟcs that vary from one individual to another due to having diﬀerences in their an-
thropometric measures. For example, two people with diﬀerent sized heads would most likely
experience diﬀerent ITDs for 45◦ azimuth angle (i.e., the one with the wider head will experi-
ence a larger ITD). Another good examplewould be the variaƟons in perceived elevaƟon angle,
which aremainly dependent on the size of the pinna (e.g., people with smaller size pinnae per-
ceive sound sources lower in elevaƟon using larger size pinnae HRTFs). Nonetheless, there are
some characterisƟcs that are shared between HRTFs obtained for diﬀerent individuals [2, 104],
such as the overall spectral–shape of a parƟcular HRTF for a given direcƟon that is deﬁned as
”a general spectral shape” [105]. These characterisƟcs include the peaks and notches that are
important for discriminaƟng between locaƟons at the front–back and those originaƟng from
above–below. The posiƟons of the peaks and the notches on the spectrum, however, vary
slightly between individuals. For example, it has been found that peaks at high (above 10 kHz)
and low (below 1 kHz) frequencies provide localisaƟon cues for sound sources originaƟng from
the back [1, 106]. In addiƟon, it has been hypothesised that the localisaƟon of a frontal sound
source ranging in elevaƟon between -30◦ and +30◦ relies on a notch that increases from 6 to
13 kHz respecƟvely [107].
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Another technique for obtaining individualised HRTFs deploys mathemaƟcal models that can
approximate HRTFs for an individual, such as the fast boundary element method (FastBEM),
which has been used to simulate an individual’s head and pinnae based on morphological pa-
rameters [108], and which uses Large DeformaƟon Diﬀeomorphic Metric Mapping (LDDMM)
has been uƟlised to produce the HRTFs. Furthermore, HRTFs may also be generated using
arƟﬁcial intelligence techniques, such as arƟﬁcial neural networks (ANN) [36]. Haraszy et al.
[109, 110] reported that generaƟon of HRTFs for an individual using their proposed ANNs is
possible and signiﬁcantly shortens the process of measuring HRTFs. It is not clear, however, if
the resulƟng HRTFs were perceptually evaluated by human listeners.
Nonindividualised HRTFs can refer to datasets that were measured for an individual or for
HATS, but are deployed for another individual. There is evidence that both individually mea-
sured HRTFs and nonindividualised HRTFs provide listeners with the means to accurately lo-
calise binaurally processed point sources mainly on the horizontal plane [3, 56]. In addiƟon, it
has been demonstrated [111] that using both individually–measured [112] and nonindividu-
alised HRTFs aﬀects the listeners’ ability to correctly evaluate sound sources originaƟng from
locaƟons on the ’cones of confusion’. Therefore, as a starƟng point, it appeared useful to con-
duct a direct comparison in terms of localisaƟon performance between individually–measured
HRTFs and nonindividualised HRTFs that are calibrated for the listener. The terms ’calibrated’
seemed more appropriate than ’customised’ or ’personalised’, since the technique applied in
this work to calibrate a nonindividualised HRTF dataset to a speciﬁc listener involved a sim-
ple processing of frequency scaling (i.e., peak and notche shiŌing) as described in [59, 113].
The frequency scaling factor, however was adjusted by the listeners based on their perceptual
evaluaƟon for sound source elevaƟon (described in detail in 5.2).
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 The system
The HRTF measurements were obtained in a facility that is located in the AcousƟcs Research
Laboratory at the University of Sydney, known as the ’Dome’. This is a relaƟvely new facility,
which was not been built speciﬁcally for HRTF measurements, but for other various purposes,
including simulaƟon of room acousƟcs, spaƟal rendering of sound ﬁelds and mulƟ-channel
surround sound. Nonetheless, preliminary work in the laboratory, in which a Brüel & Kjær
HATS model (type 4128C) was used as a test subject, provided evidence for the feasibility of
using the ’Dome’ to conduct HRTF measurements for human subjects.
Figure 4.1: A series of images showing the ’Dome’ laboratory uƟlised to conduct HRTF measure-
ments. The ’Dome’ is a hemispherical structure consisƟng of 196 loudspeakers in a sound absorp-
Ɵve space. The images on the top show a ’ﬁsh–eye’ angle of the loudspeaker array before and
aŌer installaƟon of the absorpƟve material. The image on the boƩom shows a closer look on the
structure.
Figure 4.1 shows a number of images taken in the ’Dome’ before and aŌer the installaƟon
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of the absorpƟve material. The laboratory has a 6.5 m diameter concrete hemispherical dome
ceiling, in which was ﬁƩed with a 5 m diameter hemispherical geodesic steel frame. A loud-
speaker is posiƟoned on each vertex, and in the middle of each edge and above the equator.
The dimensions of the playback space in the Dome were measured as 4.2 m diameter and 2.1
m height at a reference point on a raised plaƞorm. The reference point was deﬁned by align-
ing the listener’s ear with the second row of loudspeakers and posiƟoning the centre of the
head at 2.1 m distance from the loudspeakers that correspond to azimuth angles of 0◦, 90◦,
180◦and -90◦. The volume behind the geodesic framewas ﬁlled with porous sound absorpƟon
that also covers the steel frame, the plaƞorm, and the gap between the plaƞorm and the ﬂoor
(Polymax Absorb XHD 100 mm thickness), to create nearly anechoic condiƟons with very low
background noise (i.e., spaƟal and temporal average was below Leq of 20 dB). The absorpƟon
coeﬃcients of the material are 0.6 at 125 Hz and 1.0 at 250 Hz - 4 kHz. The surfaces in the
enƟre space and any objects (plaƞorm, loudspeakers) were black, so to minimise any visual
distracƟon. RelaƟvely short reverberaƟon Ɵme was measured, in which the spaƟally averaged
T30 was 0.19 secs for low frequency and 0.15 secs for middle and high frequencies. Those
measurements were conducted using a 30 secs exponenƟal sinusoidal sweep signal ranging
between 31.5 Hz and 20 kHz.
The system used for measuring the HRTFs and for rendering the binaural signals consisted
of a number of components as illustrated in Figure 4.2. A computer running Windows OS was
used to control the system, in which the excitaƟon signals were generated using MATLABTM.
An excitaƟon signal sampled at 44.1 kHz is passed at 16 bit precision via a 192–channel RME
sound card (HDSPe FX) to an RME mulƟchannel digital interface (ADI–648) that converts the
signal from MADI (MulƟchannel Audio Digital Interface) to ADAT (Alesis Digital Audio Tape).
Then, the signal is transferred via an ADAT to a Behringer ADA 8000 digital to analogue con-
verter (D/A) that allows the signal to be passed through a Crown CT875 ampliﬁer to a single
loudspeaker (Anthony Gallo Micro–Spherical Speaker). The system includes three 64–channel
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and one 4–channel MADI–to–ADAT converters, 25 units of 8–channel A/D and D/A converters
and 8–channel ampliﬁers, as well as 196 loudspeakers arranged in a mean interval of 11.5◦.
This system architecture allows for 196 independent input and output channels to work simul-
taneously.
Figure 4.2: A diagram showing the components of the measurement and reproducƟon system in
the ’Dome’. The diagram illustrates the signal ﬂow from its generaƟon by the computer’s DSP unit
to its reproducƟon via a loudspeaker. An inverse signal ﬂow is shown between the computer’s DSP
unit and the signals received at themicrophones (DPA4061), which are posiƟoned at the entrance
of the ear canals. In the binaural rendering of sound sources, the generated signals are passed via
the sound card to the headphones. The tracking system (head tracker, laser pointer, hand–held
buƩon) works on a dedicated micro–processor, which is connected via USB to the computer.
The tracking system, whichwas designed and built by the author, consists of a head tracker
(also known as an inerƟal measurement unit, or IMU), a laser pointer and a hand–held but-
ton. The IMU tracks movement in 6DOF using a 3–axis gyroscope and a 3–axis accelerometer
micro–sensor assembled on a small (3.8 x 2.5 cm) electronic board and processed by an AT-
mega328 microprocessor. The IMU has been programmed on an Arduino plaƞorm to convert
the raw values received from the gyroscope and the accelerometer to readable roll, pitch and
yaw angles. The laser pointer and the hand–held buƩon are connected to a dedicated micro-
processor electronic board that is connected to the computer via USB. Figure 4.3 shows the
diﬀerent components of the tracking system, including the IMU, laser pointer and hand–held
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buƩon.
Figure 4.3: The tracking system designed and built by the author comprised a head tracker (or
IMU) capable of tracking head moƟon in 6DOF, a laser light to point on a target, and a hand–held
buƩon to indicate a response. The dedicated microprocessor is contained in the grey box.
High sensiƟvity miniature omnidirecƟonal microphones (DPA4061) placed in a soŌ silicon
mould were posiƟoned at the entrance of the ear canals. These microphones were uƟlised for
taking HRTF measurements mainly because they can be ﬁƩed into human ear canal compared
with the HATS microphones that are bigger size. The microphones have a very low harmonic
distorƟon (<1% up to 129 dB peak), a high dynamic range (106 dB) and a frequency response
ranging between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, which makes them useful for HRTF measurements. The
frequency response of themicrophoneswasmeasured in anechoic condiƟonswhile themicro-
phones were ﬁƩed into the entrance of the ear canal of HATS. The excitaƟon signal comprised
an exponenƟal sinusoidal sweep signal ranging between 20 Hz and 20 kHz. The excitaƟon sig-
nal was generated via the Gallo loudspeaker (i.e., the same type as in the ’Dome’) that was
aligned with the centre posiƟon of the HATS and at 1m distance. Figure 4.4 shows the ref-
erence spectrum (loudspeaker posiƟoned at the centre of the head) that exhibited negligible
level diﬀerences between the two microphones (maximum of 1 dB at around 800 Hz), while
emphasising the mid–frequencies (500 Hz – 2 kHz) and demonstraƟng peaks at around 3.5, 6
and 16 kHz and notches at 5, 8 and 10 kHz.
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Figure 4.4: The magnitude response of the DPA4061 microphones that were ﬁƩed into HATS ear
canal entrance, measured by an exponenƟal sinusoidal sweep signal with a bandwidth of 20 Hz
– 20 kHz generated via the Gallo loudspeaker. The blue and red coloured lines correspond to
the frequency responses of the microphones intended for the leŌ and right ears, respecƟvely. A
negligible level diﬀerence (1 dB) observed at around 800 Hz).
Open–back circumaural headphones (SennheiserHD600)were used in the perceptual eval-
uaƟon task [39], because theirmeasurement showed a relaƟvely ﬂat frequency response in the
range between 20 Hz and 6 kHz, a notch at around 7 kHz, and a ﬂat response up to around 18
kHz. Moreover, level variaƟons (in the range 100 Hz – 18 kHz) between the two channels were
negligible, with a maximum diﬀerence of 3 dB presented at the 7 kHz notch. The measure-
ments of the headphones (conducted in anechoic condiƟons) were made using a headphone
calibrator, as seen in Figure 4.5, in which a mulƟ–reposiƟoning method was used to account
for posiƟoning variaƟons. The headphone calibrator consists of a Brüel & Kjær free–ﬁeld one
inch microphone. The type 4145 microphone has a relaƟvely ﬂat magnitude response (i.e.,
within 1 dB discrepancies) between around 20 Hz and 16 kHz. The excitaƟon signal comprised
of an exponenƟal sinusoidal sweep ranging between 80 Hz and 20 kHz. The frequency domain
representaƟon of the leŌ and right headphone channels, shown in Figure 4.6, resulted from
an average of ﬁve impulse response measurements .
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Figure 4.5: An image showing the headphone calibrator used to measure the frequency response
of the Sennheiser HD600 circumaural headphones. The device is equipped with a free–ﬁeld one–
inch microphone (marked by a green circle) located in a relaƟve posiƟon to that of an ear.
Figure 4.6: Magnitude response of the leŌ and right channels of the Sennheiser HD600 circum-
aural headphones measured by the headphone calibrator using an exponenƟal sinusoidal sweep
signal (80 Hz – 20 kHz). The shown magnitude response was calculated by averaging ﬁve impulse
responsemeasurements. Themagnitude response is relaƟvely ﬂat between 20 Hz and 6 kHz, with
a noƟceable notch at around 7 kHz. The level diﬀerence between the leŌ and right channels is
negligible.
Using an idenƟcal excitaƟon signal, an addiƟonalmeasurementwasmade for the Sennheiser
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HD600 headphones using the pinnae of the HATS model. The frequency domain representa-
Ɵon of the leŌ and right headphone channels is shown in Figure 4.7, in which a negligible level
diﬀerence is observed between the two channels up to 9 kHz. The headphones measure-
ment procedure using HATS pinnae ﬁƩed with the DPA4061 microphones was applied to each
listener, who parƟcipated in the HRTF measurement session. This allowed us to derive the
inverse ﬁlters that characterise the transfer funcƟons between the headphone drivers and ear
canal entrance (i.e., where themicrophoneswere posiƟoned). Those inverse ﬁlters are uƟlised
in the binaural rendering procedure to remove spectral shape variaƟons due to headphones
characterisƟcs.
Figure 4.7: Magnitude response of the leŌ and right channels of the Sennheiser HD600 circum-
aural headphones measured using HATS pinnae ﬁƩed with the DPA4061 microphones. The mag-
nitude response is aﬀected by HATS pinnae in a manner that aƩenuates low frequencies (up to 1
kHz) and emphasises mid and high frequencies. The level diﬀerence between the leŌ and right
channels is negligible up to around 2 kHz (due to calibraƟon) and the maximum level diﬀerence is
observed above 10 kHz.
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4.2.2 SƟmuli and Subjects
Thirteen males and 5 females were recruited for the HRTF measurements; HRTF measure-
ments were also taken for HATS (type 4128C). The excitaƟon signal used to measure the im-
pulse responses between the loudspeakers and the microphones comprised of three parts,
with a total duraƟon of 900 ms sampled at 44.1 kHz. The ﬁrst part was an impulsive signal
followed by a gap of 199 ms (silence), and a 200 ms exponenƟal sinusoidal sweep signal rang-
ing between 80 Hz – 16 kHz, followed by a gap of 500 ms. The fade–in and fade–out of the
exponenƟal sweep followed a raised cosine half-window.
Figure 4.8: The impulse–sweep excitaƟon signal used in the measurement of HRTFs represented
in the Ɵme–domain (leŌ hand–side plot) and in the frequency–domain (right hand–side plot). The
Ɵme–domain signal consists of a single pulse, followed by a gap of 199 ms (silence), and a 200 ms
exponenƟal sinusoidal sweep. The signal’s magnitude response exponenƟally decaying from 100
Hz to 10 kHz by around 20 dB.
This speciﬁc construcƟon was selected, so that the impulsive signal would be used as a
guide in the Ɵme–alignment of the signal recording, which might be compromised due to sys-
tem latency or other clocking issues. Having the impulsive signal before the exponenƟal sinu-
soidal sweep with some gap of silence in between allowed the ﬁrst sample in the sweep signal
to be accurately detected. The remaining 500 ms of silence was added to create a complete
separaƟon between sequenƟal signals. The impulse–sweep signal was reproduced via each of
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the 196 loudspeakers, resulƟng in a recording session of 176.4 s (i.e., around three minutes).
Figure 4.8 shows both the Ɵme–domain and the frequency–domain representaƟons of the
impulse–sweep signal.
In a subsequent perceptual evaluaƟon task 266ms amplitude–modulated bursts ofwhite noise
with a modulaƟon rate of 30 Hz were uƟlised; these were regenerated in every trial to create
slight variaƟons in the random structure of the white noise. A similar signal is provided with
the CIPIC database package for MATLABTM. The Ɵme–domain and the frequency–domain rep-
resentaƟons of the white noise signal are shown in Figure 4.9. The signal, sampled at 44.1 kHz,
was generated using a MATLABTM funcƟon wriƩen by the author.
Figure 4.9: The signal used in the evaluaƟon of HRTF dataset represented in the Ɵme–domain (leŌ
hand–side plot) and in the frequency–domain (right hand–side plot). The signal consists of 266ms
of amplitude–modulated bursts of white noise with a modulaƟon rate of 30 Hz. The broadband
spectrum of the signal exhibits staƟsƟcally ﬂat magnitude between 80 Hz and 20 kHz.
4.2.3 Processing
Once the recording procedure was completed, both the free–ﬁeldmeasurement and themea-
surement of impulse–sweep signals had to be processed quickly and eﬃciently to produce a
dataset of HRTFs that were to be perceptually evaluated by the listener. The free–ﬁeld mea-
surementwas conducted fromeach loudspeaker to one of the DPA4061microphones (channel
1) posiƟoned at the centre of theHATSmodel. The processing, whichwas implemented using a
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MATLABTM script involved the calibraƟon and truncaƟon of the audio recording to 196 discrete
signals corresponding to the 196 locaƟons. Then, the impulse response (IR) for each locaƟon
was extracted by performing a frequency domain convoluƟon (using 2048 points ﬀt) between
the recorded signals and the Ɵme–reversal version of the excitaƟon signal (exponenƟal sinu-
soidal sweep). Although, this processing created a bass–heavy HRIRs (due to a 6 dB/Oct slope
in the sweep’s inverse ﬁlter), it was corrected in a subsequent step. An idenƟcal processing
procedure was applied to the free–ﬁeld measurements to produce free–ﬁeld IRs.
The ITDs were then esƟmated using a cross–correlaƟon analysis (MATLABTM built-in funcƟon)
that receives a pair of Ɵme–domain discrete signals and returns the cross–correlaƟon and
Ɵme–delay in samples between the two signals. Cross–correlaƟon is the measure of similar-
ity between signal x and the Ɵme–shiŌed copies of signal y as a funcƟon of Ɵme–delay. The
ITD for each pair of HRIRs is calculated using the lag corresponding to the maximum cross–
correlaƟon. Therefore, this method is parƟcularly useful [114] for esƟmaƟng ITD between the
pair of HRIR signals (i.e., for a given locaƟon measured at the right and the leŌ ears). The pair
of HRIRs was Ɵme–aligned by extracƟon of the ITD informaƟon, which was kept for when the
ITD was introduced back into the HRTFs during the binaural rendering.
Figure 4.10: The Ɵme–aligned pair of HRTFs measured for θ = 44◦,φ = 33◦ showing the corre-
sponding impulse response (leŌ hand–side plot), the unwrapped phase response (centre plot),
and the magnitude response (right hand–side plot). The blue and red lines represent the leŌ and
right ear, respecƟvely. The signal exhibits a typical phase variability for a sound source originaƟng
from an elevaƟon angle above the listener. The level diﬀerence at high frequencies (>500 Hz) be-
tween the leŌ and right ears as a funcƟon of frequency is expected for a sound source originaƟng
oﬀ to the side of the listener (the right hand–side in this case).
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ExtracƟon of the ITD informaƟonwasmade to describe the HRIRs by their minimum phase
versions as described in secƟon 2.1.2.1 (p. 16) and was essenƟal for the interpolaƟon proce-
dure described in secƟon 2.1.2.3 (p. 19). The spectra of each pair of Ɵme–aligned IRs were
divided by the corresponding free–ﬁeld IR spectrum to remove the linear distorƟon of the
loudspeakers and microphones. The minimum–phase HRTF was approximated by obtaining
and extrapolaƟng its unwrapped phase response and applying magnitude correcƟon (an ex-
ample is shown in Figure 4.10).
Figure 4.11: A free–ﬁeld equalised pair of HRTFs measured for θ = 44◦,φ = 33◦ showing the
signal in the Ɵme–domain (leŌ hand–side plot), its unwrapped phase response (centre plot), and
frequency response (right hand–side plot). The blue and red lines represent the leŌ and right ear,
respecƟvely. The equalisaƟon using the FFTF is a form of transfer funcƟon calculaƟon, which can
be thought of as using FFTF as an inverse ﬁlter. The equalisaƟon using the FFTF produced a ﬂat
frequency response up to 200 Hz and somewhat reduced the level diﬀerence between the leŌ
and right ears at low frequencies.
The Ɵme–domain signal measured at the entrance of the ear canal includes in addiƟon to
the desired characterisƟcs of the pinnae, the characterisƟcs of the excitaƟon signal (impulse–
sweep), the loudspeakers and the microphones. Since, we were only interested in the free–
ﬁeld to ear canal transfer funcƟons, the other characterisƟcs of the system should be removed.
This can be achieved by applying a free–ﬁeld equalisaƟon procedure, in which the transfer
funcƟons of the loudspeakers andmicrophones are divided by the HRTF [55]. Further, during a
binaural rendering, the headphone characterisƟcs should be removed by following an idenƟcal
procedure of frequency–domain division. In this work, the signals characterisƟcs (with the
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head absent) were removed from the raw HRTFs using their corresponding FFTF, and can be
expressed as follows:
HRTFf ree(θ ,φ , f ) =
HRTF(θ ,φ , f )
FFTF(θ ,φ , f )
(4.1)
where HRTF(θ ,φ , f ) is the transfer funcƟon measured from free–ﬁeld to ear canal en-
trance, and FFTF(θ ,φ , f ) is the transfer funcƟon measured from free–ﬁeld to the centre
of the head (with the head absent). In this work, the transfer funcƟons of the microphones
and loudspeakers were not included in the equalisaƟon of HRTF, because its transmission re-
sponses are eliminated by the free-ﬁeld equalisaƟon.
The resulƟng free–ﬁeld equalised HRTFs contained no ITD informaƟon, but a highly irregular
unwrapped phase structure (see Figure 4.11), whichmay cause perceived diﬀerences between
pairs of HRTFs. Theminimumphase approximaƟon of the resulƟng free–ﬁeld HRTFs assisted to
approximate a causal and stable phase funcƟon. A comparison of the phase responses in Fig-
ures 4.11 and 4.12 clearly shows that the minimum phase approximaƟon eﬀecƟvely reduced
phase variability observed in the free–ﬁeld equalised HRTFs. The ’lost’ Ɵme–delay informa-
Ɵon is retrieved from the saved ITD values. The minimum phase approximaƟon procedure is
detailed in 2.1.2.1 (Chapter 2).
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Figure 4.12: A pair of HRTFs resulƟng from theminimum phase approximaƟon (measured for θ =
44◦,φ = 33◦), including the signal in the Ɵme–domain (leŌ hand–side plot), its phase response
(centre plot), and frequency response (right hand–side plot). The blue and red lines represent the
leŌ and right ear, respecƟvely. The signal’s phase response has a very low variability, which may
prevent Ɵmbral colouraƟon.
In the binaural rendering of sound sources the characterisƟcs of headphones were re-
movedbased on their inverse ﬁlters. Those inverse ﬁltersweremadebymeasuring the transfer
funcƟons between the headphones and theDPA4061microphones thatwere posiƟoned at the
entrance of the ear canals for each listener. It is important to note that in pracƟce, the inverse
ﬁlters were included in the calculaƟon made using equaƟon 4.1, rather than in a sequenƟal
order. The processing of the transfer funcƟon into an inverse ﬁlter can be summarised by the
following equaƟon [18]:
Ff ree,1( f ) =
1
M1HPTF(θ0,φ0, f )
(4.2)
where HPTF(θ0,φ0, f ) is the free–ﬁeld transfer funcƟon measured from the headphone
transducers to the ear canal entrance and M_1 is the microphone response. It is important
to note that the reference posiƟon speciﬁed by equaƟon 4.2 for the microphones is at the
eardrum. However, it is important to note that the placement of the microphones was as
far as the entrance to the ear canal. The inverse ﬁlters were constructed using the inverse
ﬁlter processor in AARAE [115] (a MATLABTM based environment), which opƟmises the Ɵme
response of the inverse ﬁlter to avoid excessive pre–ring or double peaks.
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Figure 4.13: A comparison between the magnitude responses of the measured HRTF (solid lines)
and their associated simulated response (dashed lines) for the leŌ (blue lines, leŌ hand–side plots)
and right (red lines, right hand–side plots) pinnae. The black doƩed lines represent the calculated
level diﬀerence between the measured and simulated responses. Each panel correspond to the
analysis results of a speciﬁc direcƟon (loudspeaker locaƟon), speciﬁed in azimuth (θ) and eleva-
Ɵon (φ) angles. The presented cases demonstrate that the simulated response is an adequate
representaƟon of the measured HRTFs.
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The binaural rendering of sound sources was made enƟrely using MATLABTM, in which
the minimum–phase HRTFs were characterised as ﬁnite impulse response (FIR) ﬁlters of 1024
samples. Each of the 196 FIR ﬁlters corresponded to a speciﬁc direcƟons on the hemispheri-
cal grid. Let x(t) be the input sound source (i.e., one–channel) then y(t) is the output virtual
sound source (i.e., two–channel) reproduced via headphones. Input signal x(t) is ﬁltered in the
frequency–domain with a given FIR ﬁlter and the resulƟng output signal y(t) is reconstructed
by an inverse Fourier transform. The processing is detailed in 2.1.2.2 (Chapter 2).
The empirical veriﬁcaƟon of the HRTFs was made by a comparison between the magnitude
response of the measured HRTFs and their corresponding simulated response via headphone
reproducƟon for a HATS (type 4128C). Ameasured HRTF describe the response between a spe-
ciﬁc loudspeaker of the 196–channel array to the built–in microphones of a HATS, which is po-
siƟoned in the centre of the loudspeaker array. The simulated responses resulted from head-
phone reproducƟon of the measured and processed HRTFs (i.e., the procedure is described
above), including the headphone (HD600) equalisaƟon. Figure 4.13 presents four examples
for the described comparison, in which the magnitude response is shown as a funcƟon of
frequency for the measured HRTFs (solid lines) and their corresponding simulated responses
(dashed lines). The plots on the leŌ and on the right hand sides represent the responses ob-
tained for the leŌ and right pinnae respecƟvely. Each panel corresponds to a speciﬁc direcƟon
that is associated to a loudspeaker’s locaƟon. The black doƩed lines show the level diﬀerence
between pairs of magnitude responses, which was calculated by a simple subtracƟon. The
analysis results for addiƟonal direcƟons are given in Appendix B.1.
Themagnitude responses shown in Figure 4.13 (represented by the solid and dashed lines)
were subtracted in an aƩempt to quanƟfy the observed level diﬀerence between pairs of mea-
sured HRTFs and their corresponding simulated responses (i.e., represented by the doƩed
black lines in Figure 4.13). Pairs of RMSMD values (for the leŌ and right pinnae) were calculated
for the observed mean level diﬀerences in magnitude across frequency. The results for 20 di-
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Table 4.1: RMSMD values correspond to the calculated mean level diﬀerence (in dB) in magni-
tude across frequency between themeasured HRTFs and their corresponding simulated response
via headphones. The direcƟon associated with loudspeakers’ locaƟons are expressed in azimuth
(θ) and elevaƟon (φ) angles. The RMSMD values are shown for the leŌ (RMS_diﬀ LeŌ) and right
(RMSMD Right) pinnae.
θ φ RMSMD RMSMD
0 0 0.89 0.08
99 33 0.69 0.18
144 51 0.81 0.20
-72 67 1.06 0.29
18 -11 1.09 0.49
90 -11 0.85 0.88
138 -11 0.88 0.07
-90 -11 0.59 0.16
-30 -11 0.92 0.13
48 0 0.88 0.07
96 0 0.82 1.50
-96 0 0.39 0.28
-180 0 0.42 0.12
-93 21 0.24 0.06
0 37 1.11 0.39
45 33 0.89 0.31
-144 37 0.26 0.25
-55 42 1.07 0.24
36 71 1.18 0.18
recƟons are shown in Table 4.1, including the azimuth and elevaƟon angles of each direcƟon
and their associated RMSMD. The results shown in the ﬁrst four rows correspond to calcula-
Ɵons made for the analysis results shown in Figure 4.13. The subsequent rows represent the
RMSMD values associated with the examples given in Appendix B.1. Overall, the RMSMD values
in all of the presented cases may be considered as relaƟvely small (i.e., usually< 1 dB), which
provides an empirical veriﬁcaƟon for the HRTFs. In Furthermore, a negligible mean deviaƟon
resulted for the calculated RMSMD values, that may be described as many orders of magnitude
smaller than what could be detected by a human listener (e.g., -1.95E-14).
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4.3 Procedure
Prior to parƟcipants’ arrival, the DPA microphones were calibrated using a Brüel & Kjær cal-
ibrator that reproduces a 1 kHz pure tone at 94 dB. The calibraƟon oﬀsets were applied in
the measurement and processing of HRTFs. In addiƟon, a free–ﬁeld measurement was con-
ducted using the leŌ ear DPA microphone with the head absent, in which the posiƟon of the
microphone was marked to serve as a reference for parƟcipants’ posiƟoning. The procedure
of HRTFmeasurement and evaluaƟon consisted of preparaƟon, measurement, processing and
evaluaƟon.
During the preparaƟon stage, parƟcipantswere given an oral introducƟon to the diﬀerent parts
of the experiment session, as well as to a parƟcipant informaƟon statement (PIS) that provided
detailed informaƟon about the study and the requirements for the parƟcipants. In addiƟon,
parƟcipants were asked to read and sign a parƟcipant consent form (PCF), which indicated
their formal consent to parƟcipaƟon in the experiment. The form speciﬁcally explained that
their photograph would be taken (for documentaƟon) and they would be ﬁƩed with a head–
tracker, microphones at the entrance of their ear canals, and headphones. Both the PIS and
the PCF were approved by the Human Research Ethics CommiƩee, protocol number 2014/730
(see Appendix A). Following the introducƟon, parƟcipants were ﬁƩed with a pair of miniature
microphones (type DPA4061) that were placed ﬁrmly in soŌ silicon plugs and posiƟoned at the
entrance of the ear canal (i.e., blocked ear canals). A head tracker and a laser pointer were ﬁt-
ted to the parƟcipant’s head using an elasƟc head band. Photos of the parƟcipant were taken,
including frontal images of the enƟre body, torso and head, as well as side images of the head
and pinnae. Figure 4.14 shows some of the photos taken for one of the parƟcipants. The
parƟcipants were then situated on a raised plaƞorm, which was adjusted to match the parƟc-
ipant’s ear level with the 0◦ elevaƟon angle relaƟve to the loudspeaker array (i.e., second row
of loudspeakers from the boƩom).
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Figure 4.14: Some of the photos taken for parƟcipant 10 before the HRTF measurement and eval-
uaƟon. The parƟcipant was ﬁƩed with a a pair of DPA4061 microphones placed ﬁrmly in soŌ
silicon plugs and posiƟoned at the entrance of the ear canal, a head tracker that comprised of
a laser pointer and for the evaluaƟon task, an open–back circumaural headphones (Sennheiser
HD600).
Subsequently, measurements were taken by a reproducƟon of the excitaƟon signal via
each of the 196 loudspeakers in a sequenƟal order, and the free-ﬁeld signals were recorded
as they were picked up by the DPA microphones. ParƟcipants were asked to remain steady
relaƟve to a marked reference point (the loudspeaker posiƟon at θ = 0◦, φ = 0◦) using their
laser pointer. The head tracker was used to detect any head deviaƟons from the desired po-
siƟon using a 1◦ threshold for roll, pitch and yaw. In the case of a deviaƟon greater than the
threshold, the measurement for that posiƟon was repeated. The measurement procedure
was completed in just under three minutes. In addiƟon, the HD600 headphones were posi-
Ɵoned on the listener’s ears to measure the transfer funcƟon between the headphones and
the microphone at the entrance of the ear canal. Following the measurement procedure, par-
Ɵcipants were given a ten minute break while the processing procedure was conducted (i.e.,
described in the Methods secƟon) to produce an individualised HRTF dataset and a pair of
headphone equalisaƟon ﬁlters.
The ﬁnal step in the experiment was a perceptual evaluaƟon procedure undertaken by the
parƟcipants for their HRTF dataset. ParƟcipants were asked to localise the direcƟon of sound
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sources by poinƟng their laser light to the perceived direcƟon (i.e., physically move their head
and/or body to do so), press a hand–held buƩon to record their response and conƟnue to the
next trial. It is important to note that during the evaluaƟon experiment, no source of lighƟng
was present in the Dome, so that listeners would not be able to see the physical loudspeakers.
The binaurally processed sound sources were presented to the parƟcipants over headphones
(HD600) in a randomorder, inwhich 22 direcƟonswere localised over three repeƟƟons (i.e., 66
reported direcƟons). The direcƟons from which the binaurally processed sound sources origi-
nated are listed in Table 4.2. The reason for the untypical selecƟon of direcƟons for evaluaƟon
is due to the irregular locaƟons of the loudspeakers in the ’Dome’ and because we wanted to
evaluate direcƟons on the ’cones of confusion’.
Table 4.2: The azimuth and elevaƟon angles (degrees) and their corresponding loudspeaker chan-
nel number that were perceptually evaluated by parƟcipants
Ch # ElevaƟon Azimuth
4 -10 18
6 -10 42
10 -10 90
25 -10 -90
30 -10 -30
33 0 0
37 0 48
41 0 96
48 0 180
55 0 -96
108 21 -94
143 33 45
144 33 99
147 37 -144
149 37 0
157 42 -55
162 45 180
167 51 144
182 71 36
187 67 -144
189 67 -72
192 90 0
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4.4 Results
The resulƟng HRTF dataset for each parƟcipant consisted of 196 pairs of 1024 points transfer
funcƟons, one for each ear. Figure 4.15 shows the frequency response of the processed HRTFs
for all parƟcipants (18) and for diﬀerent direcƟons. Considering an idenƟcal elevaƟon angle,
it appears that the HRTFs vary systemaƟcally between the leŌ and right ears depending on
the azimuth angle. For azimuth angles directly at the front (0◦) and at the back (180◦) relaƟve
to the parƟcipant, the HRTFs exhibit a similar frequency response between the leŌ and right
ears. However, the HRTFs for direcƟons directly to the leŌ and right ears (i.e., -96◦ and 96◦
respecƟvely) show inverse mirror image responses. Furthermore, the overall spectral shape
of the HRTFs shares peaks and notches that are dependent on the sound source posiƟon and
vary slightly between parƟcipants. For example, the HRTFs for 0◦ azimuth and elevaƟon an-
gles have two disƟnct peaks at around 2.5 kHz and 4.5 kHz, as well as three disƟnct notches at
roughly 1.25 kHz, 3 kHz and 7 kHz with some variaƟon between parƟcipants.
It was expected that reports would be beƩer correlated with the measured lateral angles,
since listeners are parƟcularly good in localising sound sources on the horizontal plane [4], but
exhibit ’front–back’ ambiguiƟes on the ’cones of confusion’ [19]. Therefore, analyses were
conducted separately for cases that include the ’front–back’ confusions and cases in which
these confusions were handled by converƟng to lateral angle.
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Figure 4.15: The magnitude response (in dB) as a funcƟon of frequency (kHz) for the processed
HRTFs from 18 parƟcipants (colour–coded) showing for the leŌ ear (four leŌ hand–side plots) and
for the right ear (four right hand–side plots). Each row of plots correspond to the pair of HRTFs
taken for an indicated direcƟon, in which φ = 0◦ in all cases. The plots that show the HRTFs for
0◦ and 180◦ azimuth angles exhibit a relaƟvely similar frequency response between the leŌ and
right ears. In contrast, HRTFs for 96◦ and -96◦ azimuth angles (i.e., directly to the leŌ and right
ears respecƟvely) present mirrored responses between the leŌ and right ears.
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Figure 4.16: Constant error of centroid reported direcƟons for the pooled data from all parƟc-
ipants shown in a top view (leŌ hand–side plot) and in a side view (right hand–side plot). The
’front–back’ errors are indicated by the blue dashed lines. The spherical correlaƟon coeﬃcients
are indicated (top right) separately for analysis made without handling front–back confusions (az-
imuth angle) and for analysis made by converƟng the reports to lateral angles.
The localisaƟon accuracy for the 22 evaluated direcƟonswas examined for each parƟcipant
and for the group of parƟcipants (total of 18) using linear and spherical staƟsƟcal methods.
Spherical staƟsƟcswere implementedusing theMATLABTM toolbox ’SPAK’, developedby Leong
and Carlile [94]. The front–back confusions were handled by converƟng a given report to a
range between -90◦ and +90◦ (i.e., azimuth angles were converted into lateral angles) [74].
The centroids of the three localisaƟon reports given for each direcƟonwere calculated, and the
pooled centroid values for all parƟcipants were submiƩed to a spherical correlaƟon coeﬃcient
(SSC) analysis. Themean SSC using azimuth angles was 0.44 where, as expected, lateral angles
produced a higher (0.87) SSC, which implies both front–back confusions and an inadequate
localisaƟon performance in terms of elevaƟon. Variance about the centroid was quanƟﬁed
showing a unimodal dataset with Kent distribuƟon resulƟng in kstats = 31.81 (p < 0.05) for
azimuth angles and kstats= 43.5 (p< 0.05) for lateral angles. Figure 4.16 shows the constant
error of the pooled centroid reported direcƟons for all parƟcipants on a sphere.
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Figure 4.17: The plot on the leŌ hand–side shows the constant error of mean reported direcƟons
for the pooled reports by all parƟcipants as a funcƟon of the measured direcƟon, in which the
’front–back’ errors are indicated by the blue dashed lines. The correlaƟon coeﬃcients are indi-
cated separately for lateral, azimuth and elevaƟon angles. The distribuƟon of pooled reports is
shown on the right hand–side plot, where the red dots correspond to themean reported direcƟon
for a given direcƟon and the horizontal and verƟcal dimensions of the blue circles correspond the
respecƟve standard deviaƟons of reports along those axes.
In an aƩempt to quanƟfy the constant errors for the ’front–back’ confusions and for the
reported elevaƟon, linear staƟsƟcal methods were implemented in MATLABTM. The three lo-
calisaƟon reports given by each listener for a speciﬁc direcƟon were averaged to produce a
mean reported direcƟon. The ’front–back’ confusions were handled in a similar manner to
that described above, in which azimuth angles (ranging between -180◦ and +180◦) were con-
verted to lateral angles (ranging between -90◦ and +90◦). The mean reported direcƟons were
pooled over parƟcipants, and the mean correlaƟon coeﬃcients were calculated separately for
lateral (r = 0.98), azimuth (r = 0.73) and elevaƟon (r = 0.59) angles to test the relaƟonship
between the measured direcƟons and their corresponding localisaƟon reports. Figure 4.17
shows, on the leŌ hand–side plot, the constant error of mean reported direcƟons for all par-
Ɵcipants as a funcƟon of the measured direcƟon, while the distribuƟon of pooled reports is
shown on the right hand–side plot. Half of the presented direcƟons originated from frontal
locaƟons relaƟve to the parƟcipant, which means that a perfectly correlated ’front–back’ raƟo
accounted for 50% of the reports. By observing the leŌ–hand side plot of Figure 4.17 we can
conclude that the group of parƟcipants perceived more (59%) of the presented direcƟons as
originaƟng from frontal locaƟons.
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The linear staƟsƟcal analyses showed that parƟcipants exhibited the majority of localisaƟon
errors in terms of elevaƟon angles (r= 0.59) and due to ’front–back’ confusions. Moreover the
results for each parƟcipant showed that some listeners presented higher localisaƟon perfor-
mance than others, whichmeans that further analysis for the in–between parƟcipants’ reports
was required. A set of rules was formulated to assess localisaƟon performance in terms of the
mean correlaƟon coeﬃcients and the mean absolute deviaƟons (MAD), as listed in Table 4.3.
The MAD was calculated for each listener by subtracƟng the centroid report from the average
of absolute reports given for each presented direcƟon.
Table 4.3: A set of rules used to assess localisaƟon performance
Rule Low Medium High
r 0–0.49 0.5–0.74 0.75–1
MAD < 5 <15 > 15
The rule for assessing the correlaƟon coeﬃcients was relied on convenƟonal ranges of cor-
relaƟon values that are considered as low (0–0.49), medium (0.5–0.74) and high (0.75–1). The
rule for evaluaƟng theMADvalueswas basedon the ﬁndings shown in a study byMiddlebrooks
[59] that indicated rms error of 14.7◦ in reports for lateral angle with ’own-ear’ (individually-
measured HRTFs) and 17.1◦ using ’other-ear’ (customised HRTFs). As these rules refer to when
the listener made their reports using their own measured HRTFs, a MAD between 5◦ and 15◦
was deﬁned as ’Medium’. MAD values larger than 15◦ were deﬁned as ’High’ (indicaƟng a
large constant error), and MAD values smaller then 5◦ were deﬁned as ’Low’. Providing clear
rules for localisaƟon performance assessment allowed us to implement an analyƟc selecƟon
procedure of HRTF datasets that provided the highest localisaƟon performance for their par-
Ɵcipants.
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Figure 4.18: LocalisaƟon performance compared between two parƟcipants. The plots on the leŌ
hand–side show the constant error of mean reported direcƟons for the reports given by parƟc-
ipants 10 and 13 as a funcƟon of the measured direcƟon, in which the ’front–back’ errors are
indicated by the blue dashed lines. The correlaƟon coeﬃcients are indicated separately for lat-
eral, azimuth and elevaƟon angles. The distribuƟon of reports is shown for each parƟcipant on
the right hand–side the plots, where the red dots correspond to the mean reported direcƟons for
a given direcƟon. Blue dashed lines indicate of localisaƟon at rear posiƟons, and the ’front–back’
raƟo is indicated in percentages.
Figure 4.18 shows the reports analysed for two parƟcipants to illustrate localisaƟon perfor-
mance that exceeded or fell short of the predetermined rules speciﬁed in Table 4.3. The MAD
for azimuth and elevaƟon angles calculated for parƟcipant 13were equal to 3.85◦ and 3.54◦ re-
specƟvely. ParƟcipant 10, however, demonstrated a higher level of MAD with MAD_azimuth
of 11.03◦ and MAD_elevaƟon of 4.3◦. This parƟcipant also exhibited a very low correlaƟon
coeﬃcient in terms of esƟmaƟon of elevaƟon angles, as well as many ’front–back’ discrimina-
Ɵon errors. In contrast, the measured direcƟons and those reported by parƟcipant 13 were
highly correlated for lateral, azimuth and elevaƟon angle (i.e., all above 0.77). Figure 4.18
also provides a good example of how a perfectly correlated ’front–back’ raƟo may be mislead-
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ing, where parƟcipant 10 demonstrated a raƟo of exactly 50%. In this case, the plot on the
leŌ hand–side revealed a complete hemisphere reversal between the measured and reported
direcƟons. Similar plots for reports collected from all of the parƟcipants are provided in Ap-
pendix B.2.
Figure 4.19: LocalisaƟon performance using linear staƟsƟcal methods, compared between HRTF
datasets that were included (top plots) and excluded (boƩom) from the processing of the Collec-
Ɵve HRTF dataset. See Figure 4.17 for a detailed descripƟon of the diﬀerent components in the
ﬁgure.
The analyƟcal soluƟon for assessing the localisaƟonperformance given by parƟcipants pro-
vided themeans to apply a selecƟon procedure. HRTF datasets that provided their parƟcipants
with the highest localisaƟon performance were included in the processing of the CollecƟve
HRTF dataset, and HRTF datasets that fell short of the localisaƟon performance rules were
excluded. Figure 4.19 shows the localisaƟon performance pooled for the reports given by par-
Ɵcipants whose HRTF datasets were included (top plots) or excluded (boƩom plots) from the
CollecƟve HRTF datasets. Although, localisaƟon performance on the horizontal plane was rel-
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aƟvely high in both cases, the included datasets provided beƩer ’front–back’ discriminaƟon as
demonstrated by a highermean correlaƟon coeﬃcient in terms of azimuth (r= 0.78 compared
with r = 0.68). In addiƟon, the distribuƟon of the pooled reported direcƟons is smaller in the
case of the included datasets for both azimuth and elevaƟon angles. Nonetheless, both cases
exhibit large localisaƟon errors for sound sources originaƟng on the median plane, consistent
with the literature [59, 74]. A total of ten HRTF datasets were included in the processing of
the CollecƟve HRTF dataset, which accounts for a liƩle more than half of the total number of
parƟcipants.
A similar comparison for the localisaƟon performance resulted from using included and ex-
cluded HRTF datasets was made using spherical staƟsƟcal analyses. In both cases, the cen-
troids of the three localisaƟon reports given for each direcƟonwere calculated, and the pooled
centroid values for the group of parƟcipants were submiƩed to a spherical correlaƟon coeﬃ-
cient (SSC) analysis. For the HRTF datasets excluded in the CollecƟve dataset, the mean SSC
using azimuth angles was 0.31 where, as expected lateral angles produced a higher (0.83) SSC.
Higher SCC (0.44) using azimuth angles was calculated for the included HRTF datasets, with
lower SCC of 0.77 using lateral angles. Variance about the centroid was quanƟﬁed, showing a
unimodal dataset with Kent distribuƟon for both cases (included and excluded datasets), re-
sulƟng in kstats= 13.79 (p< 0.05) for azimuth angles and kstats= 34.8 (p< 0.05) for lateral
angles in the case of the excluded datasets. Higher conﬁdence levels were shown in the case
of the included datasets, with kstats= 41.64 (p< 0.05) for azimuth angles and kstats= 45.76
(p< 0.05) for lateral angles. Figure 4.20 shows the constant error of centroid reported direc-
Ɵons on a sphere for the included and excluded HRTF datasets.
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Figure 4.20: LocalisaƟon performance analysed using spherical staƟsƟcal methods, compared be-
tween HRTF datasets that were included (top plots) and excluded (boƩom) from the processing of
the CollecƟveHRTF dataset. See Figure 4.15 for a detailed descripƟon of the diﬀerent components
in the ﬁgure.
4.5 Conclusions
The purpose of the measurement and evaluaƟon procedures described in this chapter was
to collect HRTF datasets from a number of parƟcipants for a subsequent study that examines
localisaƟon performance between individually–measured HRTFs and nonindividualised HRTFs
calibrated for the listener. Thus, a database consisƟng of 18 datasets of HRTF was constructed;
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ten of the datasets exhibited characterisƟcs that contributed to the localisaƟon performance
for their parƟcipants. A quesƟon might be raised regarding the parƟcipants’ localisaƟon capa-
biliƟes, and whether that might have aﬀected their overall localisaƟon performance. This was
tested in the experiment described in 5 (Chapter 5), in which a subset of the listeners from
Exp.1 parƟcipated in a subsequent experiment that compared localisaƟon performance using
individually–measured HRTFs and a CollecƟve dataset (nonindividualised) of HRTFs.
The HRTF datasets that were included in the CollecƟve dataset provided their listeners with
adequate localisaƟon performance on the horizontal plane, as well as a relaƟvely low distribu-
Ɵon rate about the mean and the centroid (i.e., considering MAD results and unimodal distri-
buƟon). In addiƟon, front–back discriminaƟon errors were substanƟally lower for this group of
listeners showing dependency upon the sound source azimuth angle, in which front–back am-
biguiƟes mainly occurred for sound sources originaƟng from an azimuth angle of 180◦. These
ﬁndings are consistent with the literature [19, 21, 22, 23, 116] about localisaƟon performance
with a staƟonary head, providing a veriﬁcaƟon of the HRTF measurements. Further, localisa-
Ɵon errors in terms of elevaƟon were lower for the included HRTF datasets compared with
the excluded datasets. Nonetheless they are inadequate for binaural rendering in VADs, as
discussed in the following chapters.
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5.1 IntroducƟon
The aim of the invesƟgaƟon described in this chapter was to examine if individually–measured
HRTFs provide their listeners with an advantage in terms of localisaƟon performance in com-
parison with localisaƟon performance provided by a nonindividualised dataset of HRTFs for
the same group of listeners. The examinaƟon focused on ’front–back’ confusions and on lo-
calisaƟon performance in terms of elevaƟon angles. It has been hypothesised that the char-
acterisƟcs of HRTF datasets from listeners, who showed adequate localisaƟon performance
may reduce localisaƟon uncertainƟes (e.g., ’front–back’, elevaƟon) for all listeners using a Col-
lecƟve HRTF dataset, which is perceptually adjusted for the individual listener. The idea of
using an adjusted dataset of nonindividualised HRTFs has been invesƟgated in numerous stud-
ies, some [38, 55, 56, 57, 59] of which concluded that nonindividualised HRTFs present fewer
advantages than individually–measured HRTFs. In contrast, other studies [58, 60, 62, 63, 96]
demonstrated how adjusted datasets of nonindividualised HRTFs may provide listeners with
adequate localisaƟon performance.
It has been shown that both individualised [4] and nonindividualised [56] HRTFs share sim-
ilar localisaƟon errors on the ’cones of confusion’, therefore the nature of localisaƟon error
distribuƟon may be aƩributed to the perceptual aspect of the HRTF dataset, rather than to
the measurement of HRTFs. This is an important disƟncƟon that has been insuﬃciently ad-
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dressed in the literature. There should be a clear disƟncƟon between the pure veriﬁcaƟon
of a HRTF dataset and the way in which the individual perceives binaurally processed sound
sources using that dataset. The former relates to the physical measurement of HRTFs for an
individual, which may or may not be highly correlated with her/his auditory percepƟon. In ad-
diƟon, nonindividualised HRTFs, which are adjusted for an individual using techniques that are
independent of perceptual evaluaƟon (e.g., matching anthropometric measures), such as re-
ported by Schonstein [62] might result in similar localisaƟon errors to those of individualised
HRTFs. Therefore, a preferred approach would be to adjust a dataset of nonindividualised
HRTFs following the individual’s perceptual response.
A study by Seeber and Fastl [60] found that a subjecƟve evaluaƟon of HRTF datasetsminimised
the observed variaƟons in localisaƟon reports overall and reduced the ’front–back’ confusions.
The subjecƟve evaluaƟon procedure consisted of two steps. Listeners ﬁrst selected ﬁve out of
12 HRTF datasets following a set of quesƟons focusing on esƟmaƟon of elevaƟon and sense of
externalisaƟon (spaciousness). Subsequently, listeners ranked the ﬁve selected HRTF datasets
from best to worst following a set of selecƟon critera related to localisaƟon on the horizon-
tal and median planes. Seeber and Fastl [60] examined the performance of this subjecƟve
evaluaƟon procedure by conducƟng a localisaƟon experiment that test the ﬁve selected HRTF
datasets. Two studies by Middlebrooks [59, 95] demonstrated how frequency scaling of non-
individualised HRTFs improved localisaƟon performance compared with the unscaled versions
of the HRTFs. Three condiƟons were tested, including the own–ear (individualised HRTFs), the
other-ear (nonindividualised HRTFs) and the scaled–ear (nonindividualised HRTFs adjusted for
an individual). The frequency scalingwas implemented by adjusƟng the reproducƟon sampling
rate for each binaurally processed sƟmulus (i.e., HRTFsweremeasured at 50 kHz sampling rate)
to ranges between 37.85 and 66 kHz. An opƟmal scale factor between a pair of subjects was
selected on the basis of minimising spectral diﬀerences between them.
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The technique suggested by Middlebrooks [59, 95, 113] seems promising in its simplicity and
performance. However, instead of selecƟng the opƟmal scaling factor based on the spec-
tral shape of the individually–measured HRTFs, a subjecƟve evaluaƟon by the listener may
further improve the procedure, since it would be based on the perceptual response for the
HRTFs. This idea was tested in the present study by implemenƟng a calibraƟon (frequency–
scaling) procedure that is based on the perceptual response given by the listener. Thus, the
CollecƟve dataset of HRTFs (nonindividualised) was adjusted to the individual listener and its
contribuƟon to localisaƟon performance was compared with localisaƟon performance using
individually–measured HRTFs.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 SƟmuli and Subjects
Five parƟcipants, threemales and two females, were recruited for the localisaƟon comparison
experiment. The other ﬁve parƟcipants, who had their individually–measured HRTFs included
in the CollecƟve dataset could not parƟcipate in this experiment for personal reasons. The
parƟcipants may be described as ’experienced listeners’ due to their professional background
or because they had previously parƟcipated in similar listening experiments. The sƟmuli in
the experiment consisted of 266 ms amplitude–modulated bursts of white noise, which were
regenerated on every trial to create slight variaƟons in the randomstructure of thewhite noise.
A Similar excitaƟon signals were uƟlised in this experiment (Exp.2), which is described in detail
in 4.2 (Chapter 4).
5.2.2 Processing
The HRTF database that was assembled by the collected HRTF measurements from 18 par-
Ɵcipants included ten HRTF datasets that provided their subject with adequate localisaƟon
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performance on the horizontal plane, as well as the minimum observed variance in ’front–
back’ discriminaƟon and in localisaƟon of elevaƟon angles. This selecƟon is based on a study
by Butler and Belendiuk [107], who found that some listeners perform beƩer using HRTFs that
were measured for another listener, who exhibited adequate localisaƟon performance. The
selected ten HRTF datasets, referred to as the included datasets, were analysed in an aƩempt
to minimise the spectral diﬀerences observed between individually–measured HRTFs. A fre-
quency scaling technique was deployed to match the most prominent notch in the spectrum
between pairs of HRTFs by adjusƟng the sampling rate of the HRTFs (i.e., measured at 44.1
kHz sampling rate) using scaling factors that ranged between 0.75 and 1.5 (i.e., sampling rates
of 29.4 – 58.8 kHz). The processing was applied to the absolute spectrum of the minimum–
phase HRTFs with ITDs removed, and the ITD informaƟon (i.e., updated by the new sampling
frequency) was re–introduced during the binaural rendering..
The algorithm, implemented in MATLABTM, iterates sequenƟally between scaling factors unƟl
it ﬁnds the bestmatch (opƟmal scaling factor), which provides theminimum variance between
the locaƟon of the most prominent notch in the spectrum. This processing is performed for
the 196 pairs of HRTFs measured for each parƟcipant; the resulƟng opƟmal scaling factors be-
tween a given parƟcipant and the other parƟcipants are kept to be used as a reference in the
calibraƟon procedure. An example of a scaled and unscaled pair of HRTFs from two datasets
is shown in Figure 5.1. The frequency scaling analysis and processing provided a beƩer match
of spectral shape between the HRTFs from two diﬀerent parƟcipants. For each parƟcipant’s
ear, Figure 5.1 shows a plot of themagnitude response as a funcƟon of frequency of the HRTFs
measured at θ = 96◦,φ = 0◦. By observing the plots, it can be seen how the most prominent
notch has been matched in frequency between the two parƟcipants’ HRTFs.
For any given direcƟon, each pair of scaled HRTFs was summed together to produce a new
pair of HRTFs, which was compared with another parƟcipant’s pair of HRTFs. Thus, nine (i.e.,
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ten minus the ﬁrst one) pairs of HRTFs were scaled and summed to produce a single pair of
HRTFs for the 196 direcƟons, resulƟng in a ’CollecƟve HRTF dataset’. Figure 5.2 shows the
procedure of frequency scaling and summing applied for the leŌ ear HRTFs at a direcƟon of
θ = 96◦,φ = 0◦. Hence, the CollecƟve dataset of HRTFs is the product of frequency–scaling
and summaƟon over parƟcipants and for all measured direcƟons. The CollecƟve HRTF dataset
was intended to serve as a the iniƟal nonindividualised HRTFs for all parƟcipants, who in a
subsequent procedure provided their perceptual responses for adjusƟng the CollecƟve HRTF
dataset.
Figure 5.1: Frequency scaling of a pair of HRTFsmeasured for two parƟcipants. The solid lines cor-
respond to the frequency response of the HRTFs measured for parƟcipant 12, and the frequency
response of the HRTFs measured for parƟcipant 13 are shown by the doƩed–dashed lines. The
HRTFs for the leŌ and right ears are shown by the leŌ hand–side plot and the right hand–side
plots respecƟvely. The frequency scaling analysis and processing resulted in a beƩer match of the
spectral shape between each parƟcipant’s HRTFs, as indicated by the green circles that indicate
the most prominent notches that have been detected and matched.
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Figure 5.2: The procedure of frequency scaling and summing is shown for the leŌ ear at direcƟon θ = 96◦,φ = 0◦. The solid black lines
correspond to the target HRTF, while the doƩed–dashed lines show the scaled HRTF for a given parƟcipant (as indicated by the legend). The
solid magenta line is the product of the summaƟon of the scaled HRTF and the target HRTF.
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The procedure of frequency–scaling was reapplied during the calibraƟon procedure, in
which the opƟmal scaling factor for each parƟcipant was employed as a starƟng condiƟon.
The calibraƟonprocedure startedwith a reproducƟonof binaurally processedbroadbandnoise
burst using the CollecƟve HRTF dataset. The sound source originated from a constant azimuth
angle of 96◦, where the opƟmal scaling factorwas applied to adjust the CollecƟveHRTF dataset
to an esƟmated ear level of 0◦ relaƟve to the median plane [61]. If the parƟcipant’s report in-
dicated that they perceived the sound source at 0◦ elevaƟon angle, the calibraƟon procedure
would have been completed, otherwise the parƟcipant would have been stepped through in-
creasing or decreasing scaling factors unƟl the closestmatch to 0◦ elevaƟon anglewas reached.
5.3 Procedure
The procedure of the localisaƟon experiment for each parƟcipant involved preparaƟon, cali-
braƟon, and perceptual evaluaƟon using both the adjusted dataset of CollecƟve HRTFs and the
individually–measured HRTFs. Both evaluaƟon procedures were conducted under a double–
blind condiƟon in the ’Dome’ laboratory. During the preparaƟon stage, parƟcipantswere given
an oral introducƟon and were ﬁƩed were with the tracking system (detailed in 4 Procedure)
and Sennheiser HD600 circumaural headphones. The parƟcipants were then situated on a
raised plaƞorm, which was adjusted to match the parƟcipant’s ear level with the 0◦ eleva-
Ɵon angle relaƟve to the loudspeaker array (i.e., second row of loudspeakers from the bot-
tom). Subsequently, the calibraƟon procedure was implemented, in which the CollecƟve HRTF
dataset was adjusted based on the parƟcipant’s responses. Once the calibraƟon procedure
had been completed, the perceptual localisaƟon session had began.
ParƟcipants were asked to localise the direcƟon of sound sources by poinƟng their laser light
to the perceived direcƟon and pressing a hand–held buƩon to record their response and con-
Ɵnue to the next trial. The binaurally processed sound sources were presented to the parƟc-
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ipants over headphones (HD600) in a random order, varying between the individualised and
adjusted CollecƟve HRTF datasets. A total of 65 direcƟons were localised over nine repeƟƟons
and using the two datasets of HRTF (i.e., 1170 reported direcƟons). The direcƟons fromwhich
the binaurally processed sound sources originated were selected with a focus on localisaƟon
performance on the ’cones of confusion’ (listed in Table 4.1). The binaural processing and
collecƟon of parƟcipants’ responses were implemented using MATLABTM. In the binaural pro-
cessing, the extracted ITDs were introduced back to the individualised HRTFs, and esƟmated
using a spherical head model (detailed in 2.1.2.1) based on the measured radius of the parƟc-
ipant’s head for the adjusted CollecƟve HRTFs.
Table 5.1: The azimuth and elevaƟon angles (degrees) and their corresponding loudspeaker chan-
nel number that were perceptually evaluated by parƟcipants
ElevaƟon Azimuth
-11 18, 42, 90, -90, -54, -30
0 ±144,±133,±120,±108,±96,±83,±72,±61,±48,±36,±24,±11, 0, –169, –155
10 -43, 88
18–22 82, 134, –93, –51, –36
29–32 156, 12, –27, 44, 99
37–42 –144, 0, 89, 127, –55
45 180, 36
51 144
56 –120, –96, –48
66 18
70 36
78 –144, 72
90 0
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 CollecƟve HRTF Dataset
Subsets from the CollecƟve HRTF dataset (i.e., with no adjustment) are shown separately for
the leŌ and right ears for selected direcƟons at ear level in Figure 5.3. The two plots demon-
strate reversal relaƟonships between the ipsilateral and contralateral ears relaƟve to the sound
source direcƟon, as illustrated by the line colours. For example, the blue shades represent
sound sources at increasing azimuth angle from θ = 0◦ to θ = 90◦, while the red shades cor-
respond to further increase in azimuth angle from θ = 90◦ to θ = 180◦. In this case, the right
ear is on the ipsilateral side relaƟve to the sound sources, whereas the top plot on the right
hand–side represents these relaƟonships in reversal when the leŌ ear is on the ipsilateral side.
It is also interesƟng to note the prominent notch at 2.3 kHz that appears for θ = +96◦ (right
ear) and for θ = −96◦ (leŌ ear). Further, there is an apparent shiŌ in magnitude for notches
at 6 kHz that is completely reversed between the leŌ and right ears, as a result of ploƫng the
HRTFs in an order that ranges between θ = 0◦:θ = 180◦:θ = 0◦.
Figure 5.3: A subset from the CollecƟveHRTF dataset shown for the leŌ and right ears represented
by the leŌ hand–side and right hand–side plots, respecƟvely. The HRTFs are diﬀerenƟated by the
shades of line colour that represent the magnitude response as a funcƟon of frequency.
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5.4.2 LocalisaƟon Performance
ParƟcipants were asked to localise a binaurally processed broadband noise signal by point-
ing their laser pointer at the apparent locaƟon. ParƟcipants localised a given direcƟon nine
Ɵmes using their individually–measured HRTF dataset and an addiƟonal nine Ɵmes using the
CollecƟve HRTF dataset, which had been adjusted (i.e., spectrally scaled) by their perceptual
response. Therefore, this experiment was concerned with not only with localisaƟon accuracy,
but also with localisaƟon in terms of precision. The former is an esƟmate of the constant
errors between the measured direcƟon and the reported direcƟon, whereas the laƩer exam-
ines the deviaƟon size between a cluster of reported direcƟons. In other words, precision
assessment tests the consistency of the responses given by a parƟcipant for a parƟcular direc-
Ɵon, whereas accuracy quanƟﬁes the variaƟon from the ’true’ (i.e., measured) locaƟon. The
two sets of data collected from each parƟcipant for when they were using the individually–
measured HRTF dataset and the adjusted CollecƟve HRTF dataset were further compared in
terms of localisaƟon accuracy. For simplicity, the sets of data collected using the two HRTF
datasets will be referred to as Reports_indiv (individually–measured HRTFs) and Reports_col-
lect (CollecƟve HRTFs).
The nine reports given by each parƟcipant to the 65 evaluated direcƟons using two HRTF
datasets resulted in 1,170 responses. For each parƟcipant, the median responses were cal-
culated from a cluster of nine reports provided for each of the 65 presented direcƟons. The
median reported direcƟons were compared with the measured direcƟons to account for the
constant errors. The ’front–back’ confusions were handled by converƟng a given report in
azimuth angle to lateral angle. [74]. The median absolute deviaƟon was calculated for a clus-
ter of reports by subtracƟng the median report from each raw report and taking the median
value. The described procedure was applied separately to both the Reports_indiv and the Re-
ports_collect.
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Figure 5.4: The plots on the leŌ hand–side show the constant error of median reported direc-
Ɵons for parƟcipant 10 as a funcƟon of the measured direcƟon, in which the ’front–back’ errors
are indicated by the blue dashed lines. The correlaƟon coeﬃcients are indicated separately for
lateral, azimuth and elevaƟon angles. The distribuƟon of clusters of reports is shown on right
hand–side plots, where the red colour dots correspond to themedian report for a given direcƟon.
Blue dashed lines indicate of localisaƟon at rear posiƟons, and the ’front–back’ raƟo is indicated
in percentages. A substanƟal improvement in terms of perceived elevaƟon and ’front–back’ dis-
criminaƟon is apparent from a comparison between the Reports_indiv and the Reports_collect
results. A higher distribuƟon of reports is observed in the Reports_collect results for φ>30◦.
Figure 5.4 provides a graphical representaƟonof the results fromanalysis of theReports_in-
div and the Reports_collect for a single parƟcipant (Subj#10), in which the plots on the leŌ
hand–side show the constant error of median reported direcƟons. These are complemented
by the plots on the right hand–side that display the distribuƟon of reported direcƟons, includ-
ing the raƟo between frontal and rearward reports. The distribuƟon of reported direcƟon of
the Reports_indiv shows that this parƟcipant perceived the majority of sound sources as orig-
inaƟng from the back, especially for azimuth angles <45◦. This ﬁnding is strengthened by the
’front–back’ raƟo, in which 78% of reported direcƟons were localised as originaƟng from the
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back. This raƟo improved somewhat (62%) in the results of the Reports_collect. In addiƟon,
large constant errors are observed for elevaƟon angles in the case of the Reports_indiv; in fact,
no sound sources were localised higher than 30◦ elevaƟon angle.
When the results of the Reports_indiv are compared with results from analysis of the Re-
ports_collect, there is a signiﬁcant improvement in localisaƟon performance in terms of el-
evaƟon angles (r = 0.62 and r = 0.79 respecƟvely). Although less substanƟal, an improvement
in localisaƟon performance in terms of azimuth angle is apparent. The complementary plots
showing the distribuƟon of reports showed that this parƟcipant had a signiﬁcantly lower dis-
tribuƟon rate between a cluster of reports given using his individually–measured HRTFs than
with the adjusted CollecƟve HRTFs. Furthermore, the distribuƟon of the Reports_collect is
larger mostly for sound sources originaƟng higher than 30◦ elevaƟon angle, which is aligned
with this parƟcipant’s percepƟon of elevaƟon shown in the results of the Reports_indiv. The
results for the other four parƟcipants are provided in Appendix C.
Figure 5.5 shows the median absolute deviaƟon (MAD) values for parƟcipant 10 in terms of
azimuth and elevaƟon angles corresponding to the spread of distribuƟon of a cluster of re-
ports given to a parƟcular measured direcƟon. The pooled median value (MMAD in Figure
5.5) represents the overall median absolute deviaƟon for reports provided for all measured
direcƟons. In the case of parƟcipant 10, the MMAD values in terms of both azimuth (5.33◦)
and elevaƟon (5.77◦) are slightly higher using the adjusted CollecƟve HRTF dataset than us-
ing the individually–measured HRTFs, which provided MMAD values of 4.74◦ and 4.87◦ for
azimuth and elevaƟon angles, respecƟvely. Moreover, the highest MAD value observed is 15◦
azimuth angle in both analyses; the Reports_indiv results show a maximumMAD value of 13◦
in terms of elevaƟon, which is substanƟally lower than the maximum MAD value for analysis
results of the Reports_collect.
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Figure 5.5: The median absolute deviaƟons in terms of azimuth and elevaƟon angles are shown
for Reports_indiv (leŌ hand–side plot) and Reports_collect (right hand–side plot). The pooledme-
dians for the median absolute deviaƟons are indicated as MMAD, where the Reports_indiv analy-
sis shows an overall lower MMAD values than values resulƟng from the Reports_collect analysis.
Note that these deviaƟon values correspond to the distribuƟon of clusters of reports, rather than
constant error quanƟƟes.
Figure 5.6 provides a graphical representaƟon of the results from analysis of Reports_in-
div and the Reports_collect analyses result for all parƟcipants. The plots on the leŌ hand–side
show the constant error ofmedian reported direcƟons and they are complimented by the plots
on the right hand–side that display the distribuƟon of reported direcƟons, including the raƟo
between frontal and rearwards reports. The underesƟmaƟon of elevaƟon angles is somewhat
apparent in the case of the Reports_indiv analysis results (r = 0.70), but the overall distribu-
Ɵon of the reports is narrow, apart from the case of θ = 0◦,φ = 0◦. In contrast, the analysis
results of the Reports_collect demonstrate an improvement in terms of percepƟon of eleva-
Ɵon angles (r = 0.84), but the distribuƟon of elevaƟon reports has a high spread of as much as
25◦, compared with 20◦ of reported elevaƟon distribuƟon in the case of the analysis results
of the Reports_indiv. Considering the results obtained for Exp.1 (described in 4.4) that only
included evaluaƟon using individually–measured HRTFs, the analysis results of the Reports_in-
div demonstrate an improvement in sound source localisaƟon for azimuth angle (correlaƟon
coeﬃcient increased from r = 73 to r = 0.85). A similar trend can be seen between the analy-
sis result of the median reported elevaƟon obtained for Exp.1 (r = 59) and the Reports_indiv
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analysis results showing a lower constant error of mean reported direcƟons (r = 0.70).
Figure 5.6: The plots on the leŌ hand–side show the constant error of median reported direcƟons
for the pooled reports by all parƟcipants as a funcƟon of the measured direcƟon, in which the
’front–back’ errors are indicated by the blue dashed lines. The correlaƟon coeﬃcients are indi-
cated separately for lateral, azimuth and elevaƟon angles. The distribuƟon of pooled reports is
shown on right hand–side plots, where the red dots correspond to the median report for a given
direcƟon. Blue dashed lines indicate of localisaƟon at rear posiƟons, and the ’front–back’ raƟo is
indicated in percentages. A substanƟal improvement in terms of perceived elevaƟon is apparent
when the results of Reports_indiv and Reports_collect are compared: sound sources that origi-
nated from θ = 0◦ were localised with both high precision and high accuracy regardless of their
elevaƟon angle
The raƟo between ’front–back’ reports showed that the use of individually–measured
HRTFs resulted in the sound sources being perceived more as originaƟng from rearward direc-
Ɵons. Considering the presentedmeasured direcƟons, the ’perfectly correlated’ raƟo between
’front–back’ equals 55.4% for frontal direcƟons and 44.6% for rearward direcƟons (i.e., more
of the presented sound sources originated from the front). Thus, the Reports_collect ’front–
back’ raƟo indicates a high correlaƟon with the measured direcƟons. Nonetheless, it appears
that parƟcipants perceived the binaurally processed sound sources that originated from the
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right hand–side direcƟon as more rearward, whereas sound sources were perceived as more
frontal when they originated from the leŌ hand–side. InteresƟngly, sound sources that orig-
inated from θ = 0◦ were localised with both high precision and high accuracy regardless of
their elevaƟon angle.
Figure 5.7: The median absolute deviaƟons in terms of azimuth and elevaƟon angles are shown
for Reports_indiv (leŌ hand–side plot) and Reports_collect (right hand–side plot). The pooledme-
dians for the median absolute deviaƟons are indicated as MMAD. In the case of the Reports_indiv
no signiﬁcant diﬀerence is observed between the two condiƟons. In addiƟon, the overall distri-
buƟon of clusters of reports is overall small in both condiƟons, which indicates a high precision in
reported direcƟons for the group of parƟcipants (apart from the odd value of 22◦ azimuth in the
case of Reports_collect).
Figure 5.7 shows the median absolute deviaƟon (MAD) values for all parƟcipants in terms
of azimuth and elevaƟon angles corresponding to the spread of distribuƟon of a cluster of re-
ports given to a parƟcular measured direcƟon. The pooled median value (MMAD in Figure
5.7) represents the overall median absolute deviaƟon for reports provided for all measured
direcƟons. In the case of the pooled data from all parƟcipants, the MMAD values in terms
of both azimuth (5.33◦) and elevaƟon (5.77◦) are slightly higher using the adjusted CollecƟve
HRTF dataset than using the individually–measured HRTFs, which provided MMAD values of
4.74◦ and 4.87◦ for azimuth and elevaƟon angles respecƟvely. Furthermore, apart from the
odd azimuth MAD value at 22◦ in the case of Reports_collect, the overall distribuƟon of clus-
ters of reports is overall small in both condiƟons. This ﬁnding indicates of a high precision in
reported direcƟons for this group of parƟcipants.
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Although the above graphical representaƟons (Figures 5.6 and 5.7) provide evidence of some
variaƟons in reports given for both condiƟons, it is important to test whether there is a staƟsƟ-
cally signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the two condiƟons, and what the size of the diﬀerence is.
This was achieved using a t–test, which esƟmates the staƟsƟcal signiﬁcance of the diﬀerence
between groups (i.e., or condiƟons in our case) or between a group and a value of 1 (one–
sample t–test). This staƟsƟcal test also quanƟﬁes the size of the diﬀerence relaƟve to the size
of the sample, in which a t–value greater or smaller than zero indicates a staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between the groups providing a p–value that indicates the strength of the evidence
against the null hypothesis. However, a t–value on its own is insuﬃcient for quanƟfying the
extent of the variance between sets of data without confounding the result with the sample
size. Therefore the eﬀect size may be esƟmated using the following equaƟon [117]:
ES=
[Meanexperimentalgroup]− [Meancontrolgroup]
STD
(5.1)
where ES corresponds to the esƟmated eﬀect size and STD is the standard deviaƟon.
The experimental group and the control group were simply referred to as diﬀerent condiƟons
for comparison (i.e., Reports_indiv and Reports_collect), where the standard deviaƟon is esƟ-
mated from the pooled standard deviaƟon value from both groups. Three comparisons were
conducted in total for three diﬀerent condiƟons. The ﬁrst condiƟon directly compared be-
tween the analyses results of the Reports_indiv and the Reports_collect. The other two of the
condiƟons compared between the physically measured direcƟon (independent variable) and
the localisaƟon reports obtained using either the individually–measured HRTFs or adjusted–
CollecƟve HRTFs (dependent variables). The three condiƟons are listed below:
1. Reports_indiv versus Reports_collect
2. Measured direcƟon versus Reports_indiv
3. Measured direcƟon versus Reports_collect
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A MATLABTM toolbox named ’Eﬀect Size’ was used to conduct the analyses of staƟsƟcal sig-
niﬁcance and eﬀect size separately for lateral, azimuth and elevaƟon angles and for reports
provided by all parƟcipants. The analysis was conducted using a conﬁdence level of 95% with
exact analyƟcal type of computaƟon underlying the conﬁdence intervals. The results for con-
diƟon 1 are shown in Table 5.2, where localisaƟon in terms of lateral and azimuth angles show
no staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerences betweenReports_indiv andReports_collect (i.e., p >0.06).
However, a staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerence was found (t = 1.84, with p <0.06) for localisaƟon
in terms of elevaƟon angles, where the eﬀect size was esƟmated as d = 5.0, which indicates
that the diﬀerence is higher than two standard deviaƟons (i.e., high eﬀect size). The results
of staƟsƟcal signiﬁcance and eﬀect size analyses can be combined with the correlaƟon coeﬃ-
cients between the measured and median reported direcƟons to extract further meaning. In
this condiƟon, the high correlaƟon coeﬃcient values for lateral (r = 0.99), azimuth (r = 0.97)
angles are alignedwith the lack of staƟsƟcal signiﬁcance diﬀerences and small eﬀect size. How-
ever, this is not the case for the correlaƟon coeﬃcients in terms of elevaƟon angle, which yield
a relaƟvely high value of r = 0.85. Therefore, further analyses using spherical staƟsƟcs were
conducted to account for the diﬀerences between groups in the three condiƟons.
Table 5.2: StaƟsƟcal signiﬁcance results for condiƟon 1 in terms of lateral, azimuth and elevaƟon
angles, in which t represents the t–value that indicates a staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerence using a
speciﬁed p–value. The eﬀect size value is represented by d.
t p d
Lateral 0.14 0.8 1.3
Azimuth 0.02 0.9 0.3
Elevation 1.84 0.06 5.0
The results for condiƟon 2 are shown in Table 5.3. Like the results for condiƟon 1, these
show no staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerences between Reports_indiv and Reports_collect (i.e., p
>0.06) in terms of lateral and azimuth angles. Nonetheless, a staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerence
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of t = 3.26 was found (p <0.001) for localisaƟon in terms of elevaƟon angles, where the ef-
fect size was esƟmated as d = 11.1, which indicates a large diﬀerence between the measured
and reported elevaƟon angles (i.e., high eﬀect size). To further analyse the large eﬀect size
observed for elevaƟon, correlaƟon coeﬃcient analysis was conducted to test the relaƟonship
between the measured and median reported direcƟons. A large eﬀect size implies a lower
correlaƟon coeﬃcient, such as the one observed in this condiƟon for localisaƟon in terms of
elevaƟon angles (r= 0.7). However, higher correlaƟon coeﬃcients, such as the ones calculated
for lateral (r= 0.97) and azimuth (r= 0.85) angles, are observed when there is no staƟsƟcally
signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the measured and reported direcƟons.
Table 5.3: StaƟsƟcal signiﬁcance results for condiƟon 2 in terms of lateral, azimuth and elevaƟon
angles. See Table 5.2 for details about the values shown.
t p d
Lateral 0.2 0.8 1.9
Azimuth -0.19 0.8 -3.3
Elevation 3.26 0.001 11.1
Table 5.4: StaƟsƟcal signiﬁcance results for condiƟon 3 in terms of lateral, azimuth and elevaƟon
angles. See Table 5.2 for details about the values shown.
t p d
Lateral 0.07 0.9 0.65
Azimuth -0.2 0.8 -3.6
Elevation 1.52 0.1 6.0
The results for condiƟon 3 are shown in Table 5.4, in which no staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀer-
ences were found for lateral azimuth and elevaƟon angles. In all cases, the p–value is greater
than 0.06, which indicates of a weak evidence against the null hypothesis and strengthens the
small diﬀerences observed in Figure 5.6 between the measured and median reported direc-
Ɵons. To put the results of staƟsƟcal signiﬁcance and eﬀect size in context, we may observe
the correlaƟon coeﬃcients between the measured and median reported direcƟons. In this
condiƟon, the high correlaƟon coeﬃcient values for lateral (r = 0.99), azimuth (r = 0.9) and
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elevaƟon (r = 0.84) angles are aligned with the lack of staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerences be-
tween the measured and median reported direcƟons.
Figure 5.8: The plots on the leŌ hand–side show a top view and the plots on the right hand–side
show a side view of the constant error of centroid reported direcƟons for the pooled reports by
all parƟcipants. The extent of the error is indicated by the blue lines, where the blue dashed
lines correspond to the ’front–back’ confusions. The green dot represents the θ = 0◦,φ = 0◦
direcƟon. The spherical correlaƟon coeﬃcients (SCC) are indicated separately using lateral (i.e.,
excluding ’front–back’ confusions) or azimuth angles. It is apparent that the adjusted CollecƟve
dataset of HRTFs provided this group of listeners with beƩermeans for ’front–back’ discriminaƟon
and improved localisaƟon performance for sound sources on the horizontal plane.
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A further analysis using spherical staƟsƟcal methods was performed using the MATLABTM
toolbox ’SPAK’ [94]. In both theReports_indiv and theReports_collect, the centroids of the nine
localisaƟon reports given for each of the 65 direcƟons were calculated, and the pooled cen-
troid values for the group of parƟcipants were submiƩed to a spherical correlaƟon coeﬃcient
(SSC) analysis. Figure 5.8 shows a comparison between the two cases for the constant error of
centroid reported direcƟons using three–dimensional plots, which are colour–and line–coded
in the same manner as in Figure 5.6. The plots on the leŌ hand–side show a top–view of the
plots on the right hand–side, where θ = 0◦ and φ = 0◦ are represented by a green dot. Vari-
ance about the centroid was quanƟﬁed (i.e., p< 0.05) showing a unimodal dataset with Kent
distribuƟon for both cases, resulƟng in kstats = 11.4 for azimuth angles and kstats = 67.63
for lateral angles in the case of the Reports_indiv. Higher conﬁdence levels were shown in the
case of the Reports_collect, with kstats= 63.9 for azimuth angles and kstats= 136.6 for lateral
angles.
By comparing the results from the Reports_indiv with those from the Reports_collect cases,
it is clear that the adjusted CollecƟve dataset of HRTFs provided this group of listeners with
beƩer means for ’front–back’ discriminaƟon, as shown by the smaller number of doƩed blue
lines compared with the case of the individually–measured HRTFs. LocalisaƟon in terms of
azimuth was also improved, as shown by the shorter length lines between measured and cen-
troid reported direcƟons. The spherical correlaƟon coeﬃcient analysis revealed a strong linear
relaƟonship between the measured and centroid reported direcƟons in the case of the Re-
ports_collect, with a mean SCC_azimuth of 0.78, compared with a mean SCC_azimuth of 0.66
in the case of the Reports_indiv. The spherical correlaƟon coeﬃcient results that exclude the
’front–back’ confusions are comparable, with mean SCC_lateral of 0.89 and mean SCC_lateral
of 0.88 in the cases of the Reports_collect and the Reports_indiv respecƟvely. These results
may bemisleading, however, since they indicate no staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerences between
the two cases, whichwe know is not true. Nonetheless, they are reported here to demonstrate
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the importance of including the ’front–back’ confusions in the analysis to accurately represent
the observed relaƟonships.
The overall results obtained using the adjusted dataset of CollecƟve HRTFs are supported by
thework of Shaw [106], who used averaging of HRTFmagnitude to give amore ’generic’ picture
of HRTFs, followed with a study by Mehrgardt and Mellert [118] that revealed how frequency
scaling prevented the ”vanishing” of the notches in the curves that was observed in Shaw’s
results. Mehrgardt and Mellert [118] demonstrated how frequency scaling of HRFT data can
compensate for individual diﬀerences between listeners, which enables more meaningful av-
eraging of HRTF magnitude spectra. This is demonstrated in the results of this study showing
improved localisaƟon performance, parƟcularly in terms of perceived elevaƟon angle.
The notch-based scaling implemented in this study was intended speciﬁcally for improving
the percepƟon in terms of elevaƟon angle and was based on the noƟon that a prominent
notch in the high–frequency range provides an important elevaƟon cue and varies between
diﬀerent size pinnae [47, 107, 111, 119]. Middlebrooks’ [59] ”feature agnosƟc” scaling op-
ƟmisaƟon simply minimised the spectral diﬀerences between pairs of HRTFs and the results
indicated improvement in localisaƟon performance when compared with results obtained us-
ing the non–scaled nonindividualised HRTFs. The ﬁndings by Middlebrooks [59] cannot be
directly compared with the ﬁndings of this study (due to diﬀerent tested condiƟons), but it ap-
pears that the notch–based scaling technique was comparable and perhaps more successful
in at least two aspects.
Firstly, creaƟng a single nonindividualised HRTFs dataset that maintained the cues that are
essenƟal for localisaƟon in terms of azimuth angle, as seen by a slight decrease in constant
errors in the cases of the Reports_collect analysis results. These results are comparable with
results reported by Shinn–Cunningham et. al. [120] and by Middlebrooks, who concluded
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that ”Scaling DTFs in frequency resulted in a signiﬁcant reducƟon in lateral biases.” [59]. In
addiƟon, a substanƟal improvement is evident in perceived elevaƟon angle using the notch–
based scaling opƟmisaƟon. The Reports_collect analysis results showed a stronger correlaƟon
between the presented (measured) direcƟon and the reported (perceived) direcƟon (r = 0.85)
compared with the analysis results of the Reports_indiv (r = 0.70). In contrast, the study by
Middlebrooks [59] demonstrated a degradaƟon in localisaƟon on the verƟcal plane (in polar
angles), perhaps because of applying a ”feature agnosƟc” scaling opƟmisaƟon that did not tar-
get a speciﬁc spectral feature. Nonetheless, Middlebrooks indicated that ”... frequency scaling
is successful in aligning major spectral features along the frequency axis...” [59], which means
that both scaling techniques (notch–based and ”feature agnosƟc”) in fact, targeted speciﬁc
features.
Furthermore, the improvement in localisaƟon reports using the CollecƟve HRTFs suggests that
the locaƟon of a prominent notch provides beƩer means than those of spectral detail for the
percepƟon of virtual sound sources on the median plane. This ﬁnding has been demonstrated
in a study by Iida and colleagues, who examined the eﬀect of the ﬁrst peak and ﬁrst and second
notches in the spectra of the HRTFs on the percepƟon of elevaƟon, concluding that ”It is sup-
posed that the changes in the characterisƟcs of these two spectral notches play an important
role in the percepƟon of elevaƟon.” [111]. In addiƟon, the work of Kistler and Wightman [48]
found that only three principle components (in a principle component analysis) are suﬃcient
to provide listeners with means to disƟnguish between ’front-back’ and ’up-down’ locaƟons
of virtual sound sources.
5.5 Conclusions
The aim of the comparison between individually–measured HRTFs and adjusted nonindividu-
alised HRTFs was to examine whether one of these HRTF types provides the listeners with an
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advantage in terms of localisaƟon performance. In addiƟon, localisaƟon performance in terms
of precision was invesƟgated to quanƟfy the variance in clusters of reports, which provides a
measure of conﬁdence for the observed constant errors. Further, the relaƟonships between
the measured direcƟons and the median reported direcƟons were tested to quanƟfy the con-
stant errors. It was found that sound sources that originated from θ = 0◦ were perceived with
both high precision and high accuracy regardless of their elevaƟon angle. Moreover, the over-
all distribuƟon of clusters of reports was small, regardless of the type of HRTF dataset that was
deployed. This ﬁnding indicates that localisaƟon precision is independent of the type of HRTF
dataset for this group of parƟcipants.
In relaƟon to the analysis of the three condiƟons, a staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerence with a
high eﬀect size between themeasured and reported elevaƟon angles was only observed when
individually–measured HRTF datasets were deployed. LocalisaƟon performance in terms of
elevaƟon angles improved substanƟally when the adjusted dataset of CollecƟve HRTFs was
used. No staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerences were found between reports provided using the
individually–measured HRTFs and the adjusted dataset of CollecƟve HRTFs. This ﬁnding con-
tradicted the observaƟons made in condiƟons 2 and 3. A further analysis using spherical sta-
ƟsƟcal methods revealed that the adjusted dataset of CollecƟve HRTFs provided this group of
listeners with beƩermeans for ’front–back’ discriminaƟon, and that localisaƟon in terms of az-
imuth was slightly improved. The spherical correlaƟon coeﬃcient analyses revealed a strong
linear relaƟonship between the measured direcƟons and centroid reported direcƟons in the
case of the adjusted dataset of CollecƟve HRTFs.
The ﬁndings of the localisaƟon performance experiment provided the means to execute the
next step in the invesƟgaƟon using a nonindividualised HRTF dataset that is adjusted perceptu-
ally by the listener. Since localisaƟon in terms of elevaƟon is a major concern in this research,
it is extremely important to provide a veriﬁcaƟon for the HRTF dataset that was uƟlised in the
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following experiments. The adjusted dataset of CollecƟve HRTFs was found to provide listen-
ers with adequate localisaƟon performance in terms of azimuth and elevaƟon angles and to
reduce ’front–back’ ambiguiƟes. Therefore, it can be concluded that this type of HRTF dataset
is suitable for further experimentaƟons.
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6.1 IntroducƟon
The main objecƟve of the experiment described in this chapter was to examine localisaƟon
performance of binaurally processed sound sources that may be characterised as ecologically
valid. Sound sources deployed in most VADs are more likely to resemble real–world sound
sources, such as speech andmusic and it is uncommon for a VAD to be based on broadband or
narrowband noise. Therefore, invesƟgaƟng localisaƟon performance speciﬁcally in terms of
perceived elevaƟon angle of ecologically valid sound sources is of a great value to our under-
standing of how the spectral variaƟon between sound sources aﬀects their perceived locaƟon.
A systemaƟc variaƟon in perceptual elevaƟon reports is likely to contribute to the development
of a predicƟon model for perceived sound source elevaƟon.
In a preliminary invesƟgaƟon we found [30] that reports of perceived elevaƟon angle for bin-
aurally processed speech vowel sound sources systemaƟcally varied with the spectral shape
of the sound source, parƟcularly with its bandwidth. Listeners were presented with a set of
36 binaurally processed sound sƟmuli (four speech vowels) presented at a constant azimuth
angle of 90◦ and ranged in 10◦ intervals between –40◦ and +40◦ elevaƟon angles. The HRTF
dataset measured for KEMAR [38] was used to process the sound sƟmuli, and so, the collected
reports were not expected to be highly correlated with the measured direcƟons (i.e., one size
pinnae for diﬀerent listeners). However, aŌer the collected reports were centred by subtract-
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ing from each of them the overall mean elevaƟon reported by each listener (i.e., accounƟng for
diﬀerent sized pinnae), these centred reports were predicted well by a two–term regression
equaƟon. The terms included the measured elevaƟon angle of the sound sources, where the
second term consisted of the variaƟons observed in the spectral variance (i.e., bandwidth) be-
tween the four sound sources. The invesƟgaƟon [30], however, revolved around a very small
set of sƟmuli (four vowel sounds) and varied in elevaƟon angle at a constant azimuth angle.
Thus, further experimentaƟon was required using a larger set of sƟmuli in a number of eleva-
Ɵon and azimuth angles before a general statement is made.
The relaƟonships between spectral shape variaƟon and perceived direcƟon were explored ex-
tensively in relaƟon to the fundamental frequency (i.e., pitch) of the sound sources. An early
study by PraƩ [5] invesƟgated the eﬀect of variaƟon in the pitch of pure tones (i.e., ranging
between 256 and 4096 Hz) on perceived elevaƟon, where a follow–up study [6] demonstrated
well correlated relaƟonship between the pitch of pure tones (i.e., ranging between 250 and
7200 Hz) and perceived elevaƟon (i.e., as the pitch increases so does the perceived elevaƟon).
The eﬀect observed by PraƩ [5] was also evident in a study by Cabrera and Morimoto [7],
who found that the fundamental frequency of complex tones systemaƟcally aﬀects the per-
cepƟon of elevaƟon. BaƩeau [32] aƩempted to idenƟfy the individual pinna reﬂecƟons that
are responsible for perceived azimuth and elevaƟon angles. Humanski and Butler [78] argued
that ’covert’ peaks make a greater contribuƟon to localisaƟon performance on the median
plane. They based their assumpƟon on the measured correlaƟon between HRTF spectral–
band magnitude and direcƟon, in which a high correlaƟon reduces uncertainty about sound
source direcƟon. An early invesƟgaƟon by Blauert [8], who found that the perceived direcƟon
of narrowband sound source (1/3–octave up to 8 kHz) on the median plane is frequency de-
pendent, in which the pinna plays a signiﬁcant role. A narrowband noise signal is ﬁltered by
the pinna in away that boosts or aƩenuates some frequency bands (direcƟonal bands), depen-
dent on the direcƟon of sound incidence. As a result of ﬁltering by the pinna, the perceived
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direcƟon of the sound source varies systemaƟcally with its centre frequency.
Morimoto and Aokata [9] found that low–frequency narrowband noise were perceived lower
in elevaƟon suggesƟng that the spectral envelope of the signal aﬀects its perceived elevaƟon
to a greater extent than the pitch alone. A study by Middlebrooks [2] examined the eﬀect
of narrowband noise bursts on localisaƟon performance and found that while localisaƟon on
the horizontal plane was adequate, systemaƟc errors were detected for localisaƟon on the
median plane, as well as for ’front–back’ discriminaƟon. The study presented listeners with
broadband noise bursts and 1/6–oct bandpass noise bursts centred at 6, 8, 10 and 12 kHz.
Listeners tended to localise the 6 kHz narrowband noise high in elevaƟon and in the frontal
hemisphere, regardless of the measured direcƟon of the presented sound source, whereas
the 10 kHz sƟmulus was localised as originaƟng from behind the listeners and below the hor-
izontal plane. In addiƟon, the 8 kHz and 12 kHz sƟmuli were consistently localised below the
horizontal plane and in the frontal hemisphere. Based on his ﬁndings, Middlebrooks [2] de-
veloped a predicƟon model for perceived elevaƟon, which was supported by systemaƟc and
independent variaƟon in the sƟmuli’s interaural level diﬀerence (ILD) and spectral shape sim-
ilarity.
There is strong evidence for the eﬀect of sound source spectral variaƟon on its perceived eleva-
Ɵon angle (see e.g., [121], however, it is important to note that the ﬁndings of the studiesmen-
Ɵoned above were the outcome of using arƟﬁcial bandwidth limitaƟons on the source, such as
low–pass and band–pass ﬁltering, or other spectral variaƟons such as ripple–spectrum noise.
The spectral notches and peaks that are criƟcal for elevaƟon percepƟon may be removed by
such ﬁltering. Hence, the localisaƟon reports of such sƟmuli, may not reﬂect relevant auditory
performance due to the unnatural listening situaƟon that is created. In contrast, this study
aƩempts to examine the eﬀect of the naturally inherited spectral shape variaƟons of ecologi-
cally valid sound sources on perceived elevaƟon. Martens [122] deployed binaurally processed
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consonant–vowel syllables sound sources to examine the eﬀect of four cues on their perceived
elevaƟon, including ipsilateral magnitude, interaural magnitude (i.e., ILD), ipsilateral phase,
and interaural phase. The results indicated a degradaƟon in localisaƟon performance in terms
of perceived elevaƟon when three out of the four cues are removed, whereas no degradaƟon
in performance has been observed when excluding only one of the four cues. Furthermore, it
is sƟll unclear which components in the sound source spectral shape are the stronger predic-
tors and whether they vary systemaƟcally in such a way that will allow to develop a predicƟon
model. The results of the experiment described in this chapter suggest that there is a system-
aƟc variaƟon in reported elevaƟon that may be predicted by the source spectral bandwidth, at
least for short–duraƟon sƟmuli that can be characterised as speech vowel sounds and string
instrument sounds.
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 SƟmuli and Subjects
The same group of listeners, who parƟcipated in the localisaƟon performance experiment (de-
scribed in 4.2) also parƟcipated in the perceptual evaluaƟon experiment described here. The
ﬁve parƟcipants comprised three males and two females, who may be described as ’experi-
enced listeners’ due to their professional background or because they had previously parƟci-
pated in similar listening experiments.
The sƟmuli deployed in this invesƟgaƟon comprised eight short–duraƟon speech and music
types of sound signals. The speech sƟmuli were produced using a syntheƟc female voice with
an American accent, named Samantha that is a part of the ’DictaƟon and Speech’ feature pro-
vided on the Mac OSX plaƞorm. Each sƟmulus began with /h/ and terminated with one of the
four vowel sounds, including // as in ”hot”, /i/ as in ”heat”,/æ/ as in ”hat” and /u/ as in ”hoot”.
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The duraƟon of the four sƟmuli was exactly 350 msec with a raised cosine (fade–in) to give a
rise Ɵme of 5 msec and a fall Ɵme of 25 msec. A similar type of sƟmuli was uƟlised in former
studies [30, 58, 97, 122, 123], which allowed to invesƟgate localisaƟon of speech–like virtual
sound sources, while constraining the listener from using dynamic cues to resolve the loca-
Ɵon. The reason for selecƟng a synthesised voice, rather than a real recorded one was to align
the study with intended VAD applicaƟons, such as navigaƟon systems, smart home system or
VR games, all of which deploy synthesised voice. Furthermore, the selected synthesised voice
was regarded as greatly more ecologically valid than noise or tone complexes, matching as it
did the spectro–temporal variaƟon typical of human speech.
Figure 6.1: The long-Ɵme-average LPC spectra of the four vowel sounds was determined using a
50–pole LPC analysis. The resulƟng spectra for the four vowel sound signals showing the magni-
tude response as a funcƟon of frequency, inwhich the formants are labeled and colour coded. The
ﬁrst and second formants are represented by the red and green lines respecƟvely. The spectral
variaƟon between the vowel sound signals is apparent in terms of the locaƟons of the formants
on the spectrum. VariaƟons in spectral bandwidth are especially apparent between the /hi/ vowel
sound and the other three vowel sounds.
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Spectrum analysis of the vowel signals showed the spectral variaƟon that is typically ob-
served in human speech due to formants. Figure 6.1 shows graphical representaƟons of the
spectrum analysis results for the four vowel signals, in which spectral shape variaƟon between
the signals is apparent. The /hi/ vowel signal sounded considerably brighter than the other
three vowel signals, which varied slightly in brightness and spectral bandwidth. The long-
Ɵme-average LPC spectra of the four vowel sounds were determined using a 50–pole linear
predicƟve code (LPC) analysis that resulted in smooth magnitude responses as illustrated in
Figure 6.1. LPC analysis allows revealing the resonant structure of a signal that contains ﬁne
spectral detail. Although, most of the energy of these vowel signals was below 5 kHz, it was
conﬁrmed (by analysis of the enƟre spectrum of the signals) that the energy of all four vowel
signals reached at least 9 kHz with a 6 dB/octave roll–oﬀ at a level of 50 dB below their indi-
vidual peak levels
The music sƟmuli consisted of anechoic recordings of cello and violin playing pitch modulated
notes (i.e., a vibrato), in which the cello played the notes A and D in the third octave (A3, D3),
and the violin played the same notes in the fourth octave (A4, D4). The recordings were made
by a DPA 4060 microphone that was posiƟoned ten cenƟmetres from the centre of the body
of the instrument. The four 16-bit audio recordings were obtained at a sampling rate of 44.1
kHz. The duraƟon of each of the four sƟmuli was exactly 1500msec with a raised cosine (fade–
in) to give a rise Ɵme of 10 msec and a fall Ɵme of 50 msec. The long-Ɵme-average spectra
of the four instrument sounds were determined using a 50–pole LPC analysis that resulted in
smooth magnitude responses, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. Spectrum analysis of the music sig-
nals conﬁrmed their fundamental frequency and provided the harmonics. Figure 6.2 shows
graphical representaƟons of the spectrum analysis results for the four music signals demon-
straƟng spectral shape variaƟons between the signals. The four music signals, which vary in
their spectral bandwidth, may be rated in terms of brightness in a sequenƟal order: violin A4
(VA4) (the brightest), violin D4 (VD4), cello A3 (CA3) and cello D3 (CD3) (the darkest). Although
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most of the energy of these music signals was below 3 kHz, it was conﬁrmed (by analysis of
the enƟre spectrum of the signals) that the energy of all four music signals reached at least 6
kHz at a level of 60 dB below their individual peak levels. The reason for selecƟng those sƟmuli
was to examine which spectral features are more useful in resolving the locaƟon of ecologi-
cally valid virtual sound sources; Is it the centre frequency of virtual sound sources that mostly
aﬀect the percepƟon of elevaƟon, as found in studies [5, 6, 7, 8] uƟlising arƟﬁcial sƟmuli? Or,
perhaps other spectral features are more useful, as demonstrated by other studies [2, 9] that
also tested with arƟﬁcial sƟmuli.
Figure 6.2: The resulƟng 50–pole LPC spectra of the four music sound signals showing the magni-
tude response as a funcƟon of frequency. The fundamental frequency is labeled and represented
by the red line. The green and blue lines indicate addiƟonal frequency components that exhibit a
maximum of 20 dB level below the level of the peak. The labels on the top right hand–side of the
plots indicate the type of instrument, where V stands for violin and C stands for cello, followed by
the musical note. The spectral variaƟon between the music sound signals is apparent in terms of
the fundamental frequency and the spectral bandwidth.
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6.2.2 Processing
The binaural processing of the eight sound sƟmuli was conducted in real–Ɵme using spaƟal
interpolaƟon, which allowed the spaƟal resoluƟon of the CollecƟve HRTF dataset to (theoret-
ically) increase an inﬁnite number of points in the virtual three–dimensional space. There are
two reasons for implemenƟng spaƟal interpolaƟon here, including the main moƟvaƟon of this
enƟre study intended for invesƟgaƟng future applicaƟon for VAD, and as a preparaƟon for the
next step, which included dynamic head tracking and tesƟng of longer duraƟon sound sources.
Figure 6.3: The mesh resulƟng from the Delaunay TriangulaƟon algorithm that produced a set of
630 tetrahedrons using a set of 196 cartesian coordinates of the loudspeakers in the ’Dome’. The
colours represent a tetrahedron’s expansion beyond the general boundaries of the hemisphere
(brighter colours) and contracƟon towards the hemisphere’s inner space (darker colours).
The spaƟal interpolaƟon technique described by Gamper [45] was adopted here because
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the ﬁndings showed that the model successfully accounted for irregulariƟes that were ob-
served on the measurement grid of the ’Dome’. Delaunay triangulaƟon algorithm [46] was
deployed to render the hemispherical grid as a three–dimensional mesh containing sets of
tetrahedrons for points on the plane. The algorithm received a set of 196 Cartesian coordi-
nates measured for the loudspeaker locaƟons in the ’Dome’ and returned a ConnecƟvity List
consisƟng of a set of 630 tetrahedrons, in which each of the four verƟces of a tetrahedron rep-
resented a measured posiƟon of a loudspeaker. Thus, a single tetrahedron comprised a com-
binaƟon between four neighbouring loudspeaker posiƟons that corresponded to four mea-
sured HRTFs. Figure 6.3 shows the resulƟng mesh consisƟng of 630 tetrahedrons, in which the
brighter colours indicate that the esƟmated tetrahedron expended beyond the general bound-
aries of the hemisphere, where a contracƟon towards the inner space in the hemisphere is
represented by the darker colours.
The interpolated direcƟon is the product of the weighted sum of the four nearest HRTFs mulƟ-
plied by their associatedweights. The fullmathemaƟcal descripƟon of the spaƟal interpolaƟon
algorithm is given in 2.1.2.3. Figure 6.4 shows the results of 50–pole LPC analysis of the spectra
associatedwith the interpolatedHRTFs for each given azimuth and elevaƟon angle. Each of the
eight sound sƟmuli was transformed by each of the 20 interpolated HRTFs (i.e., the adjusted
CollecƟve dataset) that corresponded to the factorial combinaƟon of ﬁve azimuth angles (0◦,
45◦, 90◦, 135◦, 180◦) and four elevaƟon angles (-10◦, 0◦, 35◦, 70◦). The real–Ɵme processing
resulted in a set of 160 virtual sound sƟmuli to be presented over Sennheiser HD600 circum-
aural headphones to each of the parƟcipants, with the response of the headphones equalised
using the inverse ﬁlters (see Chapter 4 for details).
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Figure 6.4: The resulƟng 50–pole LPC spectra of the CollecƟve HRTFs (with no adjustment) for the
right ear corresponding to diﬀerent azimuth and elevaƟon angles. Each plot shows the spectra of
HRTFs for elevaƟon angles -10◦ (blue line), 0◦ (red line), 35◦ (yellow line) and 70◦ (purple line),
where the azimuth angle is indicated on the top leŌ hand–side.
6.3 Procedure
The experimental session tookplace in a quiet–anechoic room that exhibited backgroundnoise
levels ranging between 25 and 30 dB (LAeq), measured at the beginning and end of each ses-
sion. The procedure in each session consisted of preparaƟon, calibraƟon and perceptual eval-
uaƟon under double–blind condiƟons. In the preparaƟon stage, parƟcipants were given an
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oral introducƟon, and were ﬁƩed with the tracking system (detailed in 4.2.1) and Sennheiser
HD600 circumaural headphones. The presentaƟon of the sƟmuli was delivered at Leq of 60
dBA. The parƟcipants were then situated on a swivel chair that had been posiƟoned at the
centre of a square–shaped structure to conﬁne the visible space to an equal distance on all
sides (shown in Figure 6.5). The ﬂat dividers used to create the square–shaped structure were
grey coloured and at a height of 2m relaƟve to the ﬂoor. The experimentwas conducted under
dimmed lights condiƟons, and no direct light was projected onto the square–shaped structure.
Subsequently, parƟcipants conducted the perceptual calibraƟon procedure, in which the Col-
lecƟve HRTF dataset was adjusted based on the parƟcipant’s responses. Once the calibraƟon
procedure had been completed, the perceptual localisaƟon session began.
ParƟcipants were asked to localise the direcƟon of sound sources by poinƟng their laser light
to the perceived direcƟon and press a hand–held buƩon to record their response and conƟnue
to the next trial. The binaurally processed sound sources were presented to the parƟcipants
over headphones (HD600) in a random order. A total of 160 direcƟons were localised over
three repeƟƟons for eight sƟmuli (i.e., 480 reported direcƟons). The direcƟons from which
the binaurally processed sound sources originated were selected with a focus on localisaƟon
performance on the median plane for diﬀerent direcƟons on the horizontal plane. The binau-
ral processing and collecƟon of parƟcipants’ responses were implemented using MATLABTM,
in which ITDs were esƟmated using a spherical head model based on the measured radius of
the parƟcipant’s head (see 2.1.2.1).
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Figure 6.5: The photos show a parƟcipant situated on a swivel chair at the centre of the square–
shaped structure, equipped with the tracking system and an open–back circumaural headphones
(Sennheiser HD600).
6.4 Results
6.4.1 LocalisaƟon Performance
The three reports given by each parƟcipant to the 160 sƟmuli (i.e., 8 sound sources presented
at 20 direcƟons) resulted in 480 responses. For each parƟcipant, the mean reported azimuth
and elevaƟon angles were calculated from a cluster of three reports, where the ’front–back’
confusions were accounted for by converƟng the azimuth angles to lateral angles. Spherical
staƟsƟcal analysis was conducted using the MATLABTM toolbox ’SPAK’ [94], in which the cen-
troids of the three localisaƟon reports given by each parƟcipant for a parƟcular direcƟon were
calculated. The spherical correlaƟon coeﬃcients (SCC) were analysed for the pooled centroids
from all parƟcipants and for all sound sƟmuli; as expected use of a lateral angle resulted in a
slightly higher SCC of -0.56 compared with the SCC of -0.47 that resulted from using azimuth
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angle.
Figure 6.6 shows three–dimensional plots of the constant error in localisaƟon reports for the
pooled centroids fromall parƟcipants; the black and reddots represent themeasureddirecƟon
and the centroid reported direcƟons, respecƟvely. The ’front–back’ confusions, which were
mainly exhibited between 0◦ and 180◦ azimuth angles, are indicated by the blue–dashed lines.
Variance about the centroids was quanƟﬁed using a conﬁdence level of p< 0.05, in which uni-
modal datasets with Kent distribuƟon resulted for when azimuth angles (kstats = 48.01) and
lateral angles (kstats= 261.25) were considered.
Figure 6.6: The plot on the leŌ hand–side shows a top view and the plot on the right hand–side
shows a side view of the constant error of centroid reported direcƟons for the pooled reports
by all parƟcipants. The blue colour lines indicate the extent of the error, while the blue dashed
lines correspond to the ’front–back’ confusions. The green triangle represents the θ = 0◦,φ = 0◦
direcƟon. The spherical correlaƟon coeﬃcients (SCC) are indicated separately using lateral (i.e.,
excluding ’front–back’ confusions) and azimuth angles. It is apparent that the majority of locali-
saƟon errors are due to the underesƟmaƟon of elevaƟon angles and the ’front–back’ confusions.
CorrelaƟon coeﬃcients were calculated between the measured and mean reported az-
imuth and elevaƟon angles to disƟnguish between the observed localisaƟon errors. The re-
sulƟng correlaƟon coeﬃcient resulted for azimuth was r = 0.59, but, when the ’front–back’
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confusions were excluded by using lateral angle, a higher correlaƟon coeﬃcient of r = 0.92
resulted. As expected, the interacƟon between the measured and mean reported elevaƟon
yielded an extremely low correlaƟon coeﬃcient of r = −0.01, which suggests that another
factor aﬀected the reported elevaƟon angles.
Figure 6.7: Mean reported elevaƟon angles for the fourmusic sƟmuli, in which colour–coded sym-
bols represent data for each parƟcipant (as indicated in the legend). The four panels correspond
to the four music sƟmuli - violin A4, violin D4, cello A3 and cello D3. The black–dashed diagonal
line represents the points that correlate with the measured elevaƟon angles.
The focus of this experiment was to examine the percepƟon of elevaƟon for binaurally pro-
cessed sound sources that vary in spectral shape. Themean reported elevaƟon as a funcƟon of
the measured elevaƟon for azimuth angle of 0◦ is shown separately for the music and speech
sound sources in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 respecƟvely. The black-dashed diagonal line represents
a perfectly correlated relaƟonship between the reported and measured elevaƟon angles. The
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analysis results for azimuth angles of 45◦, 90◦, 135◦ and 180◦ are provided in Appendix D.
Generally, it appears that the ﬁve parƟcipants exhibited similar paƩerns of reported eleva-
Ɵon between the diﬀerent sound sƟmuli. Reports for the music sƟmuli were more consistent
than those for the speech sƟmuli. It is common to see individual diﬀerences in elevaƟon re-
ports when a generic or nonindividualised HRTF dataset is employed. The calibraƟon of the
CollecƟve HRTFs based on the perceptual response of the parƟcipant, however, minimised
these individual diﬀerences.
Figure 6.8: Mean reported elevaƟon angles for the four vowel sƟmuli, in which colour-coded sym-
bols represent data for each parƟcipant (as indicated in the legend). The four panels correspond
to the four vowel sƟmuli - /hi/, /ha/, /hae/ and /hu/. The black–dashed diagonal line represents
the points that correlate with the measured elevaƟon angles.
The paƩerns of reported elevaƟon shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 are not well correlated
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with the measured elevaƟon angles (i.e., apart from the case of VA4) and in some cases show
an inverse relaƟonship (i.e., for measured elevaƟon angle of -10◦). Nonetheless, higher el-
evaƟon reports were obtained for VA4 and for /hi/ than for the other sound sƟmuli, which
indicates that the percepƟon of virtual sound sources may be aﬀected by their spectral shape.
A further staƟsƟcal analysis conﬁrmed that, whilst the measured azimuth mainly aﬀected re-
ported azimuth, this was not the case for the reported elevaƟon angles. A mulƟ–way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) was performed separately on the reported azimuth and elevaƟon angles
using a criterion of p< 0.05 represenƟng the conﬁdence level. The eﬀect ofmeasured azimuth
on reported azimuthwas signiﬁcant (F = 175.39) with a large eﬀect size of -7.2 (95% conﬁdence
level); the eﬀect of sound sƟmuli did not aƩain staƟsƟcal signiﬁcance (F = 1.63). In contrast,
the reported elevaƟon by sound sƟmuli interacƟon was signiﬁcant (F = 65.54) with a large ef-
fect size of -8.9 (95% conﬁdence level), whereas the eﬀect of measured elevaƟon showed no
staƟsƟcal signiﬁcance (F = 2.79). Therefore, the next step was to examine the characterisƟcs
of the sound sƟmuli, including the variaƟons in spectral shape, as well as psychoacousƟcal
factors, such as sharpness and ﬂuctuaƟon strength.
6.4.2 CharacterisƟcs of the Sound SƟmuli
The binaurally processed sƟmuli that simulated sound sources at parƟcular azimuth and el-
evaƟon angles were submiƩed to spectral moments analysis implemented by the author in
MATLABTM. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 consist of four plots corresponding to the four spectral mo-
ments: the centroid (top plot on the leŌ hand–side), bandwidth (top plot on the right hand–
side), skewness (boƩom plot on the leŌ hand–side) and kurtosis (boƩom plot on the right
hand–side). Each plot presents one of the four moments as a funcƟon of the measured eleva-
Ɵon at a constant azimuth angle of 0◦, where the sound sƟmuli are symbol–coded.
A detailed descripƟon and a set of equaƟons for the spectral moment analysis were presented
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in 2.3.1. Large variaƟons in the results for all four moments can be seen for the violin A4 (VA4),
which was pecrieved higher than the other three music sƟmuli. The centroid and bandwidth
results show a similar trend of increasing values as a funcƟon of increased elevaƟon angle
for VA4, where the trend exhibited by the other three sƟmuli was of decreasing values as a
funcƟon of increased elevaƟon angle. Very small variaƟons in skewness and kurtosis were
observed between VD4, CA3 and CD3, and for diﬀerent elevaƟon angles.
Figure 6.9: Spectral moments analysis results for the four music sƟmuli aŌer they were binaurally
processed to simulate sound sources at 0◦ azimuth angle and four diﬀerent elevaƟon angles in-
cluding -10◦, 0◦, 35◦ and 70◦. The four plots show in a clockwise order the results of analysis for
centroid, bandwidth, kurtosis and skewness colour–coded black, red, green and blue respecƟvely.
The sound sƟmuli are symbol–coded as shown in the legend.
Similarly, large variaƟons in the results for spectral centroid, bandwidth and kurtosis can be
seen between /hi/ and the other three vowel sƟmuli. In terms of increasing elevaƟon angle,
the spectral centroid results show almost no variaƟon, while some variaƟons are shown for
bandwidth and skewness, and the largest variaƟons are for kurtosis. It is important to note
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that when azimuth was 45◦ and 90◦ the spectral moments results were similar for both the
music and vowel sƟmuli. However, when azimuth was 135◦ and 180◦ the bandwidth results
exhibited an opposite trend, in which the bandwidth increased with increased elevaƟon. The
spectral moment analysis results for azimuth angles of 45◦, 90◦, 135◦ and 180◦ are provided
in Appendix D.2.
Figure 6.10: Spectralmoments analysis results for the four vowel sƟmuli aŌer theywere binaurally
processed to simulate sound sources at 0◦ azimuth angle and four diﬀerent elevaƟon angles (-
10◦, 0◦, 35◦ and 70◦). See the descripƟon of Figure 6.9 for details about the colour and symbol
representaƟons.
The spectral momentsmeasurements are consistent with the LPC spectra shown in Figures
6.1 and 6.2 for the vowel and music sƟmuli, respecƟvely. A similar spectral centroid resulted
for the /hi/ and /ha/ vowels, which was higher than the other two vowels and consistent with
their associated LPC spectra. In addiƟon, the LPC spectra of the music sƟmuli showing the
fundamental frequencies are consistent with the results of spectral centroid, in which VA4 ex-
hibited the highest centroid measurements, followed by VD4 and CA3 with similar centroid
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results and ﬁnally, the CD3 with the lowest centroid measurement. The spectral bandwidth
results were parƟcularly high for /hi/ compared with the other three vowels, also shown as
the diﬀerence between formants’ locaƟon on the LPC spectra. Likewise, the LPC spectra of
the music sƟmuli showing similarity in terms of bandwidth consistent with the spectral band-
width measurements. Finally, the kurtosis for /hu/ resulted in sharper “peakedness” than that
of the other three vowels, which is consistent with the LPC spectra of the four vowel sƟmuli.
Correspondingly, the LPC spectrum of VA4 displays sharper peaks than those displayed for the
other three music sƟmuli, as also shown in the kurtosis measurements of the four music sƟm-
uli.
A further aƩempt to characterise the set of binaurally processed sƟmuli was made via analy-
ses of sharpness and ﬂuctuaƟon strength. These psychoacousƟcal models (described in 2.3.1)
were implemented using AARAE [115], which is a MATLAB–based measurement, processing
and analysis environment. First to exclude loudness as an aﬀecƟng factor, the sƟmuli were
analysed using the loudness model by Fastl and Zwicker [88] as detailed in ISO 532-1 [124].
The results ranged between 87 and 90 phones for the vowel sƟmuli and between 77 and 80
phones for themusic sƟmuli. Like the spectral centroid results, the sharpness analysis showed
higher values for VA4 and /hi/ ranging between 1.25 and 1.3 acum, compared with the other
music and vowel sƟmuli, which produced sharpness values ranging between 0.9 and 1.1 acum
regardless of the azimuth and elevaƟon angles. Finally, ﬂuctuaƟon strength was esƟmated be-
tween 0.6 and 0.7 vacil for the music sƟmuli, whereas higher values (between 1.5 and 2 vacil)
were esƟmated for the vowel sƟmuli. The observed variaƟons in ﬂuctuaƟon strength values,
however, weremostly between the diﬀerent sound sources, rather than the changing azimuth
or elevaƟon angles. Therefore, while the results of the spectral moments analysis show some
evidence of an eﬀect on reported elevaƟon, othermeasured characterisƟcs, such as sharpness
and ﬂuctuaƟon strength did not demostrate a similar eﬀect.
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6.4.3 PredicƟon Model of Reported ElevaƟon
As previouslymenƟoned, some evidencewas found for a linear relaƟonship between themea-
sured and reported azimuth angles (r = 0.59), especially when the ’front–back’ confusions
were excluded (r = 0.92). There was, however, no evidence to suggest that this was the case
in terms of reported elevaƟon that was found to be independent of the measured elevaƟon
(r =−0.01).
Figure 6.11: The plot on the top leŌ hand–side shows the ﬁƩedmean reported azimuth as a func-
Ɵon of the measured azimuth; the ’front–back’ confusions are excluded by using lateral angles,
as shown on the top right hand–side plot. The boƩom plot shows the reported elevaƟon as a
funcƟon of the measured elevaƟon that yields a poor ﬁt. The red–dashed lines represent a per-
fect match between reported and measured elevaƟon angles. The coeﬃcient of determinaƟon
denoted r2 is indicated for all cases.
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Figure 6.12: The steps taken by the stepwise regression analysis in an aƩempt to ﬁnd predictors
for themean reported elevaƟon. The steps in the analysis are shown from top to boƩom, in which
the boƩom plot shows the scaled predictors. AddiƟonal staƟsƟcal tests are provided, including
staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerence (denoted as t− stats) and its eﬀect (denoted F). The coeﬃcient
of determinaƟon (denoted r2) indicates the proporƟonate size of variaƟon in the ﬁt that may be
explained by the predictors.
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Consequently, the variaƟon in spectral moments measurements showed some depen-
dency on the measured elevaƟon angles, and was therefore further invesƟgated using a step-
wise regression analysis. The plot on the top leŌ hand–side of Figure 6.11 shows the mean
reported azimuth from all parƟcipants as a funcƟon of the measured azimuth, in which the
coeﬃcient of determinaƟon denoted r2 indicated that the ﬁt accounted for 34% of the vari-
ance.
Higher coeﬃcient of determinaƟon resulted when the ’front–back’ confusions were excluded
(top right hand–side plot), in which 88% of the variance may be explained by the ﬁt. In con-
trast, the ﬁt of the reported elevaƟon resulted in r2 = 0 was consistent with previously pre-
sented staƟsƟcal analysis results, which strengthens the assumpƟon that reported elevaƟon
was independent of themeasured elevaƟon for these characterisƟcs ofmusic and vowel sound
sources.
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Figure 6.13: The resulƟng ﬁt from the two–term regression analysis that included the measured
bandwidth and kurtosis, but excluded the measured elevaƟon and the other spectral moments
as predictors. The coeﬃcient of determinaƟon (denoted r2) indicates that 78% of the variance in
reported elevaƟon may be explained by the ﬁt.
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In an aƩempt to ﬁnd other predictors for the reported elevaƟon, the spectral moments
measurements were submiƩed to a stepwise regression analysis, which provides staƟsƟcal
predicƟon informaƟon by including or excluding variables in single steps. A total of ﬁve pre-
dictors were submiƩed to the stepwise regression analysis implemented in MATLABTM – the
measured elevaƟon, and the four spectral moments (centroid, bandwidth, skewness, and kur-
tosis).
Figure 6.12 shows the sequence of the stepwise regression analysis, where variables x1–x5
correspond to the ﬁve predictors in the same order as menƟoned above. The ﬁrst step in the
regression analysis included the spectral bandwidth, which is esƟmated as the strongest pre-
dictor for the mean reported elevaƟon, showing a staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerence of t = 52.3
(p < 0.05) and a large eﬀect (F = 2734.7) and accounƟng for 77% of the variance. The sec-
ond and last step in the regression analysis included the kurtosis measurements (i.e., spectral
“peakedness”), which improved the ﬁt only slightly to account for 78% of the variance with a
staƟsƟcal signiﬁcant diﬀerence of t = 2.3 (p< 0.1) and a reducƟon of the eﬀect to F = 1376.9.
Figure 6.13 shows the resulƟng two–term regression analysis corresponding to the yalues from
the predicƟon model that included both spectral bandwidth and kurtosis, but excluded the
measured elevaƟon and the other spectral moments. The predicƟon model with regression
coeﬃcients (βvalues) can be deﬁned by the following mathemaƟcal expression:
yˆ= β0+β3x3+β5x5 (6.1)
where β0 is the y-intercept (-50.8◦), x3 is the measured bandwidth and x5 is the measured
kurtosis.
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Figure 6.14: The mean reported elevaƟon as a funcƟon of the predicted elevaƟon showing each
of the sound sƟmuli separately. The black–dashed line indicates a perfect correlaƟon with the
predicted elevaƟon, in which most data points are ﬁƩed along its lower end and extend even
lower in elevaƟon. Themusic sƟmuli exhibited a lower spread of the ﬁt compared with the spread
of the ﬁƩed reports for the vowel sƟmuli.
Figure 6.14 displays the mean reported elevaƟon as a funcƟon of the predicted elevaƟon,
inwhich diﬀerent colour and symbolmarkers indicate the sound sƟmuli separately. This display
of the ﬁt provides further informaƟon as to the perceptual response of listeners for binaurally
processed sound sources that vary in spectral shape. According to the predicƟon model, /hi/
and VA4 generally will be perceived by listeners as higher in elevaƟon compared with /ha/,
/hae/, VD4 and CA3, whereas /hu/ and CD3 will most likely be perceived lower in elevaƟon.
In addiƟon, the majority of the sound sƟmuli will be perceived low in elevaƟon regardless
of their measured elevaƟon, as implied by comparing the ﬁƩed data points with the black–
dashed lines in Figure 6.14. Furthermore, a higher spread is observed in the ﬁt of the music
sƟmuli compared with the ﬁt shown for the vowel sƟmuli.
6.5 Conclusions
Consistent with the results obtained using arƟﬁcial sƟmuli in Exp.2, the results of this exper-
iment showed that the localisaƟon performance on the horizontal plane may be considered
adequate. This is not the case, however for localisaƟon on the median plane as conﬁrmed in
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previous studies that employed arƟﬁcial sƟmuli [2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 78], other than broadband noise
signals. Note that those studies uƟlising pure or complex tones found a direct relaƟonship be-
tween the fundamental frequency of the sound source and the perceived elevaƟon reported
by listeners [6, 7, 8, 78]. Even studies uƟlising narrowband noise [Middlebrooks92b] show the
closely related eﬀect of noise–band centre frequency on elevaƟon reports.
Indeed, a study by Morimoto and Aokata [9] found that the spectral envelope of the signal
aﬀects its perceived elevaƟon to a greater extent than the pitch alone. Although, their ﬁnd-
ings resulted from using low–frequency narrowband noise, these ﬁndings may be related to
the ﬁndings of the current experiment, as the spectral moment bandwidth was found to be a
stronger predictor of perceived elevaƟon than was the spectral centroid. Moreover, the study
byMiddlebrooks [2] found that systemaƟc errors in perceived elevaƟon occurred, regardless of
the measured elevaƟon, consistent with the regression analysis results of this experiment, in
which themeasured elevaƟonwas excluded as a predictor for perceived elevaƟon. The results
of this experiment, along with the results of a preliminary study [30], provided veriﬁcaƟon of
the eﬀect of variaƟons in spectral shape on reported elevaƟon, which means that the HRTFs
on their own are insuﬃcient to accurately convey the measured elevaƟon angle for the sƟmuli
presented in this experiment.
The stepwise regression analysis conducted on the results of the two experiments showed
that the second moment bandwidth is the strongest predictor of elevaƟon reports. An addi-
Ɵonal measure kurtosis as a secondary measure slightly improved the predicƟon model. The
preliminary study that examined the perceived elevaƟon of binaurally processed vowel sound
sƟmuli [30], however, showed that the measured elevaƟon was the strongest predictor. The
diﬀerent predicƟon models that resulted from the two studies may be explained by the addi-
Ɵon of the music sƟmuli to the experiment over a range of azimuth angles that adjusted the
ﬁt in a way that is independent of the measured elevaƟon. The observed systemaƟc elevaƟon
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responses, however demonstrates that parƟcipants are not randomly guessing the elevaƟon
of a source, but an indicaƟon of a compressed elevaƟon angle range.
A subsequent experiment invesƟgated the performance of the predicƟon model in the locali-
saƟon of binaurally processed sound sources, such as speech, music and singing. In contrast to
the previous experiments described in this dissertaƟon, the ﬁnal experiment described in the
next chapter employed longer duraƟon sound sƟmuli (8–10 secs) and the binaural rendering
was coupled with the head tracker. Hence, listeners were able to uƟlise dynamic localisaƟon
cues that are due to head moƟon and may only be eﬀecƟve with such longer duraƟon sig-
nals. The predicƟon model described in this chapter was implemented in an interacƟve VAD
environment, yet its performance was examined using a similar localisaƟon task.
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7.1 IntroducƟon
The two objecƟves in this invesƟgaƟon were to evaluate the performance of the predicƟon
model for perceived elevaƟon (described in Chapter 6) with the addiƟon of dynamic head
tracking, and to examine the eﬀect of manipulaƟng the elevaƟon angle (based on the pre-
dicƟon model) on the perceived elevaƟon of virtual sound sources. The focus here was on
ecologically valid sound sources, such as speech and music. The purpose of this invesƟgaƟon
was to address, and to some extent to overcome, the limitaƟons of the currently available
headphone–based VAD systems, which mainly permit accurate localisaƟon of virtual sound
sources on the horizontal plane.
Chapter 6 showed that the spectral shape of binaurally processed sound sources aﬀects their
perceived elevaƟon and a predicƟonmodel for perceived elevaƟon was proposed. The perfor-
mance of the predicƟon model was then examined by a double–blind localisaƟon experiment
comprising two condiƟons. In the ﬁrst condiƟon (CondiƟon 1) dynamic head tracking was de-
ployed with the binaural processing described in Chapter 6. In (CondiƟon 2) the signal’s spec-
tral shape was constantly analysed (in real–Ɵme) to adjust the virtual sound source elevaƟon
angle according to the observed diﬀerence between the predicted and the target elevaƟon
angles.
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With regard to the role of dynamic head tracking, Wallach [21] demonstrated the important
role of head movement for accurate discriminaƟon between sound sources presented at the
front or the back relaƟve to the listener. The ﬁndingwas validated by Kawaura el. al., [71], who
simulated staƟc localisaƟon cues caused mainly by the HRTFs and dynamic localisaƟon cues
that aƩributed to head moƟon. Their study found substanƟal decrease in the ’front–back’
confusions and overall improvement in sound localisaƟon.
Begault and colleagues [97] examined the localisaƟon performance of three second long vir-
tual speech sound sources using dynamic head tracking, reverberaƟon and individualisedHRTFs.
Their results conﬁrmed that incorporaƟng dynamic head tracking with HRTFs–based binaural
processing substanƟally decreased the ’front–back’ confusions and slightly increased the lo-
calisaƟon performance in terms of azimuth angle accuracy. They also noted, however, that
the contribuƟon of individualised HRTFs did not increase localisaƟon accuracy, possibly due to
the lack of high frequency components in the speech signals that are necessary for providing
spectral cues.
Another study by Brimijoin and Akeroyd [125] that examined the contribuƟon of head moƟon
and spectral shape to ’front–back’ discriminaƟon of low–pass ﬁltered speech signals (between
500 Hz and 16 kHz). The study showed that frequency components above 4 kHz, which con-
tribute to spectral cues conﬂict with head moƟons. The spectral processing of the proximal
sound sourcemay, however, aﬀect its perceived locaƟon and coupledwith dynamic head track-
ing, this soluƟon might cause reversal issues. Therefore, the study described in this chapter
aƩempted to examine the incorporaƟon of dynamic head tracking in a VAD coupled with a dy-
namic look–up table for perceived elevaƟon. The diﬀerence between the target and predicted
elevaƟon angle was adapƟvely quanƟﬁed to adjust the posiƟon of the virtual sound source.
This adapƟve processing was achieved by a real–Ɵme spectral analysis of the proximal sound
source, which conƟnuously yielded the measures of bandwidth and kurtosis.
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7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Subjects and SƟmuli
A total of ﬁve ’experienced listeners’ were recruited for this experiment, including three males
and two females aged 22 to 55, four of whom parƟcipated in one or more of the experiments
previously detailed in this work. The parƟcipants reported no health or hearing issues at the
Ɵme of the experiment session.
The sƟmuli uƟlised in this experiment were six long–duraƟon ecologically valid sound sources
that can be categorised as speech, singing and music. Each category consisted of a couple
of signals that vary in their spectral shape. The speech sound sources comprised synthesised
female and male voices in an American accent saying the following set of sentences: “Turn
your head, unƟl my voice is heard at the centre / Keep turning your head towards my voice
/ Have you found me yet? / Keep looking”. The syntheƟc voices (named Samantha and Tom)
are available with the ’DictaƟon and Speech’ feature onMac OSX and were processed to allow
a variable speech speed that simulates a natural pace of human speech.
The singing sound sources comprised audio recordings of a professional tenor opera singer
taken in an anechoic chamber using a DPA 4061 microphone posiƟoned 7 cm from the centre
of the lips on the right side of the face. The singer was instructed to sing in his medium loud-
ness an excerpt from an opera piece (Questo a quella from RigoleƩo by Verdi) in two diﬀerent
octaves (i.e., A3 and A4). The music sound sources were two piano pieces that are available
with Fastl and Zwicker’s PsychoacousƟcs: Facts and Models book [88], listed as ’Track 49’ and
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’Track 54’. The two audio ﬁles were selected to represent diﬀerent spectral shapes of a parƟc-
ular musical instrument. The six sound sƟmuli were sampled at a rate of 44.1 kHz with 16–bit
precision and were calibrated to a playback level of 70 dBA (Leq).
Figure 7.1: The upper two plots show a long-Ɵme-average LPC spectra of the distal speech sounds
conducted using a 50–pole LPC analysis. The resulƟng spectra show the magnitude response as
funcƟons of frequency, in which the prominent frequency components (i.e., not to be confused
with formants) are labeled and colour coded. The ﬁrst and second markers (red and green lines)
represent the fundamental frequency and the highest frequency with a maximum of 20 dB level
below the peak. The spectral variaƟon between the speech sound signals is apparent in terms of
the bandwidth and the level of peakedness. The lower two plots show spectrograms of the two
speech signals, where the magnitude is shown over Ɵme and frequency and mapped using the
colour–bar. Some high magnitude components (above 50 dB) are apparent up to around 4 kHz
for the male voice, whereas the female voice has most of its energy up to around 2 kHz.
The upper plots in Figure 7.1 show the magnitude spectra of the male and female distal
sound sources resulƟng from a 50–pole Linear PredicƟve Coding (LPC) analysis. The funda-
mental frequency detected for each of the speech sounds is indicated and marked by a red
line, while the green line represents the highest frequency that reached a maximum of 20 dB
below the level of the peak (indicated by the black–doƩed line). Although the high frequency
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roll–oﬀ is steeper in the case of the male speech sound, the female voice consists of higher
energy in low frequency. Zwicker’s Sharpness analysis yielded a slightly higher value of 1.28
acum for the male sound source compared with a sharpness of 1.05 acum resulted for the
female sound source, supporƟng the LPC analysis results shown in Figure 7.1.
VariaƟon in spectral shape is apparent in terms of bandwidth and peakedness level; the for-
mer is illustrated by the extent of the gap between the red and green lines, and the laƩer is
shown by the black–dashed lines. The male voice exhibited a wider bandwidth and sharper
peaks than the corresponding spectral moments associated with the female voice. These ﬁnd-
ings are veriﬁed for each of the signals over Ɵme by the spectrograms appearing in the lower
plots of Figure 7.1. The male voice spectrogram shows high magnitude components (above
50 dB) up to around 4 kHz compared with the female voice spectrogram displaying the same
magnitude levels at frequencies up to roughly 2 kHz. The sharp peaks that appear in the male
voice LPC spectrum are shown in the spectrogram as thin bright lines (i.e., high magnitude
components), whereas the spectrogram of the female voice shows broader bright lines.
The magnitude spectra of the two distal tenor sound sources were calculated using a 50–pole
LPC analysis shown by the upper plots of Figure 7.2. The most prominent peak appears for
both signals at 646 Hz, but the peakedness is sharper in the case of the Tenor high compared
with the corresponding peak of the Tenor low. In addiƟon, the low–frequency energy up to
700 Hz of the Tenor low is higher by 5–10 dB than that of the Tenor high for a similar range
of frequencies. The bandwidth of the two signals is comparable as would be expected from
having two signals produced by the same voice. The spectrograms in Figure 7.2 (lower plots)
strengthen the LPC spectra analysis results; sharp peaks appear as thin bright lines, whilewider
instances of peakedness are represented by broader bright lines.
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Figure 7.2: The upper two plots show a long-Ɵme-average LPC spectra of the distal singing sounds
conducted using a 50–pole LPC analysis. The resulƟng spectra show the magnitude response as
funcƟons of frequency, inwhich themost prominent peaks aremarked by green circles. The black-
doƩed line represents magnitude level of 20 dB below the level of the peak. The bandwidth is
comparable between the two tenor sounds; the Tenor low LPC spectrum, however shows a higher
energy at low frequencies (i.e., below 700 Hz) as indicated by the black-dashed lines. The lower
two plots show spectrograms of the two tenor signals; the magnitude is shown over Ɵme and
frequency and colour mapped as shown in the the colour–bar on the right.
Similarly to Figures 7.1 and 7.2, the upper plots in Figure 7.3 show the magnitude spectra
of the distal piano sound sources resulƟng from a 50–pole LPC analysis. The red lines represent
the fundamental frequency, which is almost idenƟcal for both the Piano high and the Piano low.
Although the bandwidth of the two signals is quite similar, the Piano high exhibited sharper
peaks at high frequencies (1710 Hz and 3402 Hz), as well as more energy above 4 kHz. The
lower plots in Figure 7.3 show spectrograms of the two piano signals, in which the sharp peaks
idenƟﬁed in the LPC spectrum of Piano high appear as thin and very bright lines compared
with less bright and deﬁned lines show in the spectrogram of Piano low. Most of the energy of
the Piano low exists up to around 1 kHz, whereas the Piano high exhibited most of its energy
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up to around 2.5 kHz.
Figure 7.3: The long-Ɵme-average LPC spectra of the distal piano sounds conducted using a
50–pole LPC analysis are shown on the upper two plots. The resulƟng magnitude response as
a funcƟon of frequency is ploƩed; the most prominent peaks are are labeled and colour coded.
The red and green markers represent the fundamental frequency and the highest frequency with
a maximum of 20 dB below the peak level. The two piano signals share bandwidth characteris-
Ɵcs, but higher frequency components exhibited sharper peaks in the case of the Piano high. The
lower two plots show spectrograms of the two piano signals, where the magnitude is shown over
Ɵme and frequency and mapped using the colour–bar.
7.2.2 Processing
The binaural rendering procedure applied in experiment 3 usingMATLABTM(described in 6.2.2)
was found to be ineﬃcient for real–Ɵme convoluƟon with dynamic head tracking. The spaƟal
interpolaƟon of the HRTFs, which is adjusted by headmoƟon, produced latency that increased
with the duraƟon of the signal. WhilstMATLABTM proved to be very useful in oﬄine processing
of sƟmuli for binaural rendering and collecƟon and analysis of the data, this was not the case
in this experiment, which required a more suitable plaƞorm for real–Ɵme audio. Max/MSP
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is a graphical programming environment for real–Ɵme signal processing that has been previ-
ously used by the author [126] to implement signal processing procedures originally coded in
MATLABTM.
Figure 7.4: A diagram of the VAD system uƟlised in the experiment to collect localisaƟon reports.
The white blocks represent the dynamic processing procedures, and the grey blocks represent
predetermined procedures.
Figure 7.4 consists of a system diagram describing the signal ﬂow and the various pro-
cedures implemented in the Max/MSP environment. For this experiment the target source
posiƟon is constant and predetermined on iniƟaƟon; however, as the head posiƟon conƟnu-
ously changes the processing is conƟnuously modiﬁed according to the head tracker output.
The diﬀerence between the spaƟally stable source posiƟon and the head posiƟon is calculated
to form a virtual source posiƟon. For example, if both the source and head posiƟons are at
θ = 0◦,φ = 0◦ then the virtual source posiƟon would also be equal to θ = 0◦,φ = 0◦. How-
ever, if the head posiƟon is at θ = 45◦,φ = 20◦ the virtual source posiƟon would be equal to
θ =−45◦,φ =−20◦. In bypass mode (i.e., CondiƟon 1), the virtual source posiƟon is is set for
the spaƟal interpolaƟon procedure, in which no manipulaƟon is made to the source elevaƟon
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angle. A dynamic convoluƟon algorithm was adopted from an external library [127] to render
the binaural sound sources based on the updated pairs of HRIRs (i.e., leŌ and right pinnae)
calculated by the spaƟal interpolaƟon procedure.
On iniƟaƟon of each trial in CondiƟon 2, the virtual source posiƟon is submiƩed to the predic-
Ɵon model along with the spectral moments (bandwidth and kurtosis) analysis results of the
proximal sound source. The diﬀerence between the virtual source posiƟon (updated by the
head posiƟon) and the predicted elevaƟon angle produces an adjusted virtual source posiƟon,
which is derived into the spaƟal interpolaƟon procedure to maintain a stable absolute source
direcƟon. A dynamic convoluƟon algorithmwas adopted from an external library [127] to ren-
der the binaural sound sources based on the updated pairs of HRIRs (i.e., leŌ and right pinnae)
calculated by the spaƟal interpolaƟon procedure. Subsequently, the spectral moments are
measured for the proximal sound source during runƟme of the system to conƟnuously com-
pute bandwidth and kurtosis quanƟƟes and update the pairs of HRIRs. The spectral moments
equaƟons 2.17 and 2.19 were implemented here to measure the signal during runƟme of the
system.
The resulƟng two–channel virtual sound source signals are equalised based on the headphone
response derived for the Sennheiser HD600, and the resulƟng signals are then sent to the
headphone set. The calibraƟon procedure is conducted at the beginning of the experimen-
tal session and the frequency scaling factor required for each parƟcipant (based upon that
needed to bring the direcƟonal percept into close proximity to their ear level) is used to adjust
the CollecƟve HRTFs. The resulƟng adjusted set of HRTFs are employed by the spaƟal inter-
polaƟon procedure, which has been implemented based on the triangulaƟon technique by
Gamper [45]. The set of tetrahedrons were calculated in MATLABTM using the Delaunay Trian-
gulaƟon algorithm [46] and the set of equaƟons described in Chapter 2 (2.12, 2.13, 2.14 and
2.15) were implemented in Max/MSP in a similar manner to that implemented in MATLABTM,
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as described in 6.2.2.
7.3 Procedure
The experimental sessions were conducted in the semi–anechoic space used for the experi-
ment described in 6.3. The background noise levelwasmeasured before and at the compleƟon
of the localisaƟon task, and ranged range between 25 and 30 dB (Leq) or all the experimental
sessions. Similar to the experiments described in previous chapters, this experiment consisted
of parƟcipant preparaƟon and sound source localisaƟon task under a double–blind condiƟon
with the addiƟon of a post–experiment quesƟonnaire administered in an interview at the end
of the session. In the preparaƟon stage parƟcipants were given an oral introducƟon and awrit-
ten ParƟcipant InformaƟon Statement (PIS), as well a ParƟcipant Consent Form (PCF) which
was provided for them to sign in order to indicate their formal consent.
Subsequently, the head tracker was mounted upon the parƟcipant’s head along with a pair of
Sennheiser HD600 circumaural headphones. They were situated on a swivel chair that was po-
siƟoned at the centre of a square–shaped structure conﬁning the visible space with 2–metre
high ﬂat dividers at equal distances on all sides. A detailed descripƟon and images of the
square–shaped structure are given in 6.2.2. The ﬁnal step in the parƟcipant preparaƟon was
the calibraƟon procedure of the CollecƟve HRTF dataset, in which the perceptual response of
the parƟcipant was used to adjust the HRTF dataset via a frequency scaling factor.
The perceptual localisaƟon task was conducted under dimmed lights, so that no direct light
was reﬂected on the area of the square–shaped structure. ParƟcipants were asked to localise
the apparent direcƟon of a sound sources by adjusƟng their head (and possibly body) orienta-
Ɵon, so that the laser lightmounted on top of the headwasmade to point directly at the sound
source locaƟon. This laser poinƟng method for localising an apparent sound source has been
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used in virtually all of the experiments described in this work. In this experiment, however,
parƟcipants were given a real–Ɵme feedback by coupling the virtual sound source posiƟon
with their head posiƟon of the parƟcipants. A hand–held buƩon was uƟlised that allowed the
parƟcipants to indicate their response and move on to the next trial.
The virtual sound sources in each trial were presented to the parƟcipants in a random se-
quence, in which CondiƟon 1 and CondiƟon 2 trials were randomly intermixed. A total of 120
binaurally processed sound sources were localised over three repeƟƟons and for two condi-
Ɵons, resulƟng in 720 reported direcƟons. The measured direcƟon from which the proximal
sound sources were originated included ﬁve azimuth angles and four elevaƟon angles; the ’an-
chor’ direcƟons (i.e., held constant for all parƟcipants) were θ= 0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and φ= 0◦. The re-
maining selected direcƟons were randomly generated for each parƟcipant for predetermined
regions using 20◦ range. Thus, for θ= 45◦ the actual presented direcƟon could have been any
integer between 35◦ and 65◦, whereas any integer between 125◦–145◦ was randomly gener-
ated for 135◦. An idenƟcal approachwas taken in the generaƟon of elevaƟon angles for φ= 20◦,
40◦. Similar to previous experiments, the ITDs were esƟmated using a spherical head model
(see 2.1.2.1 for details). ParƟcipants were instructed to move their heads as they would nor-
mally do to determine a source posiƟon in a natural listening situaƟon.
At the compleƟon of the perceptual localisaƟon task parƟcipants were interviewed using a
quesƟonnaire that aƩempted to raƟonalise the collected localisaƟon reports. It contained the
following items:
1. Please rank the sound types (speech, singing, music) from the easiest to the most dif-
ﬁcult in terms of localisaƟon
2. Please rate the importance of the head tracker in the localisaƟon of the sounds (i.e., not
important at all, somewhat important, extremely important).
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3. Please rank the sound types (speech, singing, music) from the highest to lowest in terms
of externalisaƟon (i.e., as opposed to sounding inside your head).
7.4 Results
As a result of the source posiƟon randomising scheme, it made sense to present the con-
stant error and staƟsƟcal test results for each parƟcipant’s reports, rather than for the
group of parƟcipants. QuanƟfying the angular constant errors in degrees for each parƟc-
ipant allowed the results for all parƟcipants and for each of the sƟmuli to be combined.
The three reports given by each parƟcipant to each of the 20 virtual source direcƟons
and for each of the 6 sƟmuli resulted in 360 responses. For each parƟcipant, the cen-
troid responses were calculated from a cluster of three reports. The centroid reported
direcƟons were compared with the virtual source direcƟons to calculate the constant
error values for each. The front–back confusions were handled not by reﬂecƟng a given
report back to the hemisphere in which the respecƟve HRTF measurement was made
[74]; rather, azimuth angles were converted into lateral angles to capture the extent of
source lateralizaƟon without respect to the front-back dimension. This approach was
taken here only for consistency with experimental results described in previous chap-
ters. The absolute deviaƟons were calculated by subtracƟng the centroid reports from
their associated virtual source direcƟon. The prescribed procedure was applied sepa-
rately to the reports collected under two experimental condiƟons, nominally CondiƟon
1 and with CondiƟon 2.
The staƟsƟcal tests conducted on the centroid reports of each parƟcipant included a
two–way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tesƟng staƟsƟcal signiﬁcancediﬀerences between
two categorical factors for the centroid reported direcƟons, while the observed diﬀer-
enceswere quanƟﬁed using an eﬀect size test. The two categorical factors tested against
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the centroid reported direcƟons were the virtual source posiƟons and the sƟmuli to sep-
arate the eﬀect of each factor. The quality of the linear relaƟonship between the cen-
troid reported direcƟons and the virtual source posiƟons were assessed using Pearson
correlaƟon analysis. Methods of spherical staƟsƟcs were deployed using theMATLABTM
toolbox ’SPAK’ [94]; these involved measuring the variance about the centroid reports
and compuƟng spherical correlaƟon coeﬃcients.
Figure 7.5: The constant error of centroid reported direcƟons by parƟcipant 6, in which a black
dots represents the virtual source posiƟon connected by a blue–dashed line to its associated re-
port shown by red dots. The spherical correlaƟon coeﬃcients are indicated for each condiƟon on
the top right hand–side corner. The improvement in perceived elevaƟon is apparent between the
two condiƟons and no ’front–back’ errors are shown.
Figure 7.5 shows the constant error of centroid reported direcƟons for parƟcipant 6, in
which the results for CondiƟon 1 and with CondiƟon 2 are represented in the top and
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boƩom plots respecƟvely. The most apparent diﬀerence between the top and the bot-
tom plots can be observed in reported elevaƟon angle, such that CondiƟon 2 has clearly
reduced the constant errors on the median plane that are observed for CondiƟon 1.
Moreover, no ’front–back’ errors are indicated (i.e., by blue-dashed lines); this is solely
aƩributable to the dynamic head tracking, which was not available to parƟcipants in the
previously described experiments.
Table 7.1: StaƟsƟcal signiﬁcance results for parƟcipant 6 in terms of lateral, azimuth and elevaƟon
angles. F–test shows the esƟmated staƟsƟcal signiﬁcance with its associated p–value, where ES
represents the calculated eﬀect size for staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant interacƟons, which are indicated by
a red text. The calculated correlaƟon coeﬃcients are represented by r
.
Lat SƟm Az SƟm El SƟm
Cond.1
F-test 567.1 0.3 2790.8 1.4 8.8 35.3
p 0 0.9 0 0.3 0 0
ES 1.8 -1.6 22.2 38.7
r 0.99 0.97 0.26
Cond.2
F-test 170.4 1.8 7725 10.4 61.6 2.3
p 0 0.1 0 0 0 0.05
ES 1.3 6.1 14.2 0.8 17.3
r 0.99 0.96 0.81
Table 7.1 shows the results of the staƟsƟcal tests conducted for the reports by parƟci-
pant 6, in which staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerences are indicated by a red text, as well as
the largest eﬀect size in each given case. In the case of CondiƟon 1, the eﬀect between
the centroid reports and the virtual source posiƟon in terms of azimuth and lateral an-
gles was staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant with F = 2790.8 and F = 567.1, respecƟvely (p< 0.05).
However, no staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerences due to the sƟmulus were found; for az-
imuth angle F = 1.4 and for lateral angle F = 0.3 (p > 0.9 in both cases). In contrast,
both the virtual source elevaƟon angle and the sƟmulus had a staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant ef-
fect on the centroid reports with F = 8.8 and F = 35.3 (p< 0.05) respecƟvely.
Similar eﬀects were observed in the results of CondiƟon 2, with the excepƟon of cen-
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troid reported azimuth angle, which had a larger eﬀect size (14.2) for the interacƟon
with the sƟmulus. The correlaƟon coeﬃcients calculated between the reported and the
virtual source azimuth and lateral angles demonstrated strong linear relaƟonships, as
expected from the incorporaƟon of dynamic head tracking in the localisaƟon task. Fur-
thermore, there was a substanƟal increase in the correlaƟon between the reported and
virtual source elevaƟon angles, indicaƟng improvement in perceived elevaƟon with the
applicaƟon of processing based on the predicƟon model. Variance about the centroid
was quanƟﬁed (i.e., p< 0.05) showing unimodal datasetswith Kent distribuƟon for both
condiƟons, resulƟng in kstats= 0.5 in the case of the CondiƟon 1, and higher conﬁdence
levels for the reports of CondiƟon 2, with kstats= 8.2.
Figure 7.6: The constant error of centroid reported direcƟons by parƟcipant 7. This is another
case that demonstrates the improvement in perceived elevaƟon between the two condiƟons.
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Figure 7.6 shows the constant error of centroid reported direcƟons for parƟcipant 7,
similar to the presentaƟon in Figure 7.5. Comparable to the reports given by parƟcipant
6, the perceived elevaƟon angle improved in CondiƟon 2 and no ’front–back’ confusions
were detected.
Table 7.2: StaƟsƟcal signiﬁcance results for parƟcipant 7 in terms of lateral, azimuth and elevaƟon
angles. See the descripƟon given in Table 7.1 for more detail
Lat SƟm Az SƟm El SƟm
Cond.1
F-test 1875 0.4 8436 3.5 8.4 32.5
p 0 0.9 0.005 0 0 0
ES -1.4 -5.1 28.5 24 36.7
r 0.99 0.97 0.3
Cond.2
F-test 1070 0.9 5208 1.9 118.2 0.3
p 0 0.5 0 0.1 0 0.9
ES -2.2 -6.1 0.8
r 0.99 0.98 0.87
Table 7.2 shows the results of the staƟsƟcal tests conducted for the reports by parƟci-
pant 7. The eﬀect between the centroid reports and the virtual source posiƟon in terms
of azimuth and lateral angles was staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant with F = 8436 and F = 1875
respecƟvely (p< 0.05) for CondiƟon 1. No staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerences due to the
sƟmulus were found in the case of lateral angle (F = 0.4, p= 0.9). In contrast, the inter-
acƟon of both the reported elevaƟon and the azimuth angles and the sƟmulus showed
a staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant eﬀect on centroid reports. In the case of CondiƟon 2, the eﬀect
of the virtual source direcƟon on centroid reported direcƟonwas staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant,
but the interacƟon with the sƟmulus did not aƩain staƟsƟcal signiﬁcance. Strong linear
relaƟonships were shown between the reported and the virtual source azimuth and lat-
eral angles. A similar trend of improved perceived elevaƟon can be seen between Condi-
Ɵon 1 and CondiƟon 2. The variance about the centroids showed unimodal datasetswith
Kent distribuƟon for both condiƟons, resulƟng in kstats= 31.1 in the case of CondiƟon
1, and slightly higher conﬁdence levels for the reports of CondiƟon 2, with kstats= 32.4.
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The constant error of centroid reported direcƟons for parƟcipant 9 is shown in Figure
7.7 for both condiƟons, in a similar presentaƟon to that in Figure 7.5. Comparable with
the reports given by parƟcipants 6 and 7, no ’front–back’ confusions were detected and
the perceived elevaƟon angle improved between CondiƟon 1 and CondiƟon 2.
Figure 7.7: The constant error of centroid reported direcƟons by parƟcipant 9. This is another
case that demostrates the improvement in perceived elevaƟon between the two condiƟons.
The staƟsƟcal tests results for parƟcipant 9 are shown in Table 7.3. The eﬀect between
the centroid report and the virtual source posiƟon in terms of azimuth and lateral angles
was staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant with F = 11572 and F = 29857, respecƟvely (p < 0.05) for
CondiƟon 1. In the case of the centroid reported azimuth angles, however, the interac-
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Table 7.3: StaƟsƟcal signiﬁcance results for parƟcipant 9 in terms of lateral, azimuth and elevaƟon
angles. See the descripƟon given in Table 7.1 for more detail
Lat SƟm Az SƟm El SƟm
Cond.1
F-test 11572 0.7 29857 3 4.8 32.8
p 0 0.6 0 0.01 0.5 0
ES -0.1 0.05 67.3 33.8
r 0.99 0.99 0.24
Cond.2
F-test 3048 0.3 7584 2.5 83 2.6
p 0 0.9 0 0.03 0 0.02
ES -0.97 -1.02 66.2 17.7
r 0.99 0.99 0.84
Ɵon with the sƟmulus yielded a larger eﬀect size (67.3) than the one associated with the
virtual source azimuth angles (0.05). Similar eﬀect can be seen on the centroid reported
elevaƟon by the interacƟon with the sƟmulus (F = 32.8, p< 0.05).
An idenƟcal trend of staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant eﬀects of the virtual source azimuth and
lateral angles obtained for CondiƟon 2, as well as for the virtual elevaƟon angle with
F = 83 (p < 0.05). Strong linear relaƟonships were shown between the reported and
the virtual source azimuth and lateral angles for both condiƟons. The perceived eleva-
Ɵon improved signiﬁcantly between CondiƟon 1 and CondiƟon 2. The variance about the
centroids showed unimodal datasets with Kent distribuƟon for both condiƟons, result-
ing in kstats = 45.18 in the case of the CondiƟon 1, and comparable conﬁdence levels
for the reports of CondiƟon 2 (kstats= 48).
The constant error of centroid reported direcƟons for parƟcipant 10 is shown in Figure
7.8 for both condiƟons, in a similar manner to the presentaƟon in Figure 7.5. Compara-
blewith the reports given by parƟcipants 6, 7 and 9, therewas an apparent improvement
in perceived elevaƟon reversal confusions between CondiƟon 1 and CondiƟon 2. This
parƟcipant achieved parƟcularly high localisaƟon performance on both the horizontal
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and the verƟcal planes due to the processing of the predicƟon model.
Figure 7.8: The constant error of centroid reported direcƟons by parƟcipant 10; the improvement
in perceived elevaƟon is apparent between the two condiƟons.
Table 7.4 shows the staƟsƟcal tests results for parƟcipant 10. StaƟsƟcally signiﬁcant
diﬀerences resulted for the interacƟon between centroid reported azimuth, lateral and
elevaƟon angles with F = 12430, F = 3753 and F = 3.7 respecƟvely (p< 0.05) for Con-
diƟon 1. In the case of the centroid reported elevaƟon angle, however, the interacƟon
with the sƟmulus yielded a larger eﬀect size (35.2) than the one associated with the vir-
tual source elevaƟon angles (27.5). Nonetheless, in the case of CondiƟon 2 the eﬀect
of the virtual source posiƟon in terms of azimuth, lateral and elevaƟon angles on the
centroid reported direcƟon was staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant with F = 2717, F = 713.3 and
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F = 111 (p< 0.05).
In both condiƟons, there was strong linear relaƟonship between the centroid reported
direcƟons and the virtual source posiƟons in terms of azimuth and lateral angles. This
parƟcipant had the most apparent improvement in matching perceived elevaƟon angle
when the two condiƟons are compared over all other parƟcipants. An almost idenƟcal
level of variance about the centroids was shown for the reports under both condiƟons,
yielding unimodal datasets with Kent distribuƟon (i.e., CondiƟon 1 kstats= 62 and Con-
diƟon 2 kstats= 62.1).
Table 7.4: StaƟsƟcal signiﬁcance results for parƟcipant 10 in terms of lateral, azimuth and eleva-
Ɵon angles. See the descripƟon given in Table 7.1 for more detail
Lat SƟm Az SƟm El SƟm
Cond.1
F-test 3753 1.5 12430 3.3 3.7 33
p 0 0.1 0 0.08 0.007 0
ES -0.8 -0.2 27.5 35.2
r 0.99 0.99 0.22
Cond.2
F-test 713.3 0.89 2717 157.1 111 1.3
p 0 0.5 0 0.06 0 0.26
ES -1.1 -1.02 1.09
r 0.99 0.98 0.89
Figure 7.9 shows the constant error of centroid reported direcƟons for parƟcipant 21 for
both condiƟons, in a similar manner presentaƟon to that in Figure 7.5. Consistent with
the reports given by the other four parƟcipants, perceived elevaƟon improved between
CondiƟon 1 and CondiƟon 2 and no ’front–back’ errors were shown.
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Figure 7.9: The constant error of centroid reported direcƟons by parƟcipant 21, graphically
demonstraƟng improved perceived elevaƟon between the two condiƟons.
Table 7.5 shows the staƟsƟcal tests results for parƟcipant 21. For CondiƟon 1, the eﬀect
of sƟmulus on centroid reported azimuth and elevaƟon angles was staƟsƟcally signiﬁ-
cant with F = 3.1 and F = 48.6 (p < 0.05) respecƟvely. In CondiƟon 2, however, the
eﬀect of virtual source posiƟon on the centroid reports was signiﬁcant for both azimuth
and elevaƟon angles, although showing a small eﬀect size. High correlaƟon coeﬃcients
yielded for the relaƟonships between the centroid reports and the virtual source po-
siƟon in terms of azimuth and lateral angles. The improvement in perceived elevaƟon
is apparent for this parƟcipant and consistent with the results obtained for the other
parƟcipants. Variance about the centroids showed for the reports of both condiƟons
unimodal datasets with Kent distribuƟon; CondiƟon 1 yielded kstats= 2.5 and a higher
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conﬁdence level was achieved for CondiƟon 2 (kstats= 16.6).
Table 7.5: StaƟsƟcal signiﬁcance results for parƟcipant 21 in terms of lateral, azimuth and eleva-
Ɵon angles. See the descripƟon given in Table 7.1 for more detail
Lat SƟm Az SƟm El SƟm
Cond.1
F-test 1368 0.6 6026 3.1 14.3 48.6
p 0 0.7 0 0.001 0 0
ES -0.2 2.3 19.3 21.6 37.3
r 0.99 0.98 0.33
Cond.2
F-test 713.3 0.89 2717 157.1 111 1.3
p 0 0.5 0 0.06 0 0.26
ES -1.1 -1.02 1.09
r 0.99 0.98 0.89
The error between the centroid reported direcƟons and their associated virtual source
posiƟons was calculated for the reports of each parƟcipant over all sound sƟmuli. Figure
7.10 shows the distribuƟonof reported azimuth and elevaƟon angles forCondiƟon 1 (up-
per plots) and CondiƟon 2 (boƩom plots). The distribuƟon are represented in this ﬁgure
using boxplots, in which the box represents the central 50% of the distribuƟon (between
the 25th and 75th quarƟle), the red line represents the median, and the whiskers extend
outside of the box to show the next adjacent values, which are the most extreme data
values that are not deﬁned as outliers.
Overall, parƟcipants had a higher error rate in terms of elevaƟon angle in CondiƟon
1, where the median error ranged between 18◦ and 25◦. This median elevaƟon error
range is substanƟally reduced in CondiƟon 2 by around 10◦ for all parƟcipants, apart
from parƟcipant 6. Moreover, the distribuƟon of elevaƟon errors is signiﬁcantly smaller
in CondiƟon 2, only extending to 25◦ on average. Themedian azimuth errors are compa-
rable between the two condiƟons ranging only between 2◦ and 8◦, but the distribuƟon
of errors is larger in the case ofCondiƟon 2.
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Figure 7.10: Absolute localisaƟon errors of centroid reported direcƟons for all sƟmuli and over
parƟcipants. The red lines represent the median error, the boxes show the distribuƟon of 50% of
the errors and the whiskers extend to indicate the 25th and 75th quarƟles. Overall, no signiﬁcant
diﬀerences are shown between the two condiƟons in terms of reported azimuth angle, but the
improvement in perceived elevaƟon angle is apparent between CondiƟon 1 and CondiƟon 2.
In an aƩempt to quanƟfy the localisaƟon error rate in–between sound sƟmuli, the calcu-
lated absolute errors for each parƟcipant were averaged over each sƟmulus. The results
are shown in Figure 7.11 using boxplots that show the distribuƟon of errors aswell as the
median localisaƟon error separately for azimuth and elevaƟon angles. The diﬀerences
in median azimuth errors between the two condiƟons are quite small (around 5◦), but
the distribuƟon of errors is slightly higher in the case of CondiƟon 2.
InteresƟngly, when parƟcipants’ centroid reports were averaged over sound sƟmulus
the diﬀerences in elevaƟon errors revealed which of the sƟmuli were localised more or
less accurately in the case of CondiƟon 1. While the elevaƟon errors of the two piano
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sƟmuli were relaƟvely small, withmedian error of 11◦, the elevaƟon errors of the speech
signals were strikingly high, extending up to 50◦ median error. The elevaƟon errors of
the tenor sƟmuli may be considered high in this case, with a median error of 20◦. In
complete contrast, the diﬀerences in median elevaƟon errors between sƟmuli for Con-
diƟon 2 are negligible, and ranging between 10◦ and 15◦; the distribuƟons of errors that
are also relaƟvely small, extending up to 20◦.
Figure 7.11: The localisaƟon errors of centroid reported direcƟons for all parƟcipants and over
sƟmuli. There are some striking diﬀerences in elevaƟon errors between the two condiƟons; the
results of CondiƟon 1 revealed that the speech sƟmuli were the most diﬃcult to localise in terms
of elevaƟon angle.
To evaluate the performance of the predicƟon model, the elevaƟon reports of Condi-
Ɵon 1 were compared with the predicted elevaƟon angles and the results are shown in
Figure 7.12. The two plots show the quanƟﬁed diﬀerence between the predicted and re-
ported elevaƟon angle as a funcƟon of sƟmulus (plot on the leŌ) and parƟcipant (plot on
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the right). Overall, the median results across parƟcipants and sƟmuli vary only slightly,
but the distribuƟons are larger when quanƟfying the diﬀerence in terms of parƟcipant.
Nonetheless, the average calculated diﬀerence between the predicted and reported el-
evaƟon angle equals 17.4◦.
Figure 7.12: The diﬀerences between the predicted and reported elevaƟon angles are quanƟﬁed
across parƟcipant (plot on the right hand–side) and sƟmulus (plot on the leŌ hand–side). The
average calculated diﬀerence equals 17.4◦.
The quesƟonnaire responses by all parƟcipants are shown in Table 7.6. InteresƟngly,
the analysis of the post–experiment quesƟonnaire provided some explanaƟon for the
observed errors between the reported and virtual source elevaƟon angles. All of the
parƟcipants ranked either the music or the singing sƟmuli as easier to localise than the
speech sƟmuli. This explains well the elevaƟon error results observed for CondiƟon 1
that are shown Figure 7.11. In addiƟon, there was a unanimous response of ’extremely
useful’ for the item about the contribuƟon of the dynamic head tracking to localisaƟon
of virtual sound sources. This observaƟon was consistent with the complete eliminaƟon
of the ’front–back’ confusions from the reports in this experiment, as compared with
previously reported localisaƟon performance (see 4.4, 5.4 and 6.4). Furthermore, all
of the parƟcipants ranked either the music or singing sƟmuli as more externalised than
the speech sƟmuli. Some parƟcipants added that while the music and singing sƟmuli
sounded further away from them, the speech sƟmuli sounded very close, and in certain
cases inside their head. Therefore, it may be that externalisaƟon plays a signiﬁcant role
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in the percepƟon of elevaƟon, as shown in previous studies [71, 97].
Table 7.6: Responses collected from all parƟcipants for the post–experiment quesƟonnaire.
LocalisaƟon diﬃculty Importance of dynamic head tracking ExternalisaƟon level
music, singing, speech 5 – extremely useful music, singing, speech
music, singing, speech 5 – extremely useful music, singing, speech
singing, music, speech 5 – extremely useful singing, music, speech
singing, music, speech 5 – extremely useful singing, music, speech
music, singing, speech 5 – extremely useful music, singing, speech
7.5 Conclusions
The performance of the predicƟonmodel for perceived elevaƟonof ecologically valid vir-
tual sound sources was evaluated by a localisaƟon experiment presenƟng those sources
under two condiƟons. As expected, the results for CondiƟon 1 demonstrated for all ﬁve
parƟcipants adequate localisaƟon performance of virtual sound sources on the horizon-
tal plane, which is consistent with previously reported results [4, 16, 66, 93] for the local-
isaƟon of broadband noise. This ﬁnding is also alignedwith the localisaƟon performance
shown for experiment 2 (see 5.4), in which strong relaƟonships were seen between the
measured and reported azimuth angle. In addiƟon, the ’front–back’ confusions, which
were seen in the results of virtually all of the previously reported localisaƟon perfor-
mance studies (see 4.4, 5.4 and 6.4), were completely resolved by the incorporaƟon of
dynamic head tracking in the VAD.
This ﬁnding supports the conclusion drawn from numerous studies [3, 21, 70, 71, 97,
125] that demonstrated the important role of head moƟon in discriminaƟng between
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sounds originaƟng ahead or behind the listener, which was parƟcularly important in
localising narrowband sound sources. However, with regard to source elevaƟon, the re-
sults ofCondiƟon1 exhibitedmany large constant errors between the distal andproximal
sound sources. The slight improvement shown for perceived elevaƟon (i.e., in compar-
ison with previously reported results), might be due to the dynamic head tracking that
assisted parƟcipants to resolve, to some extent, the direcƟon of elevated sound sources.
The proposed soluƟon incorporaƟng a manipulaƟon of elevaƟon angle lookup based on
the derived predicƟon model was tested in the current experiment. The results under
CondiƟon 2. clearly showed a substanƟal improvement in control of source elevaƟon
as evidenced by the strong relaƟonships found between speciﬁed and reported virtual
source elevaƟon. Moreover, the distribuƟon of reported elevaƟon angles reduced sub-
stanƟally (by around 30◦) between CondiƟon 1 and CondiƟon 2, which indicates the im-
portance of addressing the variaƟon in spectral shape of input sound sources.
The analysis results of absolute deviaƟon between the virtual source posiƟon and its as-
sociated reported direcƟon revealed that listeners found the localisaƟon of the speech
sound sources more diﬃcult than those for the singing and music sƟmuli. This ﬁnding
is shown in the responses to the post–experiment quesƟonnaire, which clearly show
that all of the parƟcipants found the speech sƟmuli more diﬃcult to localise. The par-
Ɵcipants’ responses to the item about externalisaƟon indicated that the speech sƟm-
uli sounded the least externalised, which might provide a plausible explanaƟon for the
observed elevaƟon errors in CondiƟon 1. The explanaƟon might be that virtual sound
sources perceived by the listeners as ’inside the head’ (speech) vary only slightly in el-
evaƟon, whereas the sound sources perceived further away from the listeners (singing
and music) vary to greater extent.
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These ﬁndings demonstrated the useful contribuƟon of elevaƟon angle lookup manip-
ulaƟon that was based on the proposed predicƟon model. In addiƟon, the ﬁndings
showed that dynamic head tracking can improve the determinaƟon of elevaƟon angle,
albeit by a small extent. The results showed as well the crucial role of dynamic head
tracking in resolving ’front–back’ ambiguiƟes.
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This chapter provides an overview of the research ﬁndings reported in this thesis, as well as
an interpretaƟon of the results and a discussion of the tested hypotheses. The contribuƟon
of the ﬁndings to the ﬁeld of virtual sound source localisaƟon is considered and future study
direcƟons are proposed.
8.1 CollecƟve Dataset of HRTF
The ﬁndings of Exp.2 (detailed in 5.4) conﬁrmed that localisaƟon performance using individ-
ually measured HRTFs and a CollecƟve dataset of HRTFs that were adjusted according to the
perceptual responses of the listeners provided comparable results when tested using broad-
band noise signals. InteresƟngly, the proximal sound sources originaƟng from0◦ azimuth angle
were perceived with both high precision and high accuracy, regardless of their elevaƟon angle
using both types of HRTF datasets. Overall, the observed distribuƟon of reported direcƟons
was relaƟvely small indicated by median absolute deviaƟons of around 6◦ for azimuth angle
and a slightly lower value of around 5◦ for elevaƟon angle considering the two types of HRTF
datasets. This ﬁnding suggests that although large constant errors were observed (i.e., around
20◦ on average), parƟcularly in the case of perceived elevaƟon, parƟcipants were reasonably
consistent in their localisaƟon judgements, meaning that high precisionmay be expected even
when performance exhibits lower accuracy. A quesƟon might be raised in regard to the com-
binaƟon of good precision and poor accuracy localisaƟon in VAD systems. Although high lo-
calisaƟon accuracy is essenƟal in VAD systems, high localisaƟon precision provides conﬁdence
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in the binaural processing because of the predictability of the perceptual response. Further-
more, examinaƟon of the perceptual responses might reveal systemaƟc errors that could be
predicted from physical measurements. Such a case is demonstrated by the predicƟon model
for perceived elevaƟon that was developed and evaluated in this work.
In accordance with other studies [38, 55, 56, 57], the reported and measured azimuth an-
gles were well correlated (r = 0.85) in the case of the individually–measured HRTFs. However,
the adjusted CollecƟve dataset of HRTF supported even beƩer localisaƟon performance on the
horizontal plane (r = 0.90). Furthermore, when the adjusted CollecƟve datasets of HRTFs were
deployed substanƟal reducƟons in both elevaƟon constant errors and ’front–back’ confusions
were observed, showing no staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the measured and re-
ported elevaƟon angles. This ﬁnding is supported by the work of Zakarauskas and Cynader
[128], who claimed to have found ”absolute” spectral cues to locaƟon that were unlikely to
occur in source spectra, and therefore must have been due to the inﬂuence of the HRTF on
the signals reaching the ears. In contrast, staƟsƟcally signiﬁcant diﬀerences were found be-
tween the measured and reported elevaƟon angle when individually–measured HRTFs were
uƟlised. These results support previous studies [58, 60, 62, 63, 96] that examined localisaƟon
performance for adjusted datasets of nonindividualised HRTFs. Moreover, the technique of
frequency scaling proposed by Middlebrooks [59, 95] appears to provide a useful means for
HRTF adjustment, in which a subjecƟve evaluaƟon by the listener demonstrated a clear value
in the ﬁne tuning of the CollecƟve HRTFs, as suggested by Seeber and Fastl [60]. These ﬁnd-
ings suggest that nonindividualised HRTFs adjusted by a perceptual calibraƟon procedure are
a viable soluƟon in cases where HRTF measurements are not feasible, and for the case tested
(using broadband noise) provided beƩer localisaƟon performance on the horizontal and me-
dian planes.
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8.2 PredicƟon Model for Perceived ElevaƟon
A predicƟon model for perceived elevaƟon was developed based on the observed system-
aƟc localisaƟon errors in terms of elevaƟon and the spectral features of the proximal sound
sources. The results of Exp.3 (detailed in 6.4) showed clearly that perceived elevaƟon is af-
fected by the spectral variaƟon in the proximal sound source, parƟcularly by its bandwidth.
The ﬁndings reinforce some of the preliminary results shown in [30], where using a larger
variety of ecologically valid sound sources produced a predicƟon model for perceived eleva-
Ɵon that is independent of the measured source elevaƟon. Moreover, these ﬁndings indicate
that the HRTFs on their own are insuﬃcient for conveying elevaƟon angle for the sƟmuli pre-
sented in the experiment. The stepwise regression analysis revealed that bandwidth is the
strongest predictor for perceived elevaƟon, and also provided a secondary predictor, kurtosis,
that slightly improved the predicƟon model.
These ﬁndings are to the contrary of previous studies that found the fundamental frequency
[5, 6, 7] to be the strongest predictors for perceived elevaƟon of pure and complex tones, and
studies [8, 78] that demonstrated how systemaƟc variaƟons in centre frequency aﬀect the
perceived elevaƟon of narrowband noise. Therefore, one may conclude that spectral shape
variaƟons that naturally occur in ecologically valid sound sources are disƟnguishable from the
spectral variaƟons observed in the more commonly used ﬁltered signals, such as tones and
noise. Notwithstanding, the ﬁndings of this study support results presented byMorimoto and
Aokata [9], who found that pitch may not be a suﬃcient predictor for perceived elevaƟon of
low–frequency narrowband noise signals. Their study showed that the spectral envelope (i.e.,
the bandwidth) of the signal aﬀects its perceived locaƟon on the median plane to a greater
extent than did pitch.
The proposed predicƟon model was evaluated in a perceptual localisaƟon experiment (Exp.4,
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detailed in7.4) of a longer duraƟon ecologically valid sound sources when the virtual source
display system included dynamic head tracking. The localisaƟon judgements were collected
for two condiƟons; one of which presented the listeners with spaƟally stabilised virtual sound
sources (the speciﬁed source posiƟon was maintained via a conƟnuously updated head posi-
Ɵon). In the other condiƟon the virtual source posiƟon was adjusted according to the predic-
Ɵon model by means of a look–up table. The results of Exp.4 (detailed in7.4) demonstrated a
clear advantage from dynamic head tracking for ’front–back’ discriminaƟon, completely elim-
inaƟng these errors that were observed in the results of the experiments that made no use of
dynamic head tracking (Exp. 1, 2 and 3). This ﬁnding strengthens the conclusions of other stud-
ies [3, 21, 70, 71, 97, 125] that demonstrated the importance of head moƟon in the localisa-
Ɵon of narrowband sound sources when those originate ahead or from behind of the listener.
The proposed soluƟon for adapƟve manipulaƟon of the elevaƟon angle of the virtual sound
source was found to signiﬁcantly improve the perceived elevaƟon angle, as evident from the
strong linear relaƟonship observed between the two (i.e., correlaƟon coeﬃcient values above
0.9) for the reports collected from all parƟcipaƟng listeners. In addiƟon, the distribuƟon of
reported elevaƟon angle was substanƟally reduced (by around 30◦) in the case of the manip-
ulated elevaƟon angle, which means that listeners were more consistent in their reports (i.e.,
they showed a high level of precision).
InteresƟngly, the localisaƟon of the speech sound sources wasmore diﬃcult for listeners when
comparedwith the localisaƟonof singing andmusic sound sources, as indicated by the resulted
absolute deviaƟon values and conﬁrmed by the listeners’ quesƟonnaire responses. Further-
more, the quesƟonnaire responses revealed a plausible explanaƟon for the observed localisa-
Ɵon performance on the median plane, which was that sound sources sounding more exter-
nalised (singing and music sƟmuli) were easier to localise in terms of elevaƟon in comparison
with sound sources that were perceived closer to the listener (speech sƟmuli). Hence, exter-
nalisaƟonmight be an important contributor for perceived elevaƟon angle, suggesƟng that the
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observed diﬃculty of listeners to localise the speech sound sources is a consequence of their
low level of externalisaƟon, rather than their measured spectral features. Nonetheless, when
the presented sound sources were perceived as originaƟng further away from the listener,
the predicƟon model for perceived elevaƟon provided saƟsfactory localisaƟon performance
on both the horizontal and median planes. It is important to note that the predicƟon model
for perceived elevaƟon presented here was evaluated for sound sources that were binaurally
processed using nonindividualised (but customised) HRTFs. Therefore, themodelmight be dif-
ferent for real sound sources or virtual sound sources displayed using individually-measured
HRTFs..
8.3 Future Study
There are a number of aspects aﬀecƟng localisaƟon performance that were not examined in
the current study, including the role of externalisaƟon and the interacƟon between mulƟple
sources within one VAD scene. In addiƟon, a followup study for Exp.3 (detailed in6.4) using
larger set of ecologically valid sound sources might provide the means to opƟmise and verify
further the predicƟon model for perceived elevaƟon.
The role of externalisaƟon in the percepƟon of elevaƟon is an important aspect to invesƟgate,
since some evidence was found (Exp.4, detailed in7.4) that relates the percepƟon of exter-
nalisaƟon with adequate localisaƟon performance on the median plane. This phenomenon is
known in the literature as in–head localisaƟon [18] and found by some studies to be presented
usually when nonindividualised HRTFs and headphone equalisaƟon are uƟlised [129]. Other
studies [74, 130] showed that individually–measured HRTFs and headphone equalisaƟon are
essenƟal for the percepƟon of externalisaƟon. A study by Begault [131] found that in–head
localisaƟon can be reduced by adding room reﬂecƟons to the binaural processing of nonindi-
vidualised HRTFs.
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Another study [97] by Begault and colleagues examined the eﬀect of head tracking, reverbera-
Ɵon and individually–measured HRTFs on the the percepƟon of virtual speech sound sources.
They found that incorporaƟng early reﬂecƟons (80 ms) with dynamic head tracking and indi-
vidualised HRTFs improved externalisaƟon, but degraded localisaƟon performance in terms of
elevaƟon. InteresƟngly, based on the results they reached a conclusion regarding the role of
externalisaƟon in perceptual localisaƟon, staƟng that “it is possible that sounds heard within
the head are less precisely localized, and that localizaƟon resoluƟon improves beyond a certain
distance.” [97]. Hence, externalisaƟon seems to contribute to localisaƟon performance, but
should be implemented by a diﬀerent technique other than reverberaƟon to maintain locali-
saƟon performance on the median plane. A viable soluƟon might be in the form of increasing
the decorrelaƟon between pairs of HRTFs (leŌ and right ears), as a study showed that asym-
metries between the pinnae improved the percepƟon of externalisaƟon [132]. Surprisingly, no
studies that directly examined the eﬀect of externalisaƟon on perceived elevaƟonwere found,
and so this is an intriguing direcƟon to pursuit in a future study.
This research study was concerned only with a single staƟonary virtual sound source, where
mulƟple virtual sound sources present another level of complexity. Binaural room reﬂecƟons
using image–sourcemethods (measured or synthesised) can be used to rendermulƟple sound
sources in one virtual acousƟc space [133], since the the spaƟal image of the sound sources
is independent of the listener’s head moƟon. However, this is not done by simply convolving
the HRTFs with binaural impulse responses (BRIRs), rather “... the overall transmission from a
source to two ears is oŌen decomposed into a series of direct and reﬂected propagaƟon paths
(direct and image sources).” [18]. In pracƟce, those ﬁlters that characterise the propagaƟon
paths along with the delay lines and scaling factors require to be constantly updated in a par-
allel processing. This soluƟon might be computaƟonally–heavy when implemented using DSP,
whereas processing using a ﬁeld-programmable gate array (FPGA) integrated circuit might be
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more suitable, as it allows for parallel and customised processing.
A followup study to opƟmise the predicƟon model for perceived elevaƟon should comprise
a larger set of ecologically valid sound sources, in which both localisaƟon performance and
the sense of externalisaƟon are examined. As shown, not many studies uƟlised ecologically
valid sound sources in the evaluaƟon of localisaƟon performance, despite the strong evidence
found by many studies [8, 14, 17] for the relaƟonship between the perceived locaƟon of a vir-
tual sound source and its spectral shape. Indeed, the use of tone signals (pure or complex)
[5, 6, 7] and noise signals (broad or narrow band) [2, 8, 9] revealed some of the characterisƟcs
in spectral shape that aﬀect localisaƟon performance in the median plane, parƟcularly in rela-
Ɵon to pitch. Natural sounds, however, presented diﬀerent inﬂuencing characterisƟcs of the
signal’s spectral shape (bandwidth and to some extent kurtosis) on its perceived elevaƟon. It
would be interesƟng to test whether the predicƟonmodel holds for sound signals with a more
complex spectrum structure.
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B.1 AddiƟonal HRTFs VeriﬁcaƟon Examples
Figures B.1 to B.3 present a comparison between the magnitude responses of the measured
HRTF (solid lines) and their associated simulated response (dashed lines) for the leŌ (blue lines,
leŌ hand–side plots) and right (red lines, right hand–side plots) pinnae. The black doƩed lines
represent the calculated level diﬀerence between the measured and simulated responses.
Each panel correspond to the analysis results of a speciﬁc direcƟon (loudspeaker locaƟon),
speciﬁed in azimuth (θ) and elevaƟon (φ) angles. The presented cases demonstrate that the
simulated response is an adequate representaƟon of the measured HRTFs.
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Figure B.1: HRTFs VeriﬁcaƟon Examples for ﬁve direcƟons.
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Figure B.2: HRTFs VeriﬁcaƟon Examples for ﬁve direcƟons.
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Figure B.3: HRTFs VeriﬁcaƟon Examples for ﬁve direcƟons.
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B.2 Exp1. Results Comparison for Each Subject
Figures B.4 to B.8 show the localisaƟon performance collected in Exp.1 for each of the parƟci-
pants. The plots on the leŌ hand–side show the constant error of mean reported direcƟons as
a funcƟon of themeasured direcƟon, in which the ’front–back’ errors are indicated by the blue
dashed lines. The correlaƟon coeﬃcients are indicated separately for lateral, azimuth and ele-
vaƟon angles. The distribuƟon of reports is shown for each parƟcipant on the right hand–side
the plots, where the red dots correspond to the mean reported direcƟons for a given direc-
Ɵon. Blue dashed lines indicate of localisaƟon at rear posiƟons, and the ’front–back’ raƟo is
indicated in percentages.
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Figure B.4: LocalisaƟon performance shown for parƟcipants 1–4.
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Figure B.5: LocalisaƟon performance shown for parƟcipants 5–8.
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Figure B.6: LocalisaƟon performance shown for parƟcipants9–10, 12–13.
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Figure B.7: LocalisaƟon performance shown for parƟcipants 14–17.
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Figure B.8: LocalisaƟon performance shown for parƟcipants 18–19.
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C.1 Exp.2 Results Comparison for Each Subject
Figures C.1 to C.5 show the localisaƟon performance collected in Exp.2 for each of the par-
Ɵcipants. For each parƟcipant, the results obtained using their individually–measured HRTFs
are shown in the leŌ hand–side plots. The plots on the right hand–side show the results for
when the adjusted CollecƟve HRTFs were deployed. The plots in each row correspond to the
following items:
1. The constant error of mean reported direcƟons as a funcƟon of the measured direcƟon,
in which the ’front–back’ errors are indicated by the blue dashed lines. The correlaƟon
coeﬃcients are indicated separately for lateral, azimuth and elevaƟon angles.
2. The distribuƟon of reports, where the red dots correspond to the mean reported direc-
Ɵons for a given direcƟon. Blue dashed lines indicate of localisaƟon at rear posiƟons,
and the ’front–back’ raƟo is indicated in percentages.
3. The median absolute deviaƟons corresponding to the distribuƟon of clusters of reports.
4. The constant error of centroid reported direcƟons shown in top view (leŌ hand–side)
and in side view (right hand–side). The extent of the error is indicated by the blue lines,
where the blue dashed lines correspond to the ’front–back’ confusions. The green dot
represents the θ = 0◦,φ = 0◦ direcƟon.
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Figure C.1: LocalisaƟon performance shown for parƟcipant 3.
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Figure C.2: LocalisaƟon performance shown for parƟcipant 8.
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Figure C.3: LocalisaƟon performance shown for parƟcipant 10.
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Figure C.4: LocalisaƟon performance shown for parƟcipant 13.
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Figure C.5: LocalisaƟon performance shown for parƟcipant 20.
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D.1 Exp.3 Mean Reported ElevaƟon for All SƟmuli
Figures D.1 to D.4 show themean reported elevaƟon for each azimuth angle collected in Exp.3
from each of the parƟcipants and for all sƟmuli. The top four plots show the results for the
music sƟmuli and the results for the speech sƟmuli are shown in the boƩom four plots. The
colour–coded symbols represent data for each parƟcipant (as indicated in the legend). The
top four panels correspond to the four music sƟmuli - violin A4, violin D4, cello A3 and cello
D3. The top four panels correspond to the four vowel sƟmuli - /hi/, /ha/, /hae/ and /hu/. The
black–dashed diagonal line represents the points that correlate with the measured elevaƟon
angles.
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Figure D.1: Mean Reported ElevaƟon for θ = 45
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Figure D.2: Mean Reported ElevaƟon for θ = 90◦
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Figure D.3: Mean Reported ElevaƟon for θ = 135◦
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Figure D.4: Mean Reported ElevaƟon for θ = 180◦
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D.2 Exp.3 Spectral Moments for All SƟmuli
Figures D.5 to D.8 show the spectral moments analysis results for all sƟmuli and for each az-
imuth angle aŌer they were binaurally processed to simulate sound sources at -10◦, 0◦, 35◦
and 70◦ elevaƟon angles. The top four plots show the results for the music sƟmuli and the re-
sults for the speech sƟmuli are shown in the boƩom four plots. Each set of four plots show in a
clockwise order the results of analysis for centroid, bandwidth, kurtosis and skewness colour–
coded black, red, green and blue respecƟvely. The sƟmuli are symbol–coded as shown in the
legend.
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Figure D.5: Spectral Moments for θ = 45◦
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Figure D.6: Spectral Moments for θ = 90◦
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Figure D.7: Spectral Moments for θ = 135◦
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Figure D.8: Spectral Moments for θ = 180◦
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